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ABSTRACT 
-\ 
., 0 
The purpose of thi~ study.is .. to trace the develop-
ment of education in Singapor~ . from . ~959 td 196~. 
.. . ... 
The turning point of the educatidnal sy~tem in 
'II • 6 .. • • ' • 
• (' I • . • . S1.ngapore occurred . 1n .19 59 ~hen . S1.ngapore ~ecamt;· an . inter.~ 
naliy ·self-gove:r;riing state.·· .. The ~oli.tica~l ·tr~nsformation 
necessitated the reorientation .of educati0n. ; ~h~ political 
... . . 
.and economic situat·ions in the cou·rse .of the ensuing · 
eleven years . further modified the ~d~cational syst~m both 
in philosophy an~ in organisation. 
Following a· br~ef introduction to the demographic 
· structure, ethnic and linguistic . . gr.oups_, · PC?li tical and 
economic dev~1opments~ ~iscussipn .is focused on ~he develop-
. .. -' 
~ • I I .• 
ment of the entire spectruo· of the ~du~ational system in 
~ ~ 
Singapore: pre-school education, primary . and seconda~y 
educa~ion, higher education, teacher~tralning, adul~ educa-
tion and special education. For each . o£ these, the status 
~n 1959 is descr1bed .and the po~icy changes and the 
.· 
associated implementation · r.esul.t~ ov.er th,e period 1959-196 9 
I r 
are investigated. Problems · are i~enti~ied with special 
attention being paid to the efficacy of ~he government·~ 
educatioh policy. for achieving its ~~~~e m~j~r. social ~oals: 
(a) increased ·edu.ca tional opportunities reflected in the ' 
·r 
. ,.-
) (\--
0 
·' 
f) 
.. 
ABSTRACT 
princf~le of parity for the four language streams 
English, Chinese, Malay and Tamil; (b) industrial growth; 
and (c) nati~nal unity. 
The identification of various problems leads to 
the formation of a set of · recommendat±ons for future action. 
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Chapter 1 
INTRODUCTION 
Thi's thesi:S is a wide-ranging survey of educational 
developments in Singapore, focusing on the decade .following 
the announcement in 1959 of the first Five-Year Plan. 
Although there have been some writings on educa-
t .ion in Singapore, · no comprehe~sive treatment of educfttion. 
in · the period 1959 to 1969 has . been attempted. 
· This study attempts to rectify this shortcoming~ 
Hopefully, · it will be of value· to educators and planners 
. . 
concerned wi~h the future of Singapore. 
The st dy presents an analysis_of all aspects that 
are related to .the evelopment of education in s1ngap?re~ 
It is hoped that· thi study ~ill provoke stimulus for 
discussion and · lay the foundation fcir fut~re researthers 
who are interested in this area of study. 
I. SINGA~,9RE:· THE SOCIAL NILIEU, 1959-69 
Demographic, Ethnic and ~inquistic Data 
. S~ngapore, unlike most other coun tr.ies, lacks the 
common fabric that binds a society togeth~r as in racial 
1 ho~ogeneity or cultural cohesiveness. A·combination of 
factors resulte·d in the formation of a multi-racial society 
• 
1 
f 
.. 
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in Singapore from the very beginning of its existence. The • 
• t1 
first census in 1824 noted that the.r·e Here Europeans, Arabs·,. 
,.... . ' 
Chinese, Indians, Armenians, Bugis, ·among others - already 
. ... . . 1 
a multi-racial soc1ety by any standard. Then subsequently 
. . 
the influx of Chinese immigrants whose number _grew raJa_idly 
. . . 2 . . 
J transformed them into the dom~nant ethn~c group. They 
together with the Malays ~nd. Indians ;ormed.the three major 
races of the Island. This pattern of growth produced 
in Singapore 'one of the larges~ concentrations ~f Chinese 
" in Southeast Asia, and the only . independent ·state in the 
region in which the overseas Chinese comprise:! the majority _ . . 
of the population. 
3 Minorities such as Europeans, .Eura- ··· . · 
sians, and Pakistanis also decided to make · this tiny island 
:their home .. ·Thus Singapo~e became a truly multi-racial, 
multi-~eligious and multi-lingual society~ _ (See Table 1~) 
1 . Rupert Emerson, f\lalays ia (Kuala Lumpur: Oni ver-
sity of Malaya Press, 1964), p. 22. 
2
c.M. Turn~ll, The Straits Settlements 1826-27 
(London: · The Athlone J>ress, 1972),. p. 21. 
t 
3R.J .. W .. Neville, "Singapore: Ethnic Diversity al).d 
Its Implications," Ann nls of the Assocj.at.ion of American 
Geographers, Vol. 56, 1966, PP.· 236-53. 
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'Table ·1 
Popuiation by Ethnic Grou~ for Selected ~ear~ 
YEAR MALAY· · CHINESE .. INDIANS & 
• OTHER$· PAKISTANIS 
-~J 
. ·2 Number. 7. . . Number 7. Number · 0 7, ·Number ·' .7. · ' 
124,084 
r 
1957 'Z 197 ,_059 13.6 1,090596 ;s~4. 8.6 34,.190 2~.4 
! 
\ 
.. 
"). 
1963 266,600 14~ 3' 1,396,500 74 . _9 .. 153_~ 7~0 .. 8. 2 48, 100:· . 2. 6 
1966 276, too· 14·. 4' 1,427,000 74.6 156,600 .a.z 53,80~ 2.8 
1967 2.83' 5~0 . 14.5 1 ,~54.' 5oo 74~4 159,400 8.1 58' 200. 3.0 
·f 1,~78>600 . 1968 287,700 14.5 . 74.4 161,200 8.1 6o-:, 400 3~0 
<f 
.. 
1.969. 1,499,800 ",... 292,600 14.5 74.4 161,200 8.0 63,200 3.1 
• -41 . 
Source: Ministry of Culture, Sin a ·ar·e Facts ' and Fi 
1970 (Singapor~: Government Printing 0 5. 
j 
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Table 1 indicates that Chinese, Malays, Indians 
4 
and Pakistanis comprised more.than 96 per cent of the total 
,/.. . 
population . . Since the 1B3o•s there had been a tendency for 
people of like ethnic and linguistic affiliations.~o live 
to~e~heT in w~ll-k~it and· compact communities in Singapore. 4 
~ac.h group· re~a.ii:led- the- more basic attributes of its 
.. 
cultural herittig~, but had increasing contact at certain 
levels and in restr-icted areas of common interest . . 
~-
There a.re six main communities within the Chinese 
-t"" 
population. They speak Mandarin, 9okkien, Teochew, Canto-
nese, Hainanese, Hakka, Foochow and a variety ·of other · :""~ 
dialects. 5 The Indian group is similarly heterogeneous in 
composition, including peopies'widely differing in 
langu~g(. . religfon and custom. Am_ong the Indians, Tamil, 
Malayal~, C~y~ese, Hindi, Urdu, Telugu, Punjabi an~ 
6 Bengali are spoken. Even the Malay group, most homogeneous · 
·of all, is comprised of several 'specific communities dra\vn 
4Yue-Man Yeung, National 
Urban Transformation . in ' S~l-n_g_a_p_o __ r_e~~~--~~~~--~~----
of Chicago, 1973), pp. 53-57. 
5Iain Buc~anan, Singapore in Southca~t Asia (London: 
G. Bell and Sons Ltd., 1972), p. 166. ' 
6
sally Backhouse, Singapore (England: David and ~ .. 
. Char 1 e s , 19 7 2 ) , p . 8 6 . C. 
--------· - - -
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from the different islands of Indon~sia as well as from, 
·the r..talay Peninsula. . The main languages spoken by the 
Malays arc f'.talay and Javanese.. The rest of the minority 
etl:inic .grOups ~eak English, Fr,ench, Japanese and Indone-
sian. Signif~cant . numbers of Eurasians, Europeans; Arabs, 
Ceylonese and others, present truly cos~Qpolitan element 
into the basically diverse composition of this plural 
society. (See Table 2 .. ) 
5 
In Singapore, racial segregation is ~inly due to a 
complete lack of racial. and cultural hornogenei ty rather than 
racial discrimination and prejudice. Singapore is a plura~ 
listie society. Its peoples dif~er ~~iy in race, l)guage, 
religion, custom, habits and standard of living. Abo~e all 
I 
the various races have irreconcilable religious differences: 
all Malays being MUSlims, most Indi~s being Hindus, the 
majority of_the Chinese being ddhists. As. a whole, in 
spite of their differences in any respects, the various 
races .. livEd harmonipusly under British r.ule. 
Despite the prevalen e of general goodwill and harmony, 
integration to any considera le extent did not occur. This 
was partly because ?ifferent raci~l groups were able to lead 
\ 
'. 
their respective pattern of ~ife based on their t~aditional 
value systems which they brought with them; and partly because 
J· 
l 
{-
IN TRODUC TI 0~ ;-----. 
Table 2 
Populati~n B¥ E~hnic Group and 
Lingu1st1c Group 
: 
PER CE:'-lT OF 
ETHNIC GROUP SPECIFIC CO:.r~IUNI'f.Y NU~IBFitS ETII~J(' I U J,\f. 
( i HOUI' I'< WI ;L_\TIO:"J 
Chinese 1,519,225 lUO·O 78·7 
Hokkicn 4f).tj :ll·9 
Tcqchcw 22·5 17·7 
Cantonese !8·9 1·1·9 
ll;~inancsc 7·2 5·7 
Hakb 6·7 5·3 
.Mala) Foochow 1·5 1·2 Olher• i-6 2 ·0 233,997 tOO·O 12·1 
Malay 63·9 8·-l 
/.dian 
Javanese 18·3 2·2 
Boyancsc 11 ·2 1·3 
Other 1·6 0·2 
l23,250 tOO·O 6·7 
Tamil 60··1 _, 0 0 
Malayali 16·8 1·1 
Ceylonese 4·2 0·3 
Othci 18·6 I·J 
Other .. ~ . :261 ;I 100·0 ~·5 
--
-
Tol.tl ~ "H ~ I lllOO 
Sources: State of Singapore, ReEort on the Census 
of Population, 1957 LS1ngapore: Government 
Pr1nting off1ce,\1964). 
Republic of Singapore, Singapore· Sample 
Household Survey, 1966, Rcnort ~o. 1 (Singa-
pore: Government Printing Office, 1967). 
6 
\ 
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INTRODUCTION 
they were able to transmit these value systems through educa-
tion both formal and informal. As a mel~ing pot of four 
major cultural traditions - Western, Chinese, Indian and 
Islamic - it would be naive to force assimilation ·of ?ne 
cu~ture by another. 
Political Deve~ents 
The years 1959~1969 represent eleven epochal years 
in the history of Singapore. In 1959, Sing~pore became an 
internally self-govern~ng state. 7 The climate . of politics in 
th~se years was new. New political institutions and habits 
had to be tested. The 1960's was a decade of inhovation; 
experimentation and -PFOqation. The task of transition, 
inherited\by the new government, ·11as made more difficult in 
a society divided into groups by language and tradition~ 8 
\ . 
The bencli~marks of self-governing democracy were achieved 
in the period 1959-1963: the first citizen electorate based 
A 
7c ·L P s· • , · 
. • ang I ~ngapore s People r s Action PartJ': Its 
History, Organization and Leadership (London: Oxford Uni-
versity Press, 1971), P~ 7. ~ 
8 
Buchanan, op. cit., pp. 250-311. 
,...-~ 
' 
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on the one man one vote principle, the first fully elected 
9 parliament, the first experience of the cabinet system4. 
Before full independence there were two years of · 
.~ 
intense political' debate on the issue of 11 M~rdeka throug~ 
Merger."lO In August 1963 Singapore ~ecame indep~nde~t within 
. ' Malaysia. From 1963-1965, Singapoie's politica~ patteins 
., . 11 . 
~~ · were predominantly Malays~an. 
;l 
In Hay 1964, the People's Action Party took a .. toRen 
4\ 
partjin the Malaysian general election and won 13 seats in 
the Malaysian Parliament and thus assumed the role of the: 
largest opposition group in Parliament. This small gain 
for ·the P.A.P. touched off a po'"toler conflict between them 
and the United Malay National Organization, a member· party 
of the Halaysian government in power. A direct outcome of 
this was the.communal riots -on July 21 and September 2, which 
jointly claimed the lives of 22 persons with ~61 person in-
. d 12 JUr~ . 
9Alex Josey, Lee Kuan Yew (Singapore: Donald 
Moore Press Ltd. , 19 6 8) , p .. 9 3. 
10Merdeka is \Malay word meaning independence . 
. 
11 w.J\. Hanna, ·he Formution of ~1alaysia (New York: 
American Universities Field Staff Inc., 1964), pp. 7-10. 
4 12 F.V. Gaglian~, Communal Violence in Malaysia, 
(Ohi6: Ohio University, 1970), pp. 11-25 . 
.. 
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Throughout 1964 Singapore was continuously threatened 
.. 
by Indonesian confrontation in the form of sabotage.l 3 Bombing 
inCid~~t~· occurre~ fn vari~us par~~f the island, and 
. ."\_. 
innocent men, ~men and children were killed. Horeoyer, . 
Si~gapo~e lo~·.· n,rly 70 per cent of her national ir:c~~e·: 14 
In the same year, Singapor~ · opened its unprecedented 
industrial front.., the Jur.ong. Industrial c ·amplex, the 
' ' 
largest industrial project in South East Asia.15 
Communal fe~lings intensifie.d in 1965 with Indonesian \ ·. 
' :. 16 
cOnfrontation no less abated~ Fi~e bo~b explosions took place 
with thrte persons killed and J3 . injure:·d.17 
.. :.·_, 
13R~chard Clutterbuck, Riots · and Rcvolut'ib.n in 
Singapore and ~talaya 1945-1963 (London: Faber and Faber 
Ltd., 1973) ,,_p. 159. 
14Fong, op. cit. , p. 1." 
lSJurong is an area si~Jated in the south-v;estern _.,. 
corne_r of Singapore. The Si~apore government, following 
a recommendation made by experts of\.t!:"le United Nations, 
underthok to set up an industrial estate at Jurong on June 1, 
1968. Jurong, therefore, has become the industrial town of 
Singapore. 
. 
16Yan-li Wu, Strategic Si nificance of Singapore: 
A Study in B::1lancc of PoHer \~·as ington: American Enter-
prise Institute for Public Policy Research, 1972),. p .. 6~ 
17straits times, Sin~aporc, June 1969, p. 3 . 
r 
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Power confli~\ and~ itical differences between the' 
Malaysian central gov~rnme~ ~rid the Singapore 9overnment 
amplified. The leaders of' ot~ goyernments attempted 
conciliation to no avai1 . There was ··no rappr:ochement in . 
sight and the prospect of Singapore's r~\naining in H.al~ysia:. 
was dirninis~ng. 
· TensJPn accumulated and finally on Augu~t 9, 1965 
it was simultaneously announGed in Singapore and Kuala · 
Lumpur'· that Singapore separated from Malaysia to become a 
sovereign, democratic and independent nation. 18 
The bloody experiences of commun~ riots and Indo-
nesian confrontati~n taught s· apore a good lesson: 
Singapore caul d never afford to over internal and 
19 "-
external security. So at the begi ing -of 1967 with the · 
\ 
' ~ . " . ' . . j -
British military withdrawal not f r ahead Singapore .intra- . ~ 
.. · 
duced its national service. The·· purpose wa-s-;:.o make ' l all \ 
·IBG .D. N.ess, Bureaucracy· and Rural Development in 
~1alaysia (California: Univers1ty of California Press, 1967), 
p. xrr:- ", 
19n.ick Wilson, The Future Role· of Sir/gapore (London: 
Oxford University Press, 1972), p. 61. 
{ 
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, 
the strata 0~ our society to be' able to participate in the 
.. ·. 20 
defence of the Repub'l~c·~ - . · 
Since t .hen ··Singapore has had to a~just her institutions, . 
·.policies and p~titudes along the ~ine of national sovereignty 
and independence, \vi~!: her · ot.-m defence and foreign policy 
and economic development. 
1 
·' ·. ...... . 
... The Economy 
In the United Nations or world arena, Singapore, with 
only 2~1 mil~ion inhabitants, is perhaps one of the softest 
. . 21 . vo~ces. But to Singaporeans, it is a large city on a 
' \ 
small island. The· stagnation of rural society or the pur~uit 
of · agricultur~ at the whim ahd mercy of the rain and the sun 
0 t ~ 
· are not the challen~e it has to face. Singapore is virtua~l¥ 
~ t • 
0 ' 
d 22 
. · . evoid of natural resou.rces-; .. Its chance of survival and 
.. 
20statement made by K.S. Goh in an address ("National 
Defence") ~t Singapore in the Parliament, on 27, February, 
1967. 0 • -
21 s.H. Saw,. ··,;The Population of Singapore and Its 
Social and Eco~omic Implica~ions'' (Singapore: ~cntral Library 
University of Singapore, 196 0 . ) < (!--t'imeographcd · ~ ) 
22ti· . . Hatzfel.dt, Economic Dcvelo mcnt and Plannin in 
Singapore (Bangkok: For , pp. 3-4. 
{_ 
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prosperity lies in the industry and enterprise of its 
.. 23 people. · 
Ten years ago Singapore's economy depended very 
heavily on the entrepot trade and the jobs created by the 
British military bases. Tpe .entrepot trade consisted 
mainly of buying Malaysian and In~onesiari products 
12 
and reselling them for a ~rofit margin, on the world market, 
and~of supplying the region with European, American and 
Japanese consumer goods} 4 singapore thus played the role of 
a middleman . But the independence of Indonesia and 
Malaysia in 1949 and 1957 respectively cut out this middle-
·~an, because these two neighbouring countries began to 
·develop indigenous marketing, processing and financing, 
. and instituted dire~t trading}~· Later the enormous 
reduction in the British military presence between 1969 
and 1971 .left another gaping hole in the traditional 
economy. The problem of survival loomed large when t~e 
announcement that the British pull-out·wauld be brought 
2 3 .. . ti . S . 1 I d ~u1 Sen ran , 1ngaporc s n ust rial Development 
(Singapore: Economic Development Board, 1965), pp. 28-35. 
24 . 90 
·Wilson, op. c~t .. , p. . 
25Hatzfcldt, op. cit., pp ·. 20-21 .. 
... ... 
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£orward from 1971-1975. The ~ediate effects of the 
final pull-out ~auld be: 
(1) the loss of annual British Jn.ilitary expenditure 
of $3 SO million·; 
(2) the retrenchment of 16,500 Singapore civilian 
employees; 
(3) the disbandment of more than 3,000 locally-
enlisted unifonned \'lorkers •2 6 
''l \_1 
The answer to this problem was iridu~trialization. 
An Economic Development Board and later a Development _Bank 
. ~ 2 7 . . . ff. . 1 . 
. were formea. The1r a1m wa~ to g1ve o xc1a ass1stance 
.where the risks were too great, the capital too large, or the 
returns. too slow to engage the interest of private business-
men. 
The successful launching of a new industrial ~state 
at Jurong among other similar efforts turned Sinqanore 
into a centre not ?nly for oil refining but also for elec-
tronics, ship-building and repair and a host of consumer 
goods industries, destined for home market, for the r~gional 
26sin Chew Jit Poh (Sirtgaporc), June 30, 1969, p. 2. 
27 . --·-·------- .. --. 
Josey, op. cit. p. 63. 
( 
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marketsl~lso for the advanced markets of the Northern 
Ht7ffiisphere. 28 
·.· 
Il}c:l.ustrialization P.nttbled Singaporeans to achieve 
a 250 per cent increase in GNP in th~ ten years fxom 1960 to . 
197o. 29 With this _performance Singa~re was)confident to have 
. . 
the capacity to ward off a sudden drop in ' its economic g.rowth. 
In 1972, Singapore was able to withstand the economic effects 
of ·the British military withdrawal. r.toreover, Singapore hud 
doubled her national income during the decade from 1960 to 
1970 with only a 30 per cent increase in her labO'i'f force. 30 Incc · ·e 
per worker had grown by about 50 per cent, greater labour 
efficiency and improved management were achieved.31 Economic 
.; 
growth reinforced social as well as political stability. As 
the writer mentioned before, in a multi-racial, multi-lingual, 
and multi-religious society so unique as Singapore's, there 
are still obstacles towards national consol~dation. However, 
social and economic equality, heralded and exemplified by 
28 Fong, op. cit~, pp. 36-40. 
29 b' d 3 I ~ ., p. . 
30 P.S. You, Singapore Sample Household Survev, 1966 
{Singapore: Government Printing Office, 1967), pp. 87-89. 
31aackhouse, op. cit., pp. 153-154 . 
...r 
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the parity in treatment of educat~on irrespective of race 
or creed, provides a favourable climate for sustained de-
. , 
velopment, despite the many crises which Singapore . had gone 
· through from 1959 to 1969---Indonesian confrontation in 1963, 
separation from Malaysia in 1965, and the repercussions on 
Singapore of the May 13,.1969 -after the racial riot in 
32 Kuala Lumpur. 
· .II. EDUCATIONAL POLICY, 1959-1969 
The first Five-Year Education Development Plan 
(1961-1965) was mainly bas~d on universal free primary 
. 33 
education and the princip~e of par1ty. The second Five-
Year Education Development Plan (1966-1970) emphasized the 
' 1 qualitative rather than the qua~titative aspects of equca-
t-; 
tion. 34 Both p1C::,.5 were aesiqned to foster racial har~onv, to 
create national identity, to develOp · tO the full, human 
"" 
·resources fo~ econo~ic needs, and to ensure political 
stability,. The Plans stressed three main features in ~du-
cation -- the principle of pa·rity, education £or industrial 
growth anjl educati~h for·nationql unity. 
32
straits Times (Singapore), September 11, 1968, p. 2 . 
33 Dorasamy (ed.}, o~. cit., p. 59. 
34Ibid .. , p. 63. 
' . 
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_The princiPl~ ) of parity advocated equal treatment 
for tl1e four languag;~treams of education in ~lalay, Chinese, 
. 35 
English and Tamil. 
The Annual Report of the Department of Education for 
( 
1960 explained the principle of parity, stTesslng that for 
all children there would be equal opportunity, and freedom 
to choose the medium of instruction. Parents were assured 
that \vhate:ver cho_ice they made, standards would be the same 
in all schools,with comm9n curriculum and syllab~s~s, with 
trained teachers and the same degree of supervision .exercised 
. b h "1. . f. Ed . 36 y t e 1•1n1stry o ~ ucat1on. 
In the . colonial period, parity of treatment for 
the four lang.uage streams - Malay, Chinese, Tamil and English ~ 
did not exist. The British administrators favoured the 
English_and Malay language streams, ~n~ discriminate~ against 
the Chinese.· The motive was obvious: in orde~ to prolohg 
the colonial rule, the.~ritis~ had ·to · accentuate the differences 
. . 
of education between the various groups in order to· perpetuate 
a stafe·.of separateness. This attitude, however, was 
35Ibid., p. 60. 
36Ministry of Education, Annual Report 1960 (Singa-
pore: . Government Printing Office, 1960), p. 2. 
{_ 
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.not rejected. when the goal of self-government and 
. I • 
eventual independence was won. So the educational pol1cy of 
the colonial days had to be re-oriented when the People's 
Action Party came into po"rer.. In this respect, the PAP 
government ~nstead of fli~ting wit4 the various groups had 
placed emphasis on co~esion. 
To tackle 'the racial and .. language problems, the 
governmen~ ad9pted the following policies: 37 
(1) making Malay the national langurige. 
(2) instituting Malay, ·chinese, Tamil and English 
~.---
as four off~c1al languages of Singapore~ 
(3) providing parity of treatment for · four streams 
of education ensuring the same opportunities and 
facilities~ 
(4) promoting bilin~ualism through the compulsory 
stu.dy of a second official l~nguage at all levels, 
and integrating two or more language streams in 
one school building under a single administration. 
All these cohesive steps aimed at breaking down the 
cultur~l, . . ?ocial_ an4. ~-~~g_u.ag:_e barriers and paying the way for 
racial harmony and common identity. 
37state of Singapore1 Annual Report 1959 (Singa-
p6rc: Government Printing Office, 1959), p. 207. 
{ 
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The language issue. isonly one aspect of Singapore's 
) 
·racial problem, because Singapore's racial problem is a 
mixture of different ingredients - ethnic, language, culture 
and religion. To illust~~te this, a brief look at some 
other countries which have similar racial problems is worth-
while. We hear Switzerland mentioned very often, but unlike 
Singaporeans, the Swiss belong to. the same racial stock .. 
Moreover, the Sv1iss share a common cu_lture and civ~lization. 
Another country which faces racial riots is the United States 
~~ of America, where the common public schools, using English. 
~ft · 
and English only as the medium of instruction,are believed 
to have successfully we~ded the · .vari~us immigrant groups into 
one-language, one-nation Arne.rican identity. f Here agai~, 
it must be immediately pointed out that language itself is 
not a panacea: the problem of the American Negros is a 
case-i~-point. In Canada, there is · t~;; problem of English 
and French, particularly in areas where these two language 
groups co-exist. However, as far as Canada is concerned, 
the problems are more linguistic than racial. In comparison, 
Singapore has a much more thorny racial problem at hand. 
Maybe thr6ugh education, this probl~m can be largely, though 
not wholly, s_olvcd. Perhaps given time and careful planning, 
the goal will one day be reached. 
. . 
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Education for Industrial Growth 
Singapore•s educational system, a heritage from the 
.colonial days, suffered from it!?~ original objectives of pro-
viding 11 academic 11 education for the purpose of· creating a 
"baboo class" subservient to the colonial ruling class in 
goverrun~nt ·service and.business. Thus as late as in 1968, 
84 per· cent of the student population of Singapore were in · 
the a~ademic type of schools~ 8 This situation was obviously 
. • • ~ '1. 
~ not · in 'harmony with the needs of industrialization . 
C. 
.. Realizing t~ fact that Singapore bas no natu~al but human 
resources to tap for its very survival, a swing towards 
technical and vocational education curriculum and structure 
was immediately made. Since then technical and vocational . 
equcation have re~eived increased attention. The Government 
has made serious efforts to·train the craftsmen so urgently 
needed by industries. According to the prediction of the 
Minister of Education, by 1972, one third of the school 
leavers were·to be technically equipped for the factories 
39 
and workshops. The industrialization, implemented together 
38 . . 8 Fang, op. c1t., p. 1 • 
39Ibid., p. 19. 
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with the re-orientation o~ . the education svstem, qreatly 
eased Singapore~s unemployment situation. 
The aim of the government•s educational policy 
was to equip youth w~th requisite skills for employment 
in industry. The economy of the country could 
20 
no longer be sustained by entrep5t trade alone. In the re-
orientation of the-economic policy of the state, industrial-
ization was·accorded a vital role and considered the key . 
to survival. ·~chools were regarded as training grounds to 
develop, train and supply skilled labour for the industrial 
market.40 
Education for National Unity 
r 
t_ The popultM:- slogan in Singapore is "unity in diver-
i 
sityu. But the major problem is that~racial ties and 
1o~alties are still strong, the!e can hardly be a true 
national unity in the .sense that ·all Singaporeans feel 
41 that they b~long to one nation rather to their own race. 
40J. Kennedy, A History of Malaya (New York: 
St. Martin's Press, 1967), p. 290. 
41J~n Bee Ooi, Land, People and Economy in 
Malaya (London: Spottiswoode, Ballantyne & Co. Ltd., 
1963) I P· 384. 
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' 
Perhaps this is due to the fact that Singapore is a new 
nati~~, and no attempt was made by the British government. 
of the past to inculcate in the various races a common 
SingaPQrecn outlook. · 
21 
Educa~ion in Singapore was not regarded in a serious 
vein by the government until the late 1950's. During the 
colonial period, all the schopl.s had the autonomy to develop 
on their own. They naturally based their curricuium, teach-
ing me.th~~s ,. "t:extbooks ,.and political orientation on the 
c'ountry of origin with a resultant diffusipn· ·of patterns 
·~d emphases that in the main wer~ highly a~adernic. In 
1968, 84 · per cent of the student population of Singapore 
were in school!? that we.re separ~ted ·e t ·hnically. 42 
The result of such an educational policy was that 
the various racial or ethnic groups were physically and · 
c':llturally sepa-rated from one al)other. Atnon·g the immigrant 
communities, many adults would look towards their countries 
of origin as objects .of their loyalty. As for the indigenous 
people, tribal rather than national loyalty tenced to prevail. 
·Theref~r~ when the People'~ Action Party came into power, 
there was an urgent desir.e to use education as an iris·t'rurnent 
47 . 
. Fong, op. cit.. pp .~ 18-2 0 . · 
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INTRODUCTION 
to unite the various races and reorientate them towards a 
common. Singaporean national identity, oth~~ise, their 
parochial ou~looks wo(Jld per~ist and probably ·.qould be 
transmitted to the next, generation. 
. ~ ' 
Bes"ides chasing nat~onal language· and multi-
- I . ) 
lingual ism as agents of n_a .t .i6ria;t · nity, the government 
} . 
also i~plemented the policy of usi e a co~on content 
. ~ ~· 
curriculum and sfnga~ore-ariented te~~ in all schools 
to foster national unity. 
22 
The new · gover~ent took up. this task at the · time when 
Singapore appeared increasingly isolated from its neighbours, 
including the Federation o~ M~aya and I~donesia. The ;redo-
rni~antly Chinese pop~lati~n ~more urgent the need tO 
establish a South-East · As~an yutlook•and to foster a ~ati(nal 
consciousnesS. u · ,. ~ 
III. ORGANIZATION OF THIS REPORT 
The chapters that folrow will examine in turn each 
of the various phases of education -- pre-school1 primary 
and secondary, higher,teacher training, adult an~ special 
. . 
education. Developments int~ach phase for the period 
1959-1969 will be discussed in the context of the social, 
political, and economic -developments in ~ingapore as outlined 
. ( 
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above, and with special reference to the three dominant 
thrusts of educationa~ policy ·in the decade, namely 
parity·in ~ducation for language g~oups, education for 
industrial growth, and education to foster national unity. 
23 
In Chapter II data on the development of pre-school 
educa~ion in Singapore in the decade is presented, and its 
status discussed. 
Chapter III, concerned with primary ~nd secondary 
educa.tion, investigates bilingualism, textbooks, curriculum, 
enrolment and the integration of schools. 
. -
Chapter IV ~utlines the history of the higher 
education institutions: Nanyang University, the University 
of Singapor~, the Singapore Polytechnic, Ngee Ann Technical 
College_, and the Singapore Tech.nical Institute. · 
Chapter V examines the full-time and part-time 
training ~rogrammes for teachers at the Teachers' Training 
College and ~t the School of .Education of the University of 
Singapore. 
Chapter VI deals with developments in adult educa-
tion, including the many activities of the Adult Education 
--~ 
Board, and the ~xtra-mural pr~am of the University of 
Singapore .. 
( 
INTRODUCTION ~ 
Ch~II examines the. de;velopment duril'\~the 
" . period 1959-1969 _of progr~ms ~n -special ·educat-ion in~ · ..,._ 
r, 
Singapore including those for the deaf, ~. the blind and the 
sl·ow to learn. 
Chapter VIII sUmm~iizes the - st~dy and makes 
recorru:nendations for the· ~uture . 
. . 
!.... _ .. 
... . 
::. ::- ~~r.~. 
-·~ 
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Chapter 2 
PRE-SCHOOL EDUCATJON 
· ·This chapte.r is about developments in pre-school 
e~ucation in Singapore during the period 1959-1969~ It 
documents the growt'h th<;it occurred, and describes the 
various orgal)iZations that Operated kindergartens .an~d day 
care "centres. 
. .;.':) 
Final~y, an assessment ~s made of 1969 
4 
enrolment. and curriculum in terms of'"' .the personal needs 
~f children and the national goals of ethnic unity and 
industrial g~owth. 
-.I. PRE-SCHOOL EDUCATION IN 19 59 
~ .. ~ 
In 1959, pre-sch9oi"edu~ation in urban Singapore 
was ~rovided in regi~tered private kindergartens, in 
·'creches and children's centres . of .the Minl:stry of Social 
Affairs~ Registered· private kindergartens took chilafu· 
whq rang~d from two and a half yearsto about s~x years of 
age • . 
~ In the case of creches and children's centres, f 
-'- , 
children usually attended these from the time they were 
babies till 'they entexed primary school. 
Children's centr~s served those below seven years 
~ . 
a~d, in special cases, thos·e from eight to £if teen years. 
25 
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Most of the ch{ldren who at~ended kindergartens · w~re 
. sent by their parents at the age of four or five, often 
· for two years of pre-school education. 
Cr~ch~s and . children's centres were goveinment 
_j _; .. --
institutions providing day care to ch~ldren of· w·orking 
parents · .~ Training in .personal hygiene and good habits 
, 
was given in these creches. Children were encouraged to 
learn through free play. For those children who were 
close to school age, kindergarten activities were added. 
II. GROWTH FROM 1959 TO 1969 
Kindergartens 
A major step in the growth of pre-school edu-
cation occurred in 1964 with the initiatio~~of kinder-
gartens of the Peoples' Association. 1 These kindergartens 
catered largely to the needs of the rural areas. They 
were housed in the community centres .. The education 
offered was considered to be part of the services provided 
by these community centres to residents in the area. 
Community centre workers were engaged as staff. ·since 
1 ~~ ~ statutory body charged with the management of 
"' community centres and financed almost entirely by the 
·Government. 
() 
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then the kindergartens hav~ expanded and provided 
education for the poor. ~ Before 1964 kinder~arten was 
mainly a privilege for the c~ildren of the elite. 2 
In 1969 there were about 179 teachers and an 
0 
enrolment of 12,193 children in .kindergartens in 137 
community centres. (See Table 3.) 
There were, in 1969, 47 regjstere~ private 
kindergartens in Singapore. Most of them wer~ run by 
the churches and private individuals. In July 1969 
· there were about 4,900 children attending these kinder-
~artens.3 ~hese kindergartens adoptea a child-centred 
programme, with the stress on learnin9 through experience 
' and discovery. 
2
sin Chew Jit Poh· (Singapore), December 2, 1972, 
p. 12 .. 
~Information gathered by the w~iter through 
personal visits to several kindergartens in Singapore, in 
June, 1971. 
"'C;" •• 
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Table 3 
The Numbers. of Pupils, Teachers and Institutions 
Involved in Kindergarten Education, 
Singapore, 1969 
·Rural 
Pupils· 
Enroled 
Nwnber of 
Teachers 
Number of 
Institutions 
Kindergartens of the 12,193 179 137 
People •.s A!'jsociations 
(community centers) 
Urban 
Private 
Total 
Source: 
.,-
~ 
Kindergartens 4,900 47 
17,093 ~ 184 
'1 
Based on personal in~ews with several. 
teachers who ~ere irivolved in kindergarten 
education.)!'n Singapore, June 1-30, ·1971. 
/ 
' Table 3 indicates that in the rural areas, ther~ 
was less than two teachers in each community centre. to 
run the kindergarten education. Furthermore, the ratio 
between the teacher and pupils was 1 to 68. The teaching 
load was heavy and pupils could not get the req~ired . ~ 
individual attention. In the urban areas, the exact 
28 
numbers of students, teacners and institutions were unknown 
I 
J. 
I 
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A 
because no-detailed official records were kept regarding 
pupil~, teachers and institutions involved in pre-school 
education . 
In July 1969, there were 10 creches with a 
teaching staff of· 24 taking care of 427 children. 
At the same time, there were 9 children's centres with 
a teaching staff of 46 for 950 children. Therefore, the 
creches·and childrenis centre- took only a total of 1,377 
children daily, with a teacher pupil ratio of 1:9.. (See 
Table 4.) There were 52 r~gions in Singapore, but there 
were only 19 Day Care Centres scattered throughout these 
regions. Therefore, more than sixt~per cent of,the 
regions were not served by Day Care Centres. 
. Table 4 
The Number .of Pupils, Teachers and- nstitutions 
Involved in Day Care Centr~s, Sin apore, 1969 
Pupils of Number of 
29 
Enroled s Institutions 
creches 427 24 10 
.Children's Centres 950 46 9 
Total 1377 / · - . 70 19 
. _,/ 
S6urce: Statement ~btai~id from the Ministry of Social 
Affairs, personal interview, June · 20, 1971. 
) 
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Day-Care 
Singapore's national goal of increased industriali~ ­
zation meant that more women had to work ·in industry. 
Furthermore, to help to ·eliminate the general phenomenon· 
of poverty, itwas desired to induce more low income mothers 
into the labor force. 
· In order to achie.ve these ends, it was necessary to 
. ex~d the day-care system so that it 1.zould be possible for 
- . -' 
mothers to work. Government's subsidi-zation of c~n of 
poor families was provided as a further inducement. In 
1969, 100,800 women out of a total female population of 
1,9~,700 . wer~ in the .labor forc~. 5 Thus, there was a 
signif~cant population of females in the labor force. 
III. FUTURE DIRECTIONS FOR 
SINGArORE PRE-SCHOOLS 
This section will attempt to assess developments in 
pre-school education against the needs of children, and 
Singaporets goals pf parity, unity and industrial growth. 
Comments will focus on enrolment and on the curriculum. 
5
sin Chew Jit Poh (Singapore), July. 11, 1970, p. 5. 
) . 
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The e~roiment of 1,377 children in 1969 represent 
only 72 per cent of the total number of children that 
were requested to be admitted. 6 This reveals that there 
was an urgent need for expansion in creches and children's 
centres. The staff to children ratio was far from ideal. 
Furthermore, some of the buildings were too old and 
lacked adequate space (e.g. Victoria Child's Centre and 
the Barisan Socialis , infant schools). 7 This situation 
created a problem regarding the satisfactory care of the 
children. 
........... One solut~on would be to use the 200 (in 1970) 
. 8 
community centres scattereu over the entire island. 
These centres were mainly used for r~creati~n. They 
/ ~ ~ 
provided _safe, healthful and attra~t{ve settings where 
a desirable kindergarten educa tion· · ~rnight take place. It 
31 
would be· rneaningful to convert these community centres into 
child care centres during the day and in the evening they 
could still be used for recreation. 
... 
Surroundings are important because ~hey help to 
shape and build the individual. Moreover, free play, 
\): 
6s. 1n Chew Jit Poh (Singapore) , May 4, 1970, p. 10. 
7sin Chew Jit Poh (Singapore) { June 6, 1973, p. 12. - ·~  , . 
as··. J.n Chew Jit Poh {Singapore) , December 12, 1969, 
p . . 12. 
< ....-
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activities and fresh air are an .essential part ?f infant 
v 
educa.tion. Any good children's centre should safeguard 
the health of the child and foster the best physical, 
e~otional, mental an4 social adjustment of the children 
with the help of specialists .. Therefore, the unfavourable 
conditions in these children's centres and infant schools 
should be improved. Again use of community centres could 
well be the answer to this problem . 
..........,_ 
·Kindergarten Enrolment 
Goodykoonz, Altstyne, Hatthick and Jersild 
reported ehat children who had had school experience at 
an early age wer~ more advanced in motor skills~ social 
responsibility and demonstrated greater adaptability to 
32 
new situations than those whose school experience began 
~ith first grade :9 They also found that kindergarten 
education contri~tited significantly to~~motional adjustment 
and leadership and tended to promote the child's sociabi-
li ty while at the same time fos.terins h~s indiyiduality, 
independe~ce, self-assertiveness, self-reliance and 
interest in the environment. It is generally agreed th~t 
9 H.M. Lambert, Teaching the Kindergarten Children 
(New York: Harcourt, Brace and Co., 1958), p. 28. 
( 
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,.. 
ki.ndergarten does make a contribution to ~ild' s 
general adjustment and this, after all, is one of the 
most important objectives of kindergarten. 
Kindergarten plays a special role in the school 
· programme: helping children to a good start an~eveloping 
healthy bodies and well-integrated personalities. 0 
Although the character~stics of .personality which are 
prized highly vary from culture to culture, as do the 
characteristics required for success in the educational 
system, kind~rgarten, as a· means tor socialization and 
for easing the transition of the children i~to a formal 
educational system, can be expected to be as successful 
in one society as another, the U.S.A. or Singapore. 
Thus, there are the .needs for expanding kinder-
garten enrolment to include every five-year·oid child~ 
and for incorporating pre-school ~ducation into· the regular 
school system. 
Required Changes in P~e-School Curriculum 
.· 
In pre-school institutions, children of all ethnic 
bpckgrounds were served equally well. These institutions 
10 . H.T. Peterson, Kindergarten, the Key to Child 
Growth (New York: Exposition Press, 1958), pp. 8-23. 
{ 
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provided the best · opportuniti~s for children of different 
races to mingle, thereby fostering the idea of racial 
and linguistic tolerance and, in tur,, promoting nat.ional 
unity. 
d . .· 11 ~ . '1• . t E ucators 1n S1ngapore, -agreed w~th ~ngu~s s 
~ 12 like Bloomfield and N. Chomsky that most children learn 
languages fast and well when they are young. The writer 
found children in pre-schools spoke Chinese, Malay and 
English fluently. Therefore, exposing children of 
different races to several languages at the kindergarte~ 
level is 'likely to be one of the best ways ~ci achieve ~he 
national bilingualism goals.. On this basis the writer 
suggests that kindergartens should be mixed racially and 
linguistically as fa as possible. 
The Governme t should recruit more people into a 
training institution be established, where emphas·is is 
_· placed on personality a w 11 as aca~emic _training. 
Education in the pre-school, is of paramount importance. 
The experience of the early years mould the child's 
11
sin Chew Jit Poh (Singapore), June 18, 1971, 
p. 11. 
12N. Minis (edJ, Lingui~tics at Large (New York: 
The Viking Press, 1971), p. 202. 
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a·tti tudes to le.arning and provide the -impetus for his 
continuing progress. As such, this ·education is too 
important to be left in· the hands of non-professionals. 
Through observation and interviews with the 
authorities concerned, one found that ·most kindergartens 
13 did not have a very close relationship with parents. 
Increased .parent-school co-operation would help the child 
to make satisfactory adjustments to the ~choo~ situation. 
The aim of kindergarten is not a transmission of 
knowledge or an accumulation of academic facts, but rather 
the gaining of experiences through participation in a 
rich and happy atmosphere. ·Instruction in form~kills 
could be obtained· in the formal schools. ~ 
The kindergarten curriculBm should provide the 
children with new e~periences and should therefore-be 
... 
offered in the form of activities responsive to the 
different needs of the children as seen by the teachers. 
The kindergarten cuts through many fields of subject 
matter taking from each area what will further the growth 
and development of the children. Thit is wh~ the · 
13In June 1971, the writer visited several kinder-
gartens in Singapore and interviewed several teachers and 
principals of kindergartens. 
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kindergarten programme is so unique. , It provides a wealth 
of satisfying learning.experiences. 
In short, the kindergarten programme should guide 
the pupiLs in a learning process that would offer.the 
greatest growth commensurate with their potentialfties in 
relation to their .ages and needs. 
( 
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Chapter 3 
~RIMARY AND SECONDARY EDUCATION 
\ 
\ \ 
This chapter deals with _primary and secondary 
education in Singapore. First it documents the gro\vth 
in enrolment from 1959 to ~969, together with the 
measures taken.by the government to encourage that 
groHth. Th~n it explores developments, administrative 
and curricular, related to the policies of language 
p~rity, national unity and industrialization. 
I. INCREASING ENROLMENTS 
When the People's Action Party took office in 
June· 195.9.-.ythe ·J1lajor educationa~ problem factincr the gOvern-
ment was that of quantity, since eve~ year more children 
were entering school. (See Table 5.) But at the same 
time, the problem of quality could not be ignored. 1 The 
educational problem, so the government decided., would 
be dealt with in ~he light of political and social needs~ 
As a result of these considerations for the period under 
review, education, being f~nanced almost entirely from 
·state revenues, became the biggest item .of the 
~-Straits Times (Singapore),· July 9, 1966, P· 5. 
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\ . 
government·' s bu · t, reachi'ng\.as much as 32 per cent of 
. '-__../ 
the national.budget annually. In 1969, the annual 
expenditur·e on education cost the public 183.7 million 
Singapore dollars. This was ne~rl~ triple the 1959 
annual expendiiure on education which stood at 63,390,000. 
I 
Singapo~~rs. 
Year 
1959 
1960 
1961 
1962 
1963 
1964 
1965 . 
1966 
1967 
1968 
1969 
Source: ) 
Table 5 
Annual Enrolment in Primary and 
Secondary Schools, 1959 to 1969 . 
· :. ... , ., . 
.. . · . -
.... .- .... ~ ·.~ . - ,._,_ 
~rolment 
~ 
320,977 
349 1 89 0 · 
375,838 
.397, qos 
426,045 
453,214 
477,408 
?02,98.7 
517,885 
. ~,083 
"SltJ I 36 2 
Ministry of Education, Annual Report 1967, 
(Singapore: The Government- Printing. Office, 
196'7). 
Department of ·stat~tics, Facts arid Pictures 
on Sinqapore (Singapore: The Governme.:Jt ~ 
Printing Office, 1968). _ 
J. 
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The .; implementation of the first Five-Year Plan 
(1961-1965) gave priority ·to universal free primary 
educatio~. ~he second Five-Year Plan (1966-1970) aimed 
at the· expansion of secondary and -higher education. -
<I . 
Both pla~s required heavy expenditure on education. 2 
.E~pecially because of- the low s~.a?,r~ of. living in 
. , ... . • .. 
Singapore, good teachers, a -sound·· .cu.I;"riculum, .efficient 
teaching equipment an<=1:-: -fine school buildir1fJ~>were quite 
- J 
a burden on the nationa~ budget. Moreover, Singapore's 
. . 
populatio~ was increasing and had by -1969, reached 2.1 
39 
million . .~ About 46 per ~ent_ of . this ·population were 14 - ;, 
years of age and under. 
Thus, in the peri9d .under review, almost 50 per 
cent of the poptilation of Sing~pore was, _at any one 
time,· under the training ~nd care of the Ministry of 
Education. 
Free Primary .Education 
The first step the government took in the area 
. -· 
' 
of primary education was to make available a six-year free 
I I 
2 . . T.R. Dora1sarny (ed.) , . 150 Years of Education in 
Singapore (Singapore: Teachers' T~aining College, 1969), 
-P.·_ 78 .. 
. .•. 
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primary education to all children who were born either in 
Singapore or Malaya or were children of Singapore citizens 
and who · were at least 6 years of age. Previously, primary 
education was provided fr~e only to those pupils ~hose 
3 family _ ~as on ~·Jelfare oi who were of Halay descent . 
. ~urther, all pu~ of Malay .descent, born in Singapore or 
whose parents are ~ingapore ci~izens have been given free 
tuition from primary up to university level since 1960. 4 
School Building Program ~. . ... ·'' .. .... 
. , . · ·~\: .. 
-,. ·· - · 
To cope with the rapidly expanding school popu-
lation, the Ministry of ~ducation starting in 1961 built 
schools at the averag~rate of one school a month for 
seven years. As a result by 1969, there were su~ficient 
primary school places for every child of school-going 
... 
age for the next decade and so, the school building 
prograrmne was allo\ved to lapse at that time . 
.. , 
·Table 6 gives a break-down of the completed · 
building programme .from 1959 to 1969 .. 
3 • 
Ibid. I .p. 18. 
. 
4Ministry of Education, Annual Report 1961 
(Singapore: Government Printing Office, 1961), p. 2. 
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Table 6 
Nurnbe of Schools Built Between 
1959 and 1969 
Year Primary Voc.Sec. Acad.Sec. Tech. Mult. Jr. Total - Other Haj. Coll. New Extns. to Schools Schls. Schls. Sec.Schla. $chls. Schls. Existing 
Schools 
:'""" . 
1959 1 1 
1960 4 
' 
4 1 
1961 6 3 .; 9 
1962 11 1 3 15 
1963 9 1 3 3 16 5 
1964 6 6 5 4 21 1 
1965 6 3 7 16 1 
1966 7 1 6 14 7 
1967 4 9 13 4 J 2 1968 1 1 1 3 
1969 1 2 3 1 
Total 56 14 21 7 16 1 115 22 
Sources: Ministry of Education, Annual Reoort, 1959-1967 (Singapore: Government 
Printing Office, 1959-1967). 
Department of Statistics, Singa ore ·~acts andlFi ures, 1966-19~9 (Singa-
pore: Gov~rnmene Printing Office, 56-1969). · · 
Voc Sec. Schls. -·vocational Secondary Schools. 
Acad. Sec •. Schls. -Academic Secondary Schools. 
Tech. Sec. Scnls. - Technical Secondary Schools. 
Mult-Lat. Schls. - Multi-lateral Schools. 
· ·( • ' ~ . 4 
Jr. Coll. - Junior College. 
~ew Schls. - New Schools. 
Maj. Extns. -·Major Extentions. 
.. 
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Table 6 demonstrates that there was only 1 school 
built in 1959, but a decade later, 115 schools of . ~· 
different types had been built and 22 schools had been 
I 
extended. The government and government-aided school 
system \vas increased from 396 to 511 schools (see Table 7 
for ·the stock of schools in 19~9) auring the period under 
review -- most of this growth occuring in the years 1961 
to 1967. 
, 
Free Textbooks 
-. .In 1959 the policy of lending textbooks to pupils 
free of c_9arge was extended to all four language streams . 
. . 
in both -government and government-aided schools. 
Previously, this had 'applied only to English language 
• l 
schools. This was dond in accordance with the ·belief 
that no needy child should be denied education merely 
because of inability to buy.textbooks. Table 8 shows that 
the annual expenditure on free textbooks increased from 
' 
about $80,000 in 1959 to about $285,000 irr-1969. 
Bursaries 
Mandatory free primary education was afforded to 
pupils born in Singapore and to those whose parents were 
Singapore citizens. Secondary students of high calibre 
42 
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Table 7 
Number of Schools by Levels of Education 
and Type of Schools, 1969 
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Year 
1959 
1960 
1961 
1962 
1963 
) 
1964 
1965 
1966 
1967 
1968 
1969 
PRIMARY AND SECONDARY EDUCATION 
Table 8 
Annual Expenditure on Free Textbooks 
Versus Annual Student Enrolment, 
1959 to 1969 
Free Textbook 
Expenditure 
$ 79,606.68 
\ 
85, 608·. 84 
142,916.08 
. 134,154.65 
188,179.07 
218,056.78 
256,756.91 
261,207.73 
280,710.00 
281,200.00 
284,800.00 
Student 
Enrolment 
320,977 
349,890 
375,838 
397,005 
426,045 
453.214 
477,408 
502,987 
517,885 
527,083 
~ 
51""9,362 
Sources: Ministry of Culture, Singa:eore; Facts and 
Figures (Singapore: Government Printing 
51! ice, 1970) . 
Ministry of Education, Annual Reports 1959-
1967 (Singapore: Government Printing Office, 
1959-1967). 
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PRIMARY AND SECONDARY EDUCATION 
might also apply for exemption from paymef\t of school fees 
on grounds of hardship. 5 .This scheme was in force before 
1959. 
Bursaries Prior to 1959 
Before 1959 there were on~y two types of bursaries 
to secondary students that existed. · They were: (1) the 
Secondary School Bursaries, wo~th $72 each per annum, and 
(2) the Island Bursaries, valued at $600 per annum each. 
Both bursaries .were awarded to students who were finan-· 
cially and academically deserving. However, the former~ 
were awarded to students living in Singapore, while the 
latter were awarded to students living on islands off 
Singapore. 
Developments Since.l959 
1when the government took office in 1959, . it imme-
diately took steps to extend the award of bursaries tq 
those students enrolled in the two-year pre-university 
programme. · These bursaries for the two years, were valued 
at $420 6 per annum. 
5Ministry of Education, Annual Report 1967 
. (Singapore: The Government Printing Off ice, 196 7) , p . . 10. 
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In 1963, the government introduced the award of 
Island Transport Bursaries and Bus Bursarie·s. The Island 
Transport Bursaries were worth $360 each per annum and 
granted to pupils living on the islands off Singapqre. 
~ Bus Bursaries, valued at $4 0 .each per annum were awarded 
to needy pupils living within the city or the surrounding 
countryside. Previously, bursaries were a~arded only to 
pupils of academic merits and financial hardship. ~ut 
after 1959, the new.bursaries were different, they were 
available to all pupils who were poor. 
. . 
Table 9 shows the steady increase in expenditures 
46 
on bursaries each year under review. ~xpe~ditures in 1968 · 
were fourteen times the expe~ditures in 1959. 
Details of In]reased Enrolment 
.There was a marked increase in the number of 
children en~olled in primary and secondary schools from 
\ 
1959 to J.969 as .T~bles 10 through 13 show. 
In 1959, there were 272,254 students in primary 
schools, 44,117 in secondary schools and 4,606 in pre-
university classes. In 1969 there were 371,781 in 
primary schools, 137,354 in -secondary schools and 10,227 
in pre-university classes. 'l'he total size of school 
enrolment was 320,977 in 1959 and it reached 519,36.2 in 
. ~ 
1969, an increase of 61 per cent. {See Table 11.) 
{ . 
(_'-
( 
Year 
1959 
1960 
1961 
1962 
1963 
l964 
1965 
1966 
1967 
1968 
1969 
Table 9 
Annual Expenditure on Bursaries Tenable at 
Secondary Schools and Annual Enrolment 
of Secondary Schools, ~959 to 1969 
Expenditure on Enrolment of 
Bursaries at Secondary 
Secondary Schools Schools 
$ 70,656 .. 44,117 
81,819 53,796 
1~~8 66,745 
205,840 69,023 
357,756 79,028 
399,674 93,841 
541,188 107, "987 
786,128 124,082 
888,630 136,309 
985,318 14 0, 7-43 
Not Available 137,354 
. (J • 
I 
Source: Doraisamy, T.R. (ed.), 150 Years of Education in 
Sinqapore (Singapore: Teachers' Training College, 
1969), p. 69 .. 
··-- · 
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·Y:ear 
1959 
1960 
1961 
1962 
1963 
1964 
1965 
1966 
1967 
1968 
1969 
· PRIMARY AND SECONDARY EDUCATION 
Table 10 
Annual Enrolment of Primary and Secondary 
Schools, 1959 to 1969 
Annual Enrolments 
~mar~ School 
272,254 
290,576 ' 
397,981 
324,697. 
341,620 
353., 62.2 
362,672 
370,899 
373,437 
379,828 
366;881 
Secondary School 
48,723 
59,314 
67,857 
72,308 
84,425 
99,592 
114,726 
132,088 
144,448 
150,251 
147,551 (as on 
July 1, 
1~69} 
Source: T.R. Doraisamy, (ed.), 150 Years of Education 
in Sinqapore (Singapore: Teachers' Training 
College, 1969), p. 68. 
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boTerrun•ct 
T•ar ~ricuu·y Secondary (••) 
1959 1:!1,716 11 ,r.s,·· 
1960 1)9.~52 26,606 
... 
1 ~G t 15 1. 20 9 )),50ft 
1962 166,8)) 3~ '67 1 
196) IB6.7lt9 ft2,07G 
I 
1964 201r7 5.5 ,6)0 
1965 215, 7) 69,097 
1966 225,)77 8~ t 680 
1967 ~):2,52lt 96,671. 
1968 2ltO.,tOlt 102. 'tltl 
1969 2)8,089 99,487 
PRIMARY AND SECONDARY EDUCATION 
Table 11 
School Enrolment by Level of Education in Government 
Schools, Government-Aided Scoools, and 
l -
Pr~vate Schools, 1959 to 1969 
Go~~rnmect-Aided Pri'tle..te 
Pre-Uni ver- Prhu~ry· Secondary Pr•- Cniv•r- Primary Secondary Pre-CniY•r· 'Pri•ar·y 
eity (••) aity (~~ # dty ( *) 
..... 
1,07? 1)9:179 22,097 .3,529 11,)59 lt,5J7 - 272,254 
1, 196- 1 !t t, 4 97 24,186 
"· 252 9,697 ),oolt - 29<:1,6,6 
5J7 147,552 )0,688 546 9,220 2"', 55) 29 )0?,981 
l ,)06 tlt8,699 )0,62) 1,9)9 9 t 165 ),529 ItO )21t,697 
2,005 1"6,085 J),084 ),260 8,786 ),866 52 )41.:-620 
2, ~30 144,160 )4,751 ),) 11 7,915 ),460 60 )5),622 
I 
2,962 t~to' ,oz) )5,62) . ),709 7,5?6 ),267 78 )62,672 
),499 1)7,691 )6,758 \,lt)lt ?,8)1 2,6ltlt 7) :no,899 
t)lt,461 lj,462 J 6,452 2,tt.5 80 )7),lt)7 ),597 )7. 52) 
IJ,477 1)0,842 )6,5)'t ~.937 s,alt,. 1,?68 J)6 . )76, 790 
5,)98 t28,o.'t8 )5,898 ~.51~ s,Glt~ 1,969 )15 )71,781 
I I 
.. -
Total 
~ec. Pre-U Total• ( .. } 
44117 J.a,6o6 JZ0,']77 
5J796 5,448 ),9,890 
667't5 1' 112 .375,8)6 
6902) ),285 )97,00.5 
79028 5,)97 lt26,0't5 
9)1Jitt 5,751 . -15),21~ 
107 987 6,7lt9 ~77,\06 
12\082 8,006 502,987 
t)6J09 8 t 1)9 517,885 
tlt07~) 9,.550 527,06) 
1)7)5lt 10227 519,)62 
Sources: Ministry of Education, Annual Reports 1959-1967 (Singapore: Government ~rinting 
Office, 1959-1967). 
Department of Statistics, Monthly Digest of Statistics (Singapore: Government 
Printing Office, 1969). 
lnQlud•• kinder~krten •nro~ant. 
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PRIMARY AND SECONDARY EDUCATION 
It.must be· pointed out that in both government 
and government-aided schools, ·the increase of students 
.-were stea~y. But in the private schools in both primary 
and secondary schools, the enrolment declined sharply. 
From. 1959 to 1969, primary dropped from 11,359 to 5,644 
while secondary enrolment went from 4,537 to 1,969. The 
main reason was that students usually had to pay more 
fees in these private schools. However, private school 
Pre-university enrolment increased from 29 in 1961 to 
315 in 1969. (See Table 11.) 
' 
· Table 12 indicates that in · 196~ 66 per cent of 
the students were in government ·schools, 32.5 per cent in 
so 
government-aided ~chools, · only 1.5 ~er cent were in private 
schools. The Table also shows that 60.8 per cent ~f the 
students were in the Eng~ish stream, 32.7 in the Chinese 
stream, 6.2 in the Malay stream and only 0.3 per cent were 
in the Tam£[ stream. 
Table 13 illustrates that in 1969 there were 
243,241 female students; 173,352 in primary schools, 
68,609 in secondary schools; but there we~2 276,121 male 
students, 198,429 in primary schools and 74,532 in 
secondary schools. In short, there were 32,8BO more male 
students than female students in . the entire student popu-
lation. 
' . \ 
'"---........ 
l· 
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School Enrolment by Type of Schools and 
Language Streams, 1969 
...-
Strettll'l o'C };dueation 
. 
.. .. 
-
Type or School !.nKliah Chinese Malay Tamil 
Number 
Goverrtr.~ent 260, )2) 50 ,Q22 . )2,llt7, 282 
, I 
Govern~ont-Aidod ~9.41t8 117,699 
-
1,)1J 
Govt. !c Govt. -Aided )09,771 167,721 32,)47 1,595 
Private 5,6)9 2,289 
- -
To tal: 315,410 170 '0 10 )2,)\7 1,595 
Percente~e 
Governcent 50.1 9._6 6.2 0.1 
Gove~ent·Aided 9.6 22.7 
-
0.2 
Govt. &; Govt. -Aided 59-7 )2.) 6.2 0,) 
Prlvnte t.t o.lt 
- -
Total: 60.8 
• 
)2.7 6.2 0.) 
I 
/ 
Total 
J-\2,97.la 
168 1 460 • 
511,lt)-\ 
7,928 
' 519,)62 
66.0 
)2.5 
98.5 
1.5 
100.0 
Source: Ministry of Culture, Sin~apore Year Book, 1969 (Singa-
pore: Government Printing Office, 1969). 
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School Enro~ment by Level of Education in Government 
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Private Schools, 1969 
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PRIMARY AND SECONDA~Y EDUCATION 
Increasing Teacher Supply 
Corresponding to the increase in pupil enrolment 
the number of teachers increased over the years as shown 
in F'igure 1. 
20.000 
15.000 . 
10.000 
Figure 1 
Number of Teachers. in Government and 
Government-Aided Schools, 1959-1969 
·. \ 
17.768 
15,017 
1J,9U2 
11.G9<) 
12,578 
10,0&1 lU€303 
·~ 1959 1960 1961 1962 . 1003 19&4 1965 19GG 1967 
18246 
1968 1969 
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Source: 
·-1inistry of Education, i\nnual Report 1969 
(Singapore: Government Printing Off' 
·1970) •. l.Ce, 
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PRIMARY AND SECONDARY EDUCATION 
As it was not possible to recruit trained 
\ 
'\ 
teachers in large numbers from any source, it was neces-
sary to resort to large-scale re~ruitment of_ teachers-in-
~ . ~ :· -
training who while undergoing training a~ tli.e·c:T~~hers' 
.. 
Training College assumed partial teaching responsibility 
in schools. Up to 1964, it was not possible to recruit 
a sufficient number of teachers-in-training with the 
requisite mi.nimum qualific~tions. 7 However,· sine~ then, 
sufficient suitably qualified applicants ha.d· been 
appointed. Over the period 1954 to 1968, the student-
_teacher ratio -dropped from 30.3 to :7.4, indicating that 
the original situation was even improved upon slightly 
despite the difficulty of staffing. 1 (See Table 13 and 
~ 
54 
Figure 1.) In 1962, the goverrvnent accorded ·wowen teachers 
equal pay with their male colleagues. Through adjustemnts, 
lower-s~~ scales for women teachers disappeared by 1965. /. ---~-
As a solution to the shortage of teaching staff 
the government introduced the Educational Tel~visio~ 
Service in 1967. This service had been emphasisi~g · 
r 
7Ministry of Education, Annual Reoort 1964 
(Singapore: . Government Printing Office, 1964), p. 16. 
. , _ 
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PRIMARY AND SECONDARY EDUCATION 
subjects which could easily ·be presented through televi-
siori ahd for which the supply of specialist teachers was 
inadequate . . In 1969, there were a total of 15 programmes 
covering subjects like English literature, Engii~h as a 
second language, the national lang~age, mathematics, 
science, geography and civics. 
II. · DEVELOPMENT RELATED TO LANGUAGE PARITY 
The Four Stream Policy 
Though the government had implemented its policies 
for equality of treatment, the difficulty in finding a job 
after graduation led to a sharp decline in enrolment for 
new Primary I classes. in Chinese schools. 8 This problem 
provoked controversy amongst Chinese edudational circles 
and instit~tions. In 1959 Chinese student enrolment fell 
b~hind ~n~lish schools by 7.3 per cent, in 1967 the 
difference had widened to 25.1 per cent and in.l969, to 
28.1 9 er cent-
Boorai~ami · (e~.), op. cit., p. 98. 
9 New Nation (s-ingapore)-, _)e .7, . 197~, 
~ 
p. 2. 
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PRIMARY AND SECONDARY EDUCATION 
The Malay and Tamil streams had also failed to 
. attract more pupils. Tot~l enrolme.nt had ·also dropped 
for the Malay schools ·from a pea~ a·f: 7 .. 0 per cent in 
1967 to 6.2 per cent in 1969, while for Tamil schools, 
the percentage decreased from 0.5 per cent in 1959 to 
0 .. 3 per cent in 1969. 10. These two streams were plagued 
by the problems of ill-trained te~k of suitable 
textbooks and the diff~culty in secu~~loyment by 
1'1 graduates unable to speak Engli.~ fluently. T!:te 
latter reason alone mak~s inevitable the decline of the 
non-English single-stream school. Thus, th~re was a 
fundamental contradictionin government policy. On the 
one hand the government supported a four-stream model of 
education in or4er that parents might choose the language 
medium of education they desired, and on . the other hand 
it encouraged industrial development based on English. 
Undoubtedly political necessity underlay the four-stream 
policy. 
10Ibid. 
11M. Abdullah, 11 The Value of Malay Education in 
. Singapore 1 ., Inti sari , Vo 1 . I I I · , No . 19 6 9 1 p . 1 0 . 
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The policy of industrialization was geared to a 
world market in which English is almost the ipternational 
language. Naturally, English would become the more 
" .. /~ ' important language, thus, the policy of language p~~ty 
came into conflict with the goal of industrializatio&. 
The reduced emphasis on Malay as the national 
6 
· language in · Singapore's educational policies in the late 
1960's was a direct result of the desire for industriali-
zation. In "A Message to the Singapore Malay Teachers' 
Union u, Mr. K. Y. Lee, ·Prime l"linister of Singapore, 
~ 
explained the reason for such change: 
Th_is_ ~~nda~ental . change in our policy_ of_: . 
industrialization geared to a world export market 
and not to a protected Malaysian market had many 
consequences. One of them was its impact -on euu-
cation. :rt meant first that the emphasis would 
b~ on _ ·vo~ational and technical training, engineering 
anCi ·management. It also means more .. widespread use 
of English for this is the language of the investing 
industrialists, whether American, Japanese, Germans, 
Swiss, French or British . ·. . .. . More and more 
parents have registered their children for the 
English st~eam schools. But despite successive 
campaigns {by newspapers, school unions, culturul 
groups) parents have coritinued to place the 
future careers ·of their children before any 
cuitural or linguistic patriotism. This is mainly 
because th~y know that in an English 1school their 
children will learn their mother tongue as a 
compulsory s~cond language.l2 
12K.Y. Lee, uA Message to the Singapore.Malay 
Teachers' Union," The Mirror (Singapore), April 17, 1972, 
p. 8. 
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The national language is related to low socio-
economic status. As S. Ahmat stated:· "t~fact still remains 
d · ·1·· ul3 that Malay· school leavers comman no econom~c va ue . 
Evidence for. differences in the earning potential 
~of Chinese-educated and English-educated, reveals a 
. ' 1 14 p If' h . ' d . . s1m~ ar pattern. t e econom~c tren s cont~nue 1n 
the same direc~ion and parents continue to submit to the 
economic imperative, the four stream model of education 
will diminish ~ven more. 
· Both the Malay and Indian communities had given 
up ~opes for the four stream model, because they found 
their education could not solye the community problems 
. . 
of backwardness and lo~ e~onomic power. They were 
prepared to accept the present role of English but the 
Chinese were not prepared to dissolve th~ Chinese stream 
. . 
because in ~nglish schoolsr Chinese would;be a third 
15 language, after English and Malay the National language. 
13s. Ahmat, ."Singapore Mal~yS, Educatio~ a) 
NatiOnal Develo;:>ment," Malay Participation in ~~tiona! 
Development of Singaoorc, Decembe~ 2, 1971, p. 9. 
14 . 
.. Department of Statistics, Report on Civi 1 Service 
Statistics (Singapore: Government ~rinting Office, 1~67), 
pp. 2-8. Q 
15c.K. Lee, 11 Choice of Education Among the.Singti-
pore Chinese" (unpublished Academic Exercise Paper, 
~~i versi·~y of Singapore, 19 6 7) . (r-1imeogra[1hed.) 
PRIMARY AND SECQNDARY EDUCATION 
Due to the reported low economic value of Tamil on the job 
market and the fact that Indian languages could be studied 
as a second language in the English schools, there would 
probably be no serious resistance from the Indians· to the 
16 . 
abandonment of the four-stream model. 
It has been suggested that in order to remove the 
59 
limitations of the four-stream model, it would be necessary 
to stress and provide _at primary level the best that was 
available in languag.e teaching methods, facilities and 
staf~ . . The existing inte51rated primary schools (that is 
schools with more than one stream in ·th~m) forms the basis 
for a pilot study. The results of this study, which is 
aimed to e~uip a child wi~h strong lar·guage skills f .or 
continual learning, will be evaluated and applied where 
relevant. If ail this leads, as plartned, to creating 
competent bilinguals by the- last stages of pr~mary an~ · 
i . 
/ second~r~ education, it will result in better opportunities 
for economic ·success and improved· na.tional unity. 
_Subjects , like history, geography and civics could 
. be taught in the mother tongue. ~nglish would be taught 
16Ministry of Education, Commission of Inquiry Into 
Education in Singapore, Final Report, 1963, (Sirigapore: 
Government Pr±·n ting Off icc 1 -19 6 3) , p. 17. Ji . 
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both as a language and used as instruction media in 
, science· and mathematics. Physical education, arts, music 
•i.ff;- ~"""'4t~ - - • - -
~' ll~~~tivities that were extra-curricula in nature ought 
to be conducted in Malay as this would provide a ~eans of 
.D 
satisfaction, by implementing the policy of having Malay 
as the national language. Educational television program-
60 
mes should be used to reinforce and enrich language related 
activities so as to bring about satisfactory language 
competence. An increase in the exposure time for the 
second language at all levels would make it a "parallel 
17 language." 
Th~~oblem of textbooks was recognized to be 
extremely ~mportant. 1 ~ As the different streams of 
schools wer~ allowed to d~~elop on ~heir own, they based 
their curriculum, teach~ng method and textbooks on the 
country of origi~. It was not ?urprising that in the 
' 
early 1950's many ·teacher;> were recruited ·abroad. 
Therefore, the . Ed~citional Advisory Council was 
set up in . l959. It, in turn formed a Textbooks and 
Syllabuses Committee · ~o draw up syllabuses with a common 
l? Straits Times ~Singapore), Ocotbcr 20, 1972, p. s; 
18 -· '. 
. Bcrita Harian (Singapore), June 2, 1961, p. 5. 
·{ 
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content in all the four language streams. 19 The tasks 
given ·to this Conunittee were to make syllabuses suitable 
to the environment and experience of pupils and aimed at 
cultivating national consciousness iri schools. 
Nineteen syllabuses of pre-1959 vintage were 
revised. By the end of the year new syllabuses for all 
school subjects were publish~d in the four language media. 
Having done this, the Committee then reviewed a number of 
school texts and drew up the first list of books recommen-
ded for use in all schools. In 1962, ten syllabuses for 
~ 
Chinese Language, Chinese Literature, Ma~ay, Mathematics, 
Physics, Chemistry, Biology, History and Geography for 
Chinese Upper Secondary schools were prcpar~d . . In keeping 
with the national . . drive towards· in-dustrialization-, sylla-
buses in technical subjects w~re drawn up for. m~talwork, 
~oodwork and technical dra~ing. Eleven syllabuses for· 
Secondary Vocational Sc~oois were also revised. ·. By 1963·, 
the first cducationtil syllabuses for the new technical 
schools app~ared. By. 1964 there were altogether 32 
syllabuses compared to 19 before 1959. To meet the demand 
of modern education and society, more new syllab~ses have 
been added. 
19 
. New Nation (Singapore), April · l~, 1971, _p. 9. 
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School curricula and syllabuses f't'e:t:e thendeterrnined 
by th~ Minist~Y of Education and common syllabtlses were 
j • • • bl 2 0 followed in the four language streams whenever possl. e. . 
. It' was ·in the spirit of parity the newly-elected 
government of the People's Action Party set .out to imple-
ment a dynamic edu~ation policy which ~mbodied these 
.three-fold aims. 21 The government translated this policy 
into action with .an unprecedent ·vigour and sense of· 
mission. Simultaneous registration of children to Primary 
I in all the _ four . . streams was cari;"ied out .for th·e fir~t 
time in 196 0. ·Thereafter, all the primary and secpndary 
school-leavcrs in the four streams had to take the common 
examinations that were conducted by the M{nistry of Edu-
· cation. 
This very step led to the achievement of a ·. 
uniform Primary 6, Seco~dary 4 or~ School Certificate and 
20 . . 
62 
. People' s · l\c~ion Party, Pe.oplc' s ,Action Party 4th . 
Ann1vcrsarv Cclcbrat1on Souvenir; 1958· (Singapore: People's 
Action .Party .. Prcss, 195·8} ,- p. 2J: .. · · 
2 ~Mini.stry of Education, Annual Report 1962, (Singa-
p~~mcnt Printing office, 1963) I P· .. I. 
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Higher School· Certificate·. This reform, however, was not 
carried. out .without misunderstanding. In November 1961; 
~ . 
a boycott of the secondary Four Chinese Exa~ination ~as 
organiz~d but the majority of the :students, about 70 per 
cent,· sat for the examinations. 
Protest was not ·unique of the Chinese stream 
. . 22 
alone. In 1962, misunderstanding of the type of exami-
nation to be taken led to a boycott by Malay pup~ls of 
23 Mencngah III and IV of the Geyland Craft Centre. The 
Annual Report for 1962 stated that the boycott was due to 
political misguidan~e, and it implied that the dissatis-
. faction was inspired by the united Malays National Organi-
f\ 
zation. The pupils were eventually persuaded to write 
~heit cxaminat~on~ 
.; 
Integrated Schools 
The integrated school had been described as a 
constructive effort at building up a"new unified national 
. identity while preserving the individual cultural 
22
strai ts .Times (-Singapore) , May 2 8, 196 2, p. 2" 
23 b'd '1 8 1963 5 I 1 ., Apr1 , , p. . 
u 
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traditions of the di~fcrent groups of the population~ 4 
From 1Q60 to 1967 the government, pursui~ the 
policy of social cohesion through cducation,,merged two 
or more .different language streams (English-Chinese, 
English-Malay, English-Chinese-Malay) in 84 ~chools. The 
purpose of integration was "to. foster, through joint 
participation in . sports and other extra-curricular acti-
vities, better understanding between students of \ different 
. '-._ .f 
25 
streams." 
Towards the end of 1959, the Government planne~ 
to start integration of the Chinese and En ... glish medi~ " 
secondary schools. The aim was to bring secondary schools 
using two different language media into one building under 
o~e principal, using one common curriculum in the two 
languages . . --The actual integration was started in 1960 · at 
Bukit Panjang School and Serangoon Garden School. 
Because of coffimon curriculum, shared premises, comrncm 
physical amenities, joint participation in all extr~-mural 
·
24w. Fran}<c, "Problems of Chinese Education in 
Singapore and Malaysia ;• Malaysian Journal of Education, 
vol. 11, No. 2, 1962, pp. 5-10. 
25Ministry of Education, Commission of Inquiry 
Into EduccJ. tion in. Sinquporc, 1960 (Singapore: Government 
Printing Office, 1964), pp. 4-15. 
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activities and increased numbers of extra-curricular 
activities, the barriers between pupils of different 
la~guage streams showed signs of breaking down. Integra-
ted schools had· the a·ddcd advantage of facilities better 
than those in many vernacular schools and similar to 
........, . 
th&~e in the English language schools. 
~ 
The Singnp~re M~eachers' Union was reported 
as saying that the integrated school would not lead .to 
unity as there was no 'true s~cial intercourse• 26 and 
~ later evidence seems to support their position to some 
degree. 
In 197~ K. S. Kay did a .study which threw some 
light on the =results attained by the. policy of integrated 
schools. 27 The pr~mary findings of this study were: 
1. Fewer than'one quarter of Singapore's 506 schools 
were intGgrated. 
2. Integration efforts were mainly concentrated in 
newly built schools .. 
. 3. About 3~ per cent (173,307 out of a total of 
509,665) of the pupils were in integrated schools. 
The Malays were the most heavily integrated and 
26 . T' Strc:tl.ts 1mcs {Singapore) April 26, 1962, p. 8. 
2"7 
K. S. Kay, "Life in School Surv~y.. unpublished 
Academic Exercise Pupcr, Univcrsi ty of S~ngaporc.:~~~~..J).) 
(Mimcog rapl:cd.} . . . ·~~ 
·~ 
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only 16~334 out of·a tota~ of 166,495 Chinese 
medium pupils were in i~tegrated school?· Only~ 
27 per cent (100, 431 out ·of a total of 365, 551) • 
of the primary pupils were in. integrated 
schools.28 
4. At the se~ondary school level, 50 per cen~ 
(72,876 out of _a total of 144,114) of pupils ~ 
were in integrated schools. The Malays were 
fully integrated and · half of the Chinese medium 
pupils were ~ntegrated.29 . 
5. ·The largest number of .integrated schools were 
English-Chinese, followed by English-Malay 
schools. There were four English-Chinese-Malay 
schools~ / 
·J . 
The study co~uded that: 
. . . , . 
1. In the integrated schools stud.j-~· , contacts 
between the two language str~~.;: tended to create 
- and rcinforcq ~rcjud~cc. This , ~ecmed due to a 
number of fucto"rs: the superi"or numbers and · 
advantagci for the English-educated component, 
' the insuffidient awarcness ·by ~he pdpils, te~chbrs 
and principals of common goals, and failings ' 
within the . authority - structure~ Many principals 
and teachers were not fair or firm regarding 
integration. There was insufficient time and 
opportunities for the two language streams to 
mix except largely at recess and school~asscm7 
blies .. ·. · 
2. Integration makes l~ttlc difference in improving 
the functional linguistic capacity of the 
students. ~ 
66 
ones. 
By 196.9 . all new schools being built were intcgrat'-Cd 
(See Table 14.) Howevcr,·no decision had yet been 
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Table 14 
Number a·f ·Schools and Students in the 
Government Integrated 
School System, . '1969 · 
Type of Integration No. of Schools No. of · Studen·t ·s 
English/Malay 26 
.J9, 04 7 
I-:ngli'sb/Chinesc '67 104,555 
~nglish/Tamil 2 },866 
Mnlay/Chincsc ·1 ' •,. 406· . 
.. 
En~~ish/Malny/Ch~nesc 10. 18,197 · 
.. , 
Totnl 106 .. 
.. 
Source: Ministry·of.Education, Sinqapore .Annual-Bulle-
tin of Statistics, 1969 (Singapore~ Governmbnt 
Pr1.nting Off icc,· 1.9 69) . · o:· 
... 
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68 
made to convert existi,ng single-stream ~chools to integra·ted 
schools. Also, within integrated schools, especiaily if non-
English speaking students were to gain maximum benefit, 
further ~teps would have to be taken to bring about greater 
, • 30 
integration of the two streams. 
Some of the shortcomings in the system were due 
to a l~ck of cultural and linguistic mixing among the 
students and consequently a failure to structure i~to the 
system these factors th~t would promote effective inte-
31 \ 
gration.. For instance, it is obviou.s that. in any 
integrated school the principal and senior assistants 
would have to be bilingual. However, this was rare in 
the ·integrated schools studied. Not only that but some 
schools streams were segregateq in terms of floors and 
while there was so~c tra~sfer of staff, mainly language 
teachers, little orno flexible arrangements fdr pupils to 
share lessons existed in most schools. Only a ~inority :; . . 
of integrated schools had literacy and cultural societies 
30 h .. . t. . f . h 1 . h T e 1ntegra lOn o pr~rnary sc oo s were per aps 
of ·more benefit for national unity than the integration of 
secondary schools·. At the primary school level, children 
were younger and· that ·was the ideal period to inculcate 
the idea of nation a 1 unity. · 
31 . Strai~s Times (Singapore), December 11, 1969, 
·p. 6 • 
. :: ! 
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that were integ~ated. In sports and informal groups, 
the almost unrestricted pattern ~f mixing occurred. 
Bowker considers the : ~ole of teachers in integra-
ted schools import~nt: 
.. _ .. the extent to which any school or school 
system is likely to be effective in reducing 
inter-group conflict ·will largely depend on how 
it is able to insulate itself from wider commu-
nity patterns of tension and hostility - in 
this the attitude of teachers will be of great· 
sign if icancc. 32 • · . e: 
Hqwever, Kay's study found that in most of the 
integrated sch~ols, the teachers' common room, which 
should have been a model in inter-racial mix~pg, was often 
divided along linguistic lines. Little deliberate effort 
was put into making teachers the integrative models that 
33 . 
pupils can be persuaded to emulate. 
Policies regarding bilingualism are a constant theme 
in Singa~ore's educational history. 34 - Before 1956, · 
32G. Bowker, Interaction, "Inter-Group Conrlict 
and Tension i_n the Context of Education,., Internutional 
Social Science Journo.l, Vol. XXIII, No .. 4, 1971, P. 545 . 
69 
;: .33K .. S. Kay, "Life in School. Survey 11 ( Unpublished 
/1\Cadernic Exercise Puper, University of Singapure, 1971 )~ pp. 3-20. 
~ . 
. 
34 o. Murray, "Education and Mul ti-Lingual.;i.sm in 
Singapore," Singapore: Central Library, Universi.ty of 
S~ngaporc, i 9 7.1 ~ (Mimeographed' .. ) 
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efforts in this area focussed oh teaching English as a 
second language iri vernacular schools; in 1956 the All-
P~rty Report idealistically advocated bilingualism and 
trilinguali~m and the political needs of the early 196o•s 
saw the endorsement of Malay as the nat~onal language. In 
. spite of the full support that was .given to the teaching 
f 1 h 1 1 f b d . d 35 h' o anguages t e resu ts e t much to e es1re . T 1s 
~ was no.t due to any lack of enthusiasm but to a failure 
~to understa~d the educational imp{ica~ions of language 
1 . . 36 po .. ~c~es. 
A compulsory subject for all students taking the 
&. 
Primary School Leaving Examination and the study of a 
second language had been made compulsor'y in secondary 
schools since 1966~ 37 
Emphasis had been placed in the past on learning 
·. 
70 
a second language, but because of examination pressure from 
· 
35y. H. G~ell, "l\1ul ti-racialism and Education, 11 
_Singapore: Ccntr~l Library, University of Singapore, 
19 71.. (Mimeogru.phcd . ) 
. 
36 .· . 
J .. Spencer (ed.), "The National Approach to 
Education Policy,'.' People's 1\ction Party 4th Anniversary 
Cclcbratio~ Souvenir, 1958, pp. 7-15. 
37 I 
Utusan Zamun, (Singapore) April 15, 1956, p ... 2. 
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other subjects, it was relegated to optional status. By 
making it compulsory, the expectation was that the study 
of the second language would be taken seriously. 38 · rn 
1969, it was decided that second language papers ~auld be 
set and marked at a level tv.:o· 'yearS' below that of the 
student's first language. 
---
rn spite of a long history -of second language. 
teaching there was just insufficient time allowed in the 
s ·chool time table for the learning and use of the second 
language.· The normal six periods' a week of ap_proximately, 
35 minutes• duration totalled only about 140 hours .of 
teaching a year. Some writers _believed that, while 
exposure time was an important factor in promoting effec-
tive bilinguali.sm, the policy of tea~hing/subject(.~ the 
. second language itself needed_some consideration. 
Using the second lariquage as the ~edium of instruction 
71 
In 1966, strong attempts were made to encourage ·the 
use of the pupil's second language as his medi'urn of . ins.tr·uc-· 
, . . 
tion in other s~bjects. 
38 . . 
P. B. ,On·g, "Towards a National Edpcation System, .. 
PAP lOth Anniversary Souvenir, Singapore, 1964, pp. 223~225. 
t) . . 
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In all primary anq secondary schools, the first 
language of instruction might be Malay, Chinese, Tamil 
or English. Where Malay, Chinese or Tamil was chosen as 
the first language (language of instruction), English 
was th~ second language. Where English was the first 
language, the second language might be one of the other 
. . 
three official languages. 
As Table ~2 indicates that in 19£9, there were 
315,~1Q students (60.8 per cent) who chose English a~ the 
first language of instruction, 170,010 (32.7 per cent) 
chose Chinese., 2, 3 4 7 ( 6. 2 per ccn t) chose Mal~ ... .and onJ.y 
· 1,595 (0.3 ·per cent) chose Tamil .. 
In 1966, mathematics was taught in ~nglish on 
an experimental basis in government Chinese-medium Primary 
I to IV classes and in Malay-medium and Tamil~medium 
Primary I arid II claises. The same language was used for 
the first time in 1968 for the teaching of scienc~ in 
government Chinese-medium Primary I classes ·and in all 
Malay-medium and Tamil-medium Primary I classes. In 1969 
this .practi·c~as extended to government ChineSe-medium 
72 
Primary · II classes·, Malay-medium Primary II. classes, Tamil-
~ · 
tr 
medium Primary II classes and a number of government-aided 
.. 
Chine~c-rncdiu~~rimary I. classes. English was also ~sed · 
'\ 
( . 
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for the first time in 1969 to teach woodwork, metalwork 
0 
and basic electricity in Malay-medium and Tamil-medium 
Secondary I classes. For students whose second language 
. was Malay, Chinese or Tamil, these languages were being 
used to teach civics and history. In 19&8 civics was 
taught in Chi?esc to English-medium Primury III to V~ 
students ~hose second language was Chinese. This practi~c 
was extended to· English-medium Secondary I to IV classes 
J ' 
in 19 6 9 . . The first language remained the medi urn of 
instruction for civics in norr-English-medium schools. 
Table 15 
Nwnber of Second Language Teachers and Students 
in the Four Streams of Schools 
No. of teachers * No. of students 
73 
r'-Secqnd .langu·agc 
82,851 
~ 
Malay 
Chinese 
Tami 1 · 
English 
. Total 
600 
r, 3So 
128** 
1, 500 . 
3,578 
205,752 
16,215 
199,731 
.504, 549 
Sautee: Ministry of Education, Singapore Annual Bulletin 
of. Statistics, 1969 (Sirtgapore: Government 
Pr~nting Office, 1969). 
* · These arc estimate figures. ~ . 
I?!_i~---~- 2 Colombo Plan eltperts . 
.. /. ~ . 
. . ' 
**· 
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The rationale for this change was that by using 
the second.language as a medium of instruction, children 
would be exposed to the language for . a much · longer period 
and would be co~pelled to . use it in spoken and written 
communication. It was also claimed there was no basis 
for fear that this policy would lead to a loweri~g of 
standards i~ the first l~nguage and in subjects taught 
. . 39 . in the secondary languages. 
Howeve~, a demand to reverse this policy came 
f:~pm t.hc Chinese School 'reachers' Union ·. They argued 
"' . 
I ' ' 
that subjeci ~caching in ~~~ ~e6ond language had placed 
74 
a great ?train on students with a low linguistic aptitude-~ 0 · 
The Union proposed that iecond language be used.in 
subjects like art, music ·and physical cduca~ion, that the 
teaching_periods for second language be increaped and be 
made equa1Z'for the four strea~s. Another reason that the 
~ 
reversal was demanded was the fear of redundancy among 
.. 
C~incse educated mathematics and science teachers. 
39strai ts 'rimes, 
~ ·-(Singapore)~ ncccmber 13, 1968, 
p. 3. 
40 R. Wong, "New Emphasis in Education," Sinqaporc 
in the 70'' s, November 1 t 19 70, pp. 27-32. · 
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Macnamara revealed that the .. teaching of mathema-
tics; ' at least, through the medium of the secon¢1 language 
does not. benefit the second language, whi~e it has a 
• 1 f f h • 1 d I . - • th t • . tt 41 detr~menta e ect ~n c 2 rens prqgress 1n rna cma 1cs. 
Mallerbe concluded thu..t in subjects like arithm.etic where 
languag~ did nof play such a -big role the -initial handicap 
was smaller than in subjc~ts like. geography and history 
·where . la~uage played a greater role both iry co~unication 
. . ·. 42 
to and in e~pression by the pupll. Out-of~schooi contact 
with the second language was a good motivation for sec~nd 
language lcu.rn~ng. But the. influence of such factors 
could no~ be moderated by the school.· The school .and the 
Mi·nistr.y ~auld only try to ~sure that teac)lers were suffi-
. 1 . d 43 c1ent y traJ.nc . 
were not expected -to tcach : ?Ubjects in a ianguage different 
from the ~nc ~n which they .were traine.d and had pu.pils 
. 
whose main medium of instruction was some other languag~. 
41J M B. 1' . 
. . acnamara, l 1nqual1sm and Primary Education: 
A Study of Irish Experience (Edinburgh: · Edinburgh University 
Press~ 196,6), p· 137.. · 
-. t~ 2E.G. Mallerbc, Bilinqualism in Education {London: 
H. M.s. • 19 6 5) I pp. 13-1.4. 
. . 
43Th•n S • . •, 
<;...: J.ngapore Herald (Singapore), Jan~ary 23, 
1971, p. 4. 
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.Many teachers had npt . bceo ~rained _;t:o· teach 1n the second· · 
language .. There was· bound to be doubts · among these 
£~acher~ regardirii their ~bilities ' rlrid rescntme~t .against 
such enforced change. Tnis could affect their effect~ye-
· ness as teachers. The m~nistry h~d ·tq resolve.· this and 
. . 
other· prob~ems beforc _the policy of seco~d language 
subject teaching could ' be successful. · 
. . /1 . 
Another problem was that there were inadequ~te 
. ~atc~i<ils _·sPeci~ily prepared foi: se~on~ langua~e .teaching . 
in science and mathematics. If meaningful progress was 
·' 
' : 
to be made~ a greater range of material should be consi-
dercd~sscntial~ B~cau~c the students had difficulty in 
undcrstari4ing the new language of instruction, the 
.imme?-iate· comprehension of._.the materia~ wou1d be less and 
. achievement would be rower. These subj~cts taaght in 
. . 
second language sh~ul~ be ~lUdcd in the examinations, 
otherwise it might lead t~ a severe lowering of levels 
f . 44 o a tta1.nment. 
. . 
.. The -e_olicy· of bilinguali~n{~ un ,1sscssmcnt. 
Bilingual~sm~was ?ingaporc's cdu~a~ionLll policy since 
1959 .. but a.F!~arent~y no successful formula for the 
44
"¥. H. Gwcc, "ChL1llengc of .the Scvcnfics," Educt;t-
tion a·nd Social" Ch-ange, M}·Y 1, 1970; P· 63'. • · _· L . 
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., 
teaching of second' language was ·found, a view echoed by 
both Chi~csc and .English teacher•~ unions. 45 
One o; the causes. was that m.any I?eqple were 
ignorant of the complexities of the language situation 
in Singapore. The fir~t prcrcquisi~e - for an effective 
languag~ policy would have to be an adequate socio-
linguistic survey of the ~sland designed to provide infer-
77 
mation about the various ways in which "language use may 
intcrmesh with social attitudes a~d behavior patterns and · 
h . d' 'd 1 1 d d ~ d . . . u 46 ow 1n 1v1_ ua anguag~s are rankc . an usc by c1~1zcns. 
Without such a language ~~~apn it would hardly seem 
possible to ~ct meaningful objectives for lariguagc teachers 
or to ev~luatc results. 
. .. 
There appeared· to be no adequate· d?finitio~ of' 
I 
what -was meant by bilingualism in the Singapore context. 
It seemed a~ -if .cq~i~ingualism was implied. - This term 
was Usqd by ~in~s. to mean th~~ the sp~aker was 
equally proficient in two languages and this ~as a skill 
mainly developed by linguisti~al~alented individuals 
45Ncw Nation (Singapore) , October 19 , . 19 72 .1 P. 7 • 
. -~ 46Fr<lnk _ A. R±ce (Ed.), Study of the Role of Second 
Languaqcs in ~sia, nfrica and L~ti~ America (Washington: 
·Cerytrc . tor Applied Linguist1cs, 1962}, p. 16 . 
/ 
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who began young an~ who continued to uge the second 
. /) 
language for a variety of purposes. 
. " . . 
Some teachers failed to realise that~ · ~thc majority 
of Chin.csc! pupils spoke dialects 1 therefore, to, .··~ny 
Chinese pupils Mand~rin ~as not thc·mothcr tongue ~ria ·-
English was the third and not the second language.· . 
. D~spite· these p~oblcms~the overall picture of 
the e~fcctivcncss of the bilingual policy was not ? ·. · 
... 
totally gloomy one. Since the last- decade, the·· number 
of stbdcnts who could be classified as being b{lingual 
h . 47 as r1sen . 
. . d h' 4·8 . Stud1cs one by C 1cw and Dr. MacDougall ind1-
~catcd that respondents saw a high degree of toleranqe 
towards raciill and linguistic gr~ups in Singapore. This 
~an be taken as · iomc evidence of the effectiveness of 
the government's language policies and ihc policy of 
bilingu~lism: One might conclude that un~atisfactory 
tc~ching of languages as-second languages was due to a 
shortage of qualified teachers, insufficient numbers of 
47 J.A. MacDougall, The Genuine· Singapore Revolu-
tion (Sfn9'-1porc: ·uni vcrsi ty ol Singapore, 19 7 f)·' p. '2. 7_. 
48. K c·h. tl • • d . .. S. . 1.cw, Slngaporc Nu.tl.onal I cnt~ ty 
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(unpublished thesis, Univcrsity _of Singa~orq, 1972), ?P· 8-19. 
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.. 
hours allotod, variatid~ in methods cif instruction, lack 
of in tc r c s t o.n. t lie part of pupils and pa rc n ts , un sui tab 1 e 
textbooks and u.n absence of the usc of modern teaching 
aids. Therefore it might be necessary to set up ~ a 
, . 
. Language '!'caching Research Unit to do research on~c 
problem~ of lang~ag~ teaching. 
Examinations for Primary and Secondary Schools 
·Examination~· prior to 1959. Prior to 1959 cxamina-
tions .were administered 'only at; the end of primary school, 
a~d at the c~d ~f secondary school. At the _end of primary 
school· there wa~3 t~c~ondary School Entrance ExaminatiC?n, 
the ¢urposc of w~ich was to screen pupils for sccon~ary 
school. It was administer-ed in thq English medium only.~ 9 
At ·the end of s·econdu.ry school, English mcd~. um 
I 
students wrote the Cambridge IIi.ghcr S.;::hool Certificate 
. 
Examination for entrance into universities at home or 
abroad. ·chines~ ~cd~um students at ~he end of secondary 
school wrote the Senior Micldlc III Ex~mina·tion mainly for 
entrance into·Nanyang University, and ~nivcrslties abroad. 
49 
. Statement by h.C. Lee, pcr~onal interview, 1971~ 
~· 
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Developments in examinations since 1959. To 
foster parity, examinations were dev~loped for other 
language groups. At the end of primary school examina-
tions hu.ve· since 1960, been COI:lducted in all. four .official 
la_nguages ~ndcr the na~c of the Primary School Lqaving 
Exam.iifation. 'l'hc intended effect was to allow more 
. ~ ~ 
80 
studcn ts to qual.ify in the Malay, .Tamil and Chi~~-~c s.trcarn~ 
for sccond.ary school.· 
At the end. of four year~ of secondary school, th.c . 
• 
Secondary IV School Certificate Examination's .have, sine~ 
' . . . 
1961, been conductcd.in each of the four official. langua~ 
. . . . . . , I 
gcs. Those who passed, could then enrol in· Triacher's 
Training College, the Singapore .Polytcqhnic College, pre-
univcrsi ty _classes and Ngec Ann IJ.'~chn"ical College. 
. ' 
· Fin~lly, the Higher School Ccrt'i fica tc Examinations 
t 
were introduced to ·screen entrance int? ·univc~s-ity. In· 
.additlon to the prcvl?ously existing Ca~pridgc Higher _ 
School Certificate Examinatio~~(English) for En~lish 
. ~ 
mcdfum ~tridents, thcrc - werc. · introrlucc~ in 1963 thctGovcrn~ 
mcnt Higher School Certificate Ex~mination (Chinese) for 
. . 
Chinese rnc~ium stu~cnts·, and in · l~i66 the Cambridge Higher 
~ ~ 
Schoo~: Certificate Examination (Malaw) for Mal~y medium 
. t'"--' .. . 
t..l~ . _ ..... . 
stud~rl'J:s. There· was no H~ghcr School Certificate 
I • • 
.. . 
. . 
·~ 
r 
.· 
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. lL \ 
Examinat~on fd~ Tamil stream, be~ause T~mil educati6n had 
\.__...,.-~- · 
not 'exp·anded ' owing to lack of demand. 
. , ·,· 
The total number of candidates who sat for the 
... \ 
·various 'exami_na_tior:_1s grew from · 1959 to 1969. ·. 
Year 
1959. 
~at:/) ' 
.. - . -
1964 
1965. 
1966 
19.67 
1968 
Table 16 illustr~tes ~his g~owth: 
Table 16 
.Number of Candidates· for the Primary . and 
Secondary S~hool Exrimirtation~ During the 
· · Period'l959 to 1968 
' ' 
Number of candidates 
... 
·' 
, · :.~ 
~ .• "J 
. ~ 
..... ! 
. ' 
"1 
. • 
\ • 
/· 
38,LHJ6_ 
t;;> ... oRQ 
... . 
' · 
.. . \~ 
.- .?2,288 
78,631 ' -
82,793 
95,065 
111,6?9 
121,~•9 
. 137;926-
. ~50,792 
Source: Hinistry of Edu·ca.tion, .7\nnual Repo'rts , . 1959-. 
1969 (Sjngapore: . Government Printing Office, 
1 9 5 9 -: 1 9·6 9 -) • 
{ 
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Table 17 reve~ls that . in 196~ ~h~re were"·8,185 
) . 
candidate-s who sat for the Higher. Schoo.! .Certificate 
Examination; 115 wrote for the Malay medium, 3,353 for the 
' Chinese mecl~um and 4r717 for _the ·-English medium .. Compared 
!"lith the Chine·se medium and . English medi~mt ·the Malay 
' r· 
medium had the least number_ of candidates; -1_15 ~ and · also 
the lowest percentage (20.0 per cent), that obtained full 
certificate. 
Summary · 
At ~irst ~ glancc, all the s~udents received equa~ 
trcatrndnt. They all.werc _ allowed to g6 to fhe school of 
t~eir cl}oice, they. enjoyed the common co'n-~en t sy !!abuses ·, 
·they had the same pupi·l-teacher ratio requirements ·and 
. th~y sat for · the · same levels of (x~mina tions' .which ~ere . 
coriducted in· different streams. Howe~er, not· all the 
-students ~r6rn ~he vernacular ~ schciols had ~qual opportuni~_ 
. -
ties- for employment as compared with stud~nts from the 
. . . 50 d . Eng~lsh stream. As note before, this ~elped to defeat 
. 51 
the p9licy of equal - treatment . . 
·sosin Chew Jit Poh (Singapore), January 7, 1961, 
p. 6. 
51 Ibid., p. 8. 
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~o=1.nntion 
.. 
(.;u::.br!.<!=:., E!t:!-:f!r School 
T~ble 17 
.Nwnber of Cc\nditla tes \vho ·Took 
Certificate Examinations 
Languag_e·. Streams 1 
.. . 
.. ':':rpe o! ·:otol no. 
,_.-, 
ccnJidJtl eat 
. . 
GoYe!'o::en~ ·~:sahoolG 33 
. . 
.:rrti !1 C:'\te ,0"..1by ~~~db~) Privn~o 77 
t 
. Gc.·,· err.c'!nt Eig!1er 3chool Oovt, !. gnt,-oideri I!!Cboolli 212e6 
C e rt !.. (.!. c: :1 t e ( C~l!.n e !!e) Adult .C:d . Eoo.rd ~ ~. !, 
P:-1Yo~!l 723 
~ 
CcL.'od..!~o: Hir::-ho::r !;chcol Govt. !. g0 vt.-ll.1d~d acboolo 1,691 
Certi!!..:ntet ( Englinb) .A.·.!~ll Sd·. · Eoord 112~4 
Private 1,782• 
,0 
the Higher School 
in the Three 
f 
.1968,., . 
!1o. cbtnhed llo, obloioed 
t Jll ctrt • . a:::;,tat~:u.t . 
o! O;JCC~IlO 
15 ·2} 
' 6 - b7 
ltl49 1,1~2 
52 . 2?1 
, 72 5~3 
1.197 493 
)46 ec6. · 
1€0" 1.41.6 .. 
Total-no. terc~~ t~r;• 
J::llled o~taited 
tull c e r \ • 
;~ -1 !9.5 7.7 
2,~71 ~:· .) 
323 15.1 
6~5 lu.o 
l,t.ljJ (0.8 
1,212 21.e. 
1,£,26 ll. L,. 
Source·: Hinistry of Education 1 Annual Repo.rt 19'6 8 · (Singapore: .- Government 
Printing Office, l~68) 
. ' 
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III.. EDUCATION FOR NA.TIONAL UNI'.IY 
~ 1he Na ti'onal ·Lanquaqe 
On the nationa~ · language issue, it was felt ~hat· 
one o£ the man~ _motive~ - to ~~cept M~lay a~ - ~ national 
lang~age was a.p~litical orie. 52 . The implication was that 
merging _could not succeed if Si-ngapore ignored the role 
. of ' Hala~and it ,cou-ld .not expect the people of the 
Federation to show -any enthusi)!_)m for merger with Singa-
. - - ~- . ' po~.e, if Singapore's · educp:ti'on policy was based 'on prin-
. . . . \... - . \ .. ~ . , / . . - - . 
ciples which . wer6 oppos~d to those whi6h o~tained in the · 
federation with Malaysia. 
Since Malay \-Jas establl..s~ed. as the na tiona! 
- ·language of Singapore, al~ the schools and the Adult Edu-
' cation Board piaced gre.at emphasis on it with the major 
. - . 
aim to cultivate n riational · outioo~:s~. T~e p;licy~of · 
_ .. 
making ~alay the_ national · lang~age stilL retained after 
. 54' Singapqre because indep~ndent of Malaysla. 
52 . . 
~eople 1 s Act: ion Party, The Tasks Ahe·ad :· - The . 
P eo p 1 c ·' s ,A c t .ion Part '.r 1 s F· i v c YeLl r · P 1 an · 1 9 5 9 - l 9 6 4 ·, 
( S in gap or c : . ~?-eo p 1 e '. s Action Party , l 9 59 ) , . p . · 4 . .· 
53 ·. . 
Victor Purcell, Malaysia (London: · -~hames and 
Hu?-son,· 1965), · p. '132. 
54 . ·. 
Ber1 ta Harian- (Si_ngapore) '· November -15, 1960, 
p. 5. 
$- ' 
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.. 
In spi~c of th~ ful~ suppqrt that h~d .been 9iven 
to the te-aching of. t~e · natio.nal lang\lage, ·the results 
were s~ill ~nsatisfactory. 
_The Utu~a·n Zar.1an put it, "the extensive use of 
English- in businc~s .· f.i .clds ·.in th.is colony is not because 
. ~ - ~ 
. . 
_the Malay language cannot· _be used yef, but because of the · 
. . ~ 
gpvernment • s ·policy in giving mo.re . prio~ity to Engl.ish. " 55 
.. 
Textbooks for National Co~~ciousn~ss 
_It w~~ ·in the area 6£ curriculum and tex~books 
.. that the qre~est hopes -- were place·d for fosterj.ng national 
unity: '-j 
Textbooks also fulfil the function of 
fos~ering among their - i~adings grcnteF mutual · 
a~preciation of the · diffeient strands that . 
for)n . the cultural. ·fabric of our so~iety~ -Authors 
a~npublishcrs should not merely take the nega-
. ·.tiv ' att~tudc 9f dVOiding ·any evidence of racial · 
.. d'scrimination and preiudice. in their works; a 
moie positive rblc wouid _ be tb incorpotate . 
wherever poss.ible ·.sui table textual ·and i llus-
trativc· ~ateria~s - that could ·help to . c~cate 
more mutual undcr.s'tandin ·g and _ a ·pprc~cia tion, 
grea~cr tolerance and goodwiil among·. the poten~ 
tial~-cadcrs . ~ . . local ao. thors could play. a · more 
positive role by making ap~~opriatc _references 
and . allusion-s ' to rocal conditions and fa.ctors 
·55 . 
· Utusan · Zaman (Singapore) 1 April ll ,. 19 65, p ~ _5 _. 
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arid by consciously emphasizing points of view 
more i~ conformity with the spi~it of the times 
. and ~~th our national needs and aspiration~. 56 
·History and civics syllabuses and texts cam6 
un~cr close scrutiny. The Educational Publications· 
Bur:~u, a government-suppor·ted p-ublishing office, publi:-
. . ~ ,.\ . ' " . ' . . 
sh~d ~oaks in these two ~ubjects ~~ich·were a~ail~ble in 
all the four languages. 'It was .the first time that· a 
hational ideology complete with h~ro~s was recorded in 
~· 
the h~story books4 By 19\9, most of the 'textbooks used 
in schools rev~aled the mu~ti-cultural nature o£ Singa-
pore. These ·policies coupled with the fact . that- a common 
. curriculum ~as follo\ved in all schools, were seen as an. 
answer: to the · problems of foster_ing .a cu~ tu.ral id7nti ty. 
· It is debatable ·that a common content curriculum, 
bilingualism and -Singapore-oriented textbooks used as a 
tool in the nation-building proc~~s could be an adequate 
answer to .. the problem of fostering a culture that would 
~ppeal and bi acce~ted by the various ethnic groups in 
Sing~pore. Between the English-educated and n6n-English 
educated there · was a big cultural gap; Rapid urbanization, 
86 
56 p. :8. Ong, "\vorks on the Problems of ·Books Produc-
tion and · D~stribution in Sing_aporc,"'*:Perpustakaan, Vol. 1, 
No ~ . 2 · ' · ~1 a y [1~ 6 7 . p. 7 8 • . · 
* P~~pust~kaan is'~ :Mal~y word m~aning publisher. 
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cultural transformation and the em~rging ethos of a 
technology-or~ented · soci~ty was taking pl~ce at a bewilder-
ing pac.~ _ , regardless 9f _ the. assertion. that the tradition-al 
cultures ~elped "maintain the fabric of. our . soci~ty intact 
in _spite of all the current madness around the worldu_ 57 
. T~e sc~ool system ~as an important socializing medium, but 
it .wa~ only on~ of the . ma~y, and.the trarisformation 6~ the 
wider society· cannot help but impinge upon the school. 
~hough cornmon~conter{t syllabuses existed th~y · we~~ devised 
with the limited subje~t tee1ching aims that ·. characterized · 
·most syllabuses ~nd not with the b~oader, more pcisitivc 
. role s~cn ~y ~rr.·Ong. However, a su~ey of national 
identity done by Chi.ew s·ecn_:Kong ·found ·that: ~even in ten 
students prefer~ed to be callc~ Singap6~can rather than 
their ·ethnic group; six .in ten .students chose Singapore· as 
a country · they would most like to live in; ~nd five in ten 
.58 gave Singapore their choice for a home . . 
,.. 
57K.Y. Lee, Tradr"tional Values and National Iden-
t ·ity,•• Hirror, Vol 8, .No. 47, 1972, p. 5. 
. . 
5 8 • . . . ._/ ' ' ' 1 d ' II 
· S.K. Ch1ew, · ngap~rc .. s Nat1ona I ent1ty 
l u n pub 1 ish e d the s is , U n i v e r s i ~ y o t S in gap or~ , · 19 7 2 ) , p _· 2 2 . . 
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IV. FOR .INDUSTRT.I\LIZA'l,ION 
arked upon a major- :drive to 
. industr~l~ze Sirigap6re i~ Th~ object was to create 
more jobt fo~· the gro~in population to generate·e~onomic 
growth and improve li 'ng . standard-s,. 57 The answer . as to 
ho~ to· succeed in a ieving these objectives was th~ for-
o · 
inulation of ·an ulternative curriculum .of education which 
provided cduca t ·i_,.ol1 and ·tra.i~ing geared to the . demand of 
an industralized society.58 
~y progr?mme of industralization was unlikely 
8.8 
to meet with success unless there was an adequat~ supply of 
skilled manpower trained in science, technology ~nd 
management. 59 
~rimaiy Education 
Technical .education was not introduced in primary · 
schools which, however were encouraged in setting up 
, 5; K •. S •. . Goh, 11 Foreword," The S i noaoore Manu fa..:.= 
turers l\ssoc1a t1.on·, DecEmber 1, 19'?'9, p .1. 
58 Sin Chc~.:- Jit Poh (Singapore) ., De::embe-r 6, '1971, 
p. 5 .. 
59 Straits Times (Singapore}, January 30, 
1970. p.8. 
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labo.rato=ies and making general science an examination 
subject for primary school leavers. Table 18 indicates 
that from · primary r · to · primary VI~ scienc~·and mathem~tics 
occupied more than one quaiter of the . total hou~s spent 
per week in· the primary subjects~ 
· second~ry Education 1959-1969 
~~ 
Since 1959·, Singapore .' s e¢iucational programme 
'Q.·· . 
· · has emphasized the importance of vocational, technical and 
scientific education .. 6 0 (See Tables· 19; · 2 0. ) _In 19 6 0, \a 
te~m was sent to Israel to study the system df vocational 
~nd technical education. in that country. Then in Octobe~ 
1961, ·a Commission of Inquiry _ into Vo~tional and Technical 
Educatiori' in Singapore was appoin~d.(.__ A number of r .ecom-
me~d~tions of ~he COO\lll~s~i~n have ~ince( been implemented. 61 
.Th~s resulted 1n .the · dlVlSlon of Slngapoze'.s secondary · 
. ~ . 
education int~ three main types: academic-\ype education , 
·vo~ational ed~cation and technical educatio~~-
.~ ·- ."~ 
,~· ~---------------
£~inistry of Education, Annual 
~~----~~~----~-(Singapore: Government Printing Office, 
Report 1960 
19 6 0) ' · p- 8 .. 
6)Ministry of Education, Annual 
(Singapore: Government Printing O~f~f~i-c-c---,~~~~----~ 
Reoort 1961 
19 61) 1 p.lS .. 
. . ~ . 
62 -t . . . 
·\. · Ddraisamy (c~_. -) ' · op·. cit., p. 68 .. 
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Table 1fl · . \ . . 
. - Number of I·Iours Spent Per Week in _. the · Subfects 
at the Primary _Schoo1 Levels 
j 
It• 
?ubjccts No. of hour~ 
•* 
spent per week 
·pr. I 6. II Pr. Ill Pr. ·IV Pr. 
First language 6 5/6 E.- 5/12 5 5/6 . 5 . 
NationaL . langu~gc - 1/2 7/12 
S~cond lanbuage 3 1/2 3 l/2 3 "1/2 3 
History - 1 1/6 ° · 1 1/6 l 
Cepg r ·aphy - 1 1/6 1 1/6 1 " 
0 . 
Science 1 1/2 1 . 3/4 .' 2 3/4 2 
Mathcmati~s J 1/2 3 '1/~ . · 3 l/2 4 
Art, handwork and. ......., 
need 1 cwo_rk 2 i 3/4 l .l/6 0 ° l 
Husic 1 1 - 1 
~0 
v 6. VI 
11/12 
7/12 
0 2/3 
3/4 
3/4 
1/3 
l/2 
l/6 
7/12 
·civics .. 
'1/2 1/2 7/12 2/3 
Physical -education 1 1/2 1 ·1/6 1 1/.6 1 1/6 
Asscm~ly 1/2 l/2 l/2 1/2 
Total 20 5/6 22 ~1/12 22 ll/12 2'• l/6 
* Minor adjustments are made by the schools where necessary . . 
Source: ~!inistry o·f Education, Annual Riort 1961 (Singapore~ 
Government Printing ·Offlcc, 1961). 
0 '( 
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Table 19 
Number of Hours Spent Per Week in - thq Conunon 
Secondary I ilnd -II Curriculum. 
l{o. o!- houro per week• 
Subjocta Boy a Girl.tJ 
. . 
Taking tech. No_t, tDking 
91 
tech 
ouhjecto oubjecto 
Firat. l.nnguoge and litcrnturct 5 
., 
5 
Second lnngungo . 3 3/~ 3 3/4 
Nationill languago I ' 1 1/4 . -
-_ -.....__} 
Hll.thomntiw ...... 3 3 
Scicnco 3 3/4 -3 3 
Phy~icnJ. education 1 1/4 1 1/4 
.... 
_. . \ .. 
Civic.:~ 2/3. ~ - 2/3 
. . 
Asaombq 2/3 2/3 
Hi~ tory 
Geography· ' 2 .1/2 2 1/2 
Dome!Jtic Scienco 
- l l/4 
Art nnd cra.ft~ 1 1/4 1 1/4 
Hu0 ic/o i~gi.ng 7/12 7/12 
Tochnicnl drawing 1 1/'4 1 l/4' 
Metalwork -··:.J' 
\JoodYorlc . · *'*3 .. -~3 
.. 
Bru> ic olcctricit1 
Total .. 28 28 
• Minor ndjuGtmcntG o.rc made by ~~cola' vhoro nec~3~nr.Y• 
No:nnall.y ou taido ochool hoare. ·- · 
5 
3 3/4· 
·.1 1/4 
3 
3 3/4 
1 1/4 
' 2/3 
2/3 
2 1/2 
**3 
1 1/4 
7/12 
• * (1 1/4) 
-
28. 
••• ·T~ principal h~ tho~dincretion to nllocnte the ti~ to hiotorj and geography 
Or to CJ.ll:f other Gubje~t othor than gene'ral OC ienco and doocotic GCi.,nctt • 
Source: Mi,nis~ry of Educ.:1tion, Annutil Rcnort 1961, (Sing~pore: 
Government Printing Office, 1961) • 
• l 
/ 
·r~ble 20 
Number of ·Periods <1nd Hours Spent ·Per Heck 
on .the Rcvi~cd Secondary III and IV. 
·curriculwn - Non-'l'cchnicul Stream 
S~J ccts. 
A. Compu l ~ory ·cx!.un ina t ion subj cc ts 
1. Fir:;t lan1~uagc 
2. S(.'cond language 
3. Literature ~r hi~tory or 
. 'l:co~r aphy 
4. ~ science subject * 
5. ·r:l~.:menLuy m~thcmnt~cs . 
' B. Compul~ory no~-cxamination sub-
jcc ts 
L Civics/current affairs 
2. Pl~ysical educat.lon 
3. A:;:.;embly talks 
4. Musical nppr(.'ciatlon/singing 
c. Elective cx.Jmination subject!: ** 
1. Li teraturc 
2. Gco&raphy 
J. History *** 
t~. · Bible knowledge 
S. l~lamic religious knowledge 
6. Third 1 .1ngu.1gc 
7 • A J d i t i on .:1 1 rna l h .f.m :1. t i c ·s . . "" 
ti. General science -++ 
9. Physical science · 
10. Physics 
11. Chemi.stry 
12:. Biology 
1 3 • ·A r t and c r a f t s 
14. t-1usic 
15. 
16. 
1 7. 
18 .. 
19. 
2.0. 
21. 
t~f.:ed 1 cwork ,1.nd d r-essmaklng 
·cookery 
General housccraft· 
l!cnlth sc.icnce -H+ 
Corn:nercial ~tudics 
Corrrncrce 
·Principles of ~c~ounts 
Total 
Periods per week 
26 
6 
9 
Bours pcr·wcclc. 
3\: 
· 6 
26 
Source: Hinistrv of Educution, An~u~l Rcoort 1961 (Singap~rc: 
Governm~nt Printing Office, 1961). 
* ·- Elemc.:nt~ry math~rn.l-t. t"cs. is optTon~l .ror--s·t~den .ts taking a total of 6 cxamin.a-
tion subjects~ · . 
** Spcci::~l ~1pproval is requiredt for J electives and not more. th.:m 2 science 
· subj~cr~ (including. A4) ~re to be taken. 
~ ~o. 4 m:-~y not be t..::~kl'n owith No. ·s. 
+ No, S ~~y not be taken ~ith No. 9. 
++ No. 9 m3y not be tJkcn with No. 8 or No. 10 or No. ll. 
+++ No. 19 may n~t be taken with No. 20. 
( ' 
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PRIMARY AND SECONDARr' EDUCA1,ION 
From 1963, ~uccessful pupils in the Primary School 
Leaving Examihati6ns were po~ted· to ~cademic · Secondary 
. . 
~'l'echnical and Commercial Schools while the UI1f_Uc~·essfthl 
over-aged candidates were posted to Secondary. Vocational 
Schools. · Under-aged failures were allowed to repeat Pri-
mary S~x.63T~ese vocational schools, offered a two-year~· 
c9u~s~ with e~phasis on training in practic~lsubjects.6A 
While students of Secondary Academic and Techn.ical .schools 
could qua"lify for entr.ance in to pre-Univers i-t.y <?la~ses, the 
students of .. the Secondary· Vocational Schools could _proceed 
93 
to the Singapore Vocational Iristitute or th~ Singapore Poly-
technic for craft-training. 65 
. The Govein~ent upgraded the ~alestier Junior· 
Trade School ~nd renamed it the Sing~pore Vocational Ins-
titute in . June, 1963. This Institute ·then took over the 
craft courses fiom the Singapore Polytethnic~ The Singapore 
Polytechnic in turn raised its professional courses to 
d 1 l d d d . t t h . . . 66 egree ev~ an expan e . 1. s ec nJ.c~an courses. 
63Ibid. , p. 68. 
\ 
64rbi~., p.69. 
6 5rbid., p ~ ·6 4. 
66 -Ministry of Education, Annual Report 1965 
(Sinsapore: Gov_ernment Printing Off ice, 1965) , p .10. 
! . 
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1964, six secondary and technical schools and seven second-
ary vocational schools began to function. By June 1965, 
the numbers increased to nine and ten respectively.~? In 
94 
, June 1968 the Technical Education Department in the Minis-
:try of Education was set up. With the establishment of this 
Department, the problem of correiating · educational progranunes 
with · industrial~ expansion received fresh impetus. 68 
The years from 1959 to 1969 gradually saw the con-
tinuous · creation of industrial training.centres to conduct· 
accelerated training courses to meet the urgent needs of 
industry,, and to supplement the production of skilled man- · 
- power by the vocational institutes. 69 
The Revisibn of 1969 
In view of the accel~rate~ industrialization pro-
gramme in Si~gap~re during the last ~art of the peri~d under 
re~iew the ~ducational structure· and pattern were revised 
6 7I bid . · , p p . 6- 9 . 
. 6Brechnical Education Department,' Annual Report 19 70 
(Singapore: · Government Printing Office, 1970), p.l. 
·
65Ministry of Education, Report of the Commission 
of Inquii into Vocationar and Technical Education in Sinqa-
.porc Singapore: Government Printing Office, 1961 , p.41 . 
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iri \or~er to conform to the sapply and demand pa~t~rn · gen­
.erated by.the fast-gro~ing a~d increasing technol~gica~ly 
· ~ophistitated indu~trial - sector of the republic'~ economy.~O 
The secondary · curriculum underwent a major revisi<2n in t :969. 
Reforms in curriculum a~d . structure of -·secon~ary 
education to place more emphasis · on _more sophisticated . 
' technical subjects were introdu~ed in · l969, · vricationa~ 
\ 
education per se was discarded. The solution to the ·. supply . 
of qualified manpower was the provision .of general education 
with a technical orientation for pupils in Secondary I and 
II levels of the four languag~·strearns.Jl Under th~ revised 
curricu_lurn, all boys in secondary I. and II classes had to 
take technic~l subjects such as technical drawing, metal-
work, .wqodwork and basic electricity, with traditional jns-
truction in languages, literature, mathematics, science, 
history, geography, physical education, and civics. Girls 
7(L G " d . . •• 
· ~. P.. wee, E _ucat1on and the Process of Change~ 
Singapore: Central · Library, Uni~ersity of Singapore, 1970. -
{Mimeographed. ) 
71-T. B. Lim, "Let's Train Youths for Industrial 
needs." Singapore: Central Library, University of Singapore_, 
1963. (Himeographed.) 
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ho~ever , · had the choice of ·studying domestic · science or 
ta~ing u~ thoie t~chnical ~ubj~cts.72 -
The direct posting of S~conda~y I classe~ tq_ 
technical school ·ceased with effect from 1969. 
After com~letion of Secondary II, . students wo~ld 
either proceed to Secondary III ~nd IV and the~ to pre- · . 
UI?-iversi ty . classes or branch off to ·a variety of technical 
training centres to train ascraftsmeri and -technicians or 
. . 73 
to vocational institutes. 
During this period, three fo~mer vocational· schools 
were converted into industrial training centres, while six 
" 
others were merged with ~_ dj .acent academic/mul ti-pu~pose 
schools t9 become bil~teral schools, and four new indu~trial 
trainin~ centr~~ and vocational institutions were established. 
furthermore, twenty units of workshop . w•er:e ·created to provide 
practical training for pupils a~ Secondary I and II levels.74 
- . 
Apart from the inclus~9n of technical subjects, the revised 
! 
curriculum also provided a _wider base for all-round 
72 
·' 
·noraisamy, 6p. cit., P·.: 128. 
73Ministry of Education, Annual -Report 1967 
(Singapore: Government Printing- Office, 1967), pp.4~S. 
74Tec~nical Education Department, Annual Report 
1969 {Singapore: Government Printing Office, 1969), p.S. 
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d~velop~eni of the individuai pupil's pote~tiality.75 
Problem~ of prema~ur~ speciRiizatio~ and ·rigi~ streaming 
97 
.of _pup~ls into academic arid technical catego~ies at an ~a~ly 
age . could, it was' hoped, · be surmounted. 
Technical su~jects at High6r School Certificate 
level were intro~uccd for . the fir:s.t time in 196~ to p·rovide 
students Hith adequate groundwork for Science and Engin-
. . . ~ . 
eering courses at the ~ni~~rsiti~s and t~chnical colle~es~~6 
~hey also prdvidedtechn{cal t~~ining - ~hich·wo~ld give partiai 
exemption for student~ desiring to pursue c~urses leading 
· to the award of an advanced cr~ft 'or techriical ce~tiflcate ·. 
Three voc~tiopal institutes have been functioning ·since. 
1968 offering tourses in engine~ring at cratt le~el and 
in manual and applied ·arts. ~t a higher :level., th~ 
Singapore Technical Institt:te·, commencing t 'raining in 
April 19G9,offered craft te~hnician courses to bridge the 
- ' ' 77 
gap between ~he craftsmen and the . technician~ 
75K. s. Ong, . "Development and Problems of Singapore 
Secondary Education· 1974-1969 . . " (unpublished thesis, · 
University of Singapore, 1970) ) pp. 20-29.. 
76Technical Education Department, Annual Report 
1969 (Singapore: Government Printing Office, 1969), p.S~ 
77rbid. 
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·chapter 4 .· 
HiGHER EDUCATION · 
This chapter ·presents data on ~igher educatio~ in. 
Sing~pore. In the first part of ~~- ch~pter, details_ ·are· 
set forth concerning.a the es"tablishme~\ · of. the . institutions 
~ . ) . . 
involved, and deveiopments duriD{.-tl'fE! period 1959 to 1969 .. 
. I
In· the second part of the chapter are 'discussed some of 
the·issues in higher educafion in Singapore, with i~plica~ ~~ 
tions for the direction of future developments. 
I. DEVELOPMENT OF THE INSTITUTIONS · 
By 1969, .ther~ were five institutions of higher 
.J 
learnirig in Singapore: Nanyang University, the Univer~ity 
of · Singapor~, th~ Singapore Polytechni~, Ngee Anrr College, 
and t·h-~ s-ingapore Tech.nical Instit-ute. 1 The origin of each 
and itp.velopment dur~g ~he period 1959 to 1969 will 
no~ b~ di~cussed in d~tail. 
Nanyang University 
N~nyang University ~as plann~d in 1953 in response 
. to.the dernanq which arose when singapore~s Chinese ·high 
1
sin Chew Jit Poh · (Singapore), July 4, 1960, p. 2. 
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schoo·l leavers. found it impossible to proceed to -China _for 
~~gh~r . studies. 2 . In M~y . . l953 ·Nan~~ng University was incor-. 
porated · as a: · company. ·Prominent Chinese businessmen in 
Singapore and [Y~alaya formed .a conuni t ·tee to promote t~e 
establishment ·of a Ghin6se~mcdiu~ univetsity ~nd fund-
rais~ng c~rripaigns ,;ere launched. ·. The Hokkien H'!'ay Kuan ~ a 
Chinese ~lan organization, donated 500 acres of land in 
J~ro~g for · the site of the n~w university. A~~roxirnately 
· 10.0 acres had been developed. The new · buildings, erected 
mai~ly during the mid · l950's are impressive for their 
grandeur and beauty.·. The unive·rsity began functioning 
i~ 1956. It broadly follows the Chinese (Taiwari) University 
systeM, modified to the American pattern . by. '~dhich students 
have to ~ecurc a req~isite number of - credits in prescribed 
courses for graduation. Admission to the univ~rsity is in 
most cases based on the advanced level results of the Higher 
School Certificate. Examinations. 
Degree courses generally extend over 3 or 4 years. 
The bachelor's is av1arded g the successf~l completion of 
the-se courses. University te-aching combines lectures; 
practical classes and seminars or tutorials. 
2H. Hugdcn, IIiqhcr Education and Development in 
South East l\sia {Paris: UNE~CO, -1967), p. 444 . 
• 
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· \'l:l.th the achievement of fu1·1 sel~-government .in · 1958, ' 
government interest in ' NanyangUnivcr~ity increased. The 
Nanyang University Ordinance ~as passed in March .195§, gi~ing 
statutory basis to the university as an educational institu-
tion:- .. The. ensuin·g ye.ars saw the -work-ing out. of the role to 
_be playe4 by ·the Univeisit~ and the status to be accorde~ · it 
in an :independent Singapo~e .. Ch~nese .educatioru in Singapore 
has been an especially sensitive political issue and the 
. . 
goverrunent has ._ haridlcd the Nanyt3:nJ University issue wi t:Q care. 
In January _ 1959, a cormnission -~.-Jas· appointed ':lnder 
the Chairmanship of Sir S.L. Prescott of the University of 
Western Australi? to look i~to the academic standard~ _and the 
adequa<:=y of the te~ching staff., the .faci_li ties and the means 
adopted by ~he university for ensuring satisfactory standards 
of academic w.ork. The report of the corr.rn~ssion while admiring 
· the enth.us iasm of the s·tude.nts, cons ide red that the uni ver- · 
·sity had grown too fast without contin~ous expert preliminary 
planning. The or.ganization and administrative system were 
.inappropriate; · the standard of · the 'library and the laboratory 
provision inadequate, the terms of employment discouraging 
to recruitment and demoralizing to those recruited, and the 
curriculum overloaded and uncoordinated~ It further recom- · 
mended that an ad hoc committee should be appointed to revie\v 
. · I 
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these find~ngs and . to. determine the ~xtent and sequenc~ of . 
the reorg~nization deemed necessary. 3 
.Th~ ~ep~rt clo~ed · with'a stimulaiing paiagiaph: 
We would like to see the _present ide~ of· a separate 
'Chinese Univer~ity~ ~nd a separat~ 'English Uni-
·Versity' replaced by th~ idea ·af two Malayan uni-
versities, one teadhing principally i~ Englishi t~~ 
other t~achiDg principa~ly ;in ·chinese, . -?h.ar~ng the 
sam.e ideal ._of building up, thrqugh s6uri9. ·scholar-· 
. . ·ship· and intel'lectual solidarity·, a harmonious 
community characterized. by mutual ·understanding and 
res~ect. I~ th~s way, traces of mutual distrust, . · 
bred· in long ·educational isolation, will disappear 
compl~tely in the n6~ unity which will . surel~ . grow 
_ ·un~er independenc~ and . fr~ed9~.4 
The Conuni s s ion- submit ted its re_port in Harch '1959. 
In July 1959, a review conunittee was set up under 
the chairmanship of Dr. Gwee Ah ' Leng, .a physician at the 
General Hospital, and a lec~urer at the pniveis~ty of . · 
S
. . . 5 
l.n_gapore. 
-The committee . stated that Nanvang should evolve 
- . ' 
into a ·university ~here studerits from all Malayan secoridary 
. . . 6 
schools cOuld obtain a.n education. () 
3Nanyan9 University Commission, Report o~,~e 
Nanyang University Commiss~on 1·959 {SingaporEY?" f:oovern-
ment Printing Office, 1959}, p. 8. . . · . 
4 Ibid.; p. 30. 
·
5 sin Chew Jit Poh · (·Singapore) March 29, l959),"p. 
65. l.n Chew Jit Poh (Sin_gapore) , September 16, 1965, 
p. 2 . 
' . 
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Other recommendations included goyernment a·id l?Y 
deficit . f~nandntf s~Gertbu~saries a'nd matChing grants 
fo~ donated capitar funds; a board of sel~ction. for the 
- • . • • • • j • • 
.' expert recru~tment · ~f staff and assessment of staff stan-
dards; better terms of ::;eryice for th~ - staff; and reforms 
of both -curricula and tbe examination system~ · The order 
102· 
, of reorganization vlaS dra\·~ up with . the following program: .. 
(a). the· appoi.ntment. of an a~tins vi_ce-:-chancellor; . {b) the 
estahlishn~nt of a proyisional. council' a:nd senat~ . to' · be 
. followed in due course by pernanent bodies i . "(c) the esta- . 
b~ishment . of a coun~il ·and · a g_uild . of gradua:tes; (d) the 
setting-up o£: a joint \f?Orking party of ·represen~at~ves. of .. 
Nanyang and. the Univer~ity qf Halaya and the Government - of . 
.sin9apore ~nd the Fed~ration · of M~~aya, to plan the future 
relatibns of the two unive~sities; (e) the revisi~n bf the 
·· curr{culum; an~ (t') the establishment _·of _ a pre-univ.er~ity 
·, 7 . 
ca.urse ~or· students wh~se o"nly weakness -was. in Eng~i~h.. 
· ·The Committee's recorr.mendations · were adopted in 
. principle by the Government which stated that it was ·pre.pared · 
. to grant Nanyang University parity ' of tre?J.tinent -witp . the .. · 
University of t-1alaya provided that the r~oiganisati9n of: the 
7Nany~ng . Univ~rsity Revie~ Committee, Repqrt-of . 
the Nanyanq· University Review Committee Sirigapore, 1960 · 
(Singupore: =-Govcrnmen t Pr in tin·g Off ice, t 9 6 0) , pp,. 20-2 9. 
~- ~ 
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.,. . 
uni versi t'y. v_ras carried out as rec·onunen9ed. · . It was. I}O:t until 
June 1964 that agre~ment was reached between the g6vernrnent 
and univ~rsiti r~pre~entatives on. the que~~ion of· re-organi~a­
tion of the universitY.: In 196~, the university -\-1as · 
adrni tted to full membership in the. International · Association. 
of . Uni v·ersi ties. In 19 6 5 I a . cu:;:-ricul um review coinmi t 'tee', 
under Professor i·la-ng· Gungwu was set up to· review and make 
suggestions conc~rning the organisation .and content· of study 
I - . 
at · the un~veisit;y.). 8 The Committee ·\·1as of· the vie\': that· the · 
I 
Univ~rsity ~hould ope~ iti doois ·to st~dents from all st~earns 
.of education, and .the nature Qf . the_socicty ~ust be reflected 
in any institution of h~gh~r learning wh~ch purp~r~d to _serve 
. . 
that society .. · In order to achieve .this, the courses ·of 
study in.the urti~ersity must be adap~ed to en~ure .that 
s_tude~ts. from all streams of education· in the country mfght 
benefit fr0m the u~iversity's exi~ce.9 
The coil'lffii ttee strongly .. . felt that Singaporean society 
was gre~tly concerned wit~ the pr~sperity and peaceful 
developmerit of the new nation of ~alaysia . . In this context, 
8Mi~i~try · of t~ucrition, Annu~l- Report 1966 (S~nga­
pore: Gov~rnmcnt Printing Off~ce, 1966), pp. l7-l8. 
9 
utusan r.1alayu. (Singapor-e), December 11, 1960, p. 6. 
I 
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there was an ·urgent need for people with a deep rational and 
sympathetic understanding of the multi-racial ·basii of the 
country. The university should produce g~aduates able to · 
. guide the course of the country•s development, and traihed 
to ad~inister the public services, manage the growth of 
commerce and industry, and specially equipped to meet the 
.~ 'd d . . 10 
· n ( _ ion ' s need for r apl roo e rnl z a tlon . . 
~. The Committee recommended that the university turned 
·out graduates who \·:ere. at least bi-~ingual and recommenced 
the establishment of a language centre for this purpose. 
\ 
The abolition and re-<;'rierita~ion of certain ex~ing depart-
ments. and the creation of a department of Malay studies and 
· the recruitment of staff of high cali.bre at salaries compar-
. able . to those · of oth~r local universiti~s were also suggested. 
Full recognition \of the University's degrees has already been 
' .... . -- ~ 
announced. 
·By ·1969, as shown in('Tablc 21, the University had 
a ~anguage centre. It was equi~ped with an eight-channel 
and seyenty-eight-booth laboratory . . Chi~ese, English, 
Mal~y, Japanese, French and German were the languages taught 
at .the· centre. 
p. 2. 
10sin Chew Jit Poh {S ' · lngapore), September 14, 1965, 
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Table 21 
Annual Student Enrolment bv Course at 
Nanyang University,_l959~19694 
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-
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Source: Nanyang University, Annual Reoorts, 1959-1969 (Singapore: Nanyang University 
Press, 1959-1969). 
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-Na~yang University. had 1, 726 students in 19-59 and in 
19.69 it had 2,040 .. ·. (See Tables 2~ and 22.) 
The University had cblleg~s of arts, science and 
co~erce. The college .of art~ corn~is~ · the departments of 
Chinese language and literature, Halay studies, history, 
geography and government and public administration, while 
the college of coiPmerce had departments of industrial and 
business adrr.inistration, accountancy and economics. 
Depar~m~nts in the colleg~ of sci~ncewere mathematics, physics, 
che~istry _ and biology. 
In the ten years since its establishment the Univer-
sity produced more than 2,000 graduates of whom some 150 
, -··L--·--·-
read for higher · degrees in universities overseas. 
Some of the graduates failed to obtain a satisfactory 
position at home and sought higher education abroad. This 
was a great blessing in disguise, since many ~f those -who hold 
Ph.D. degrees in Singapor~ today, were former graduates of 
Nanyang university.11 It is reasonable to predict that ·Nanyang 
will play an increasingly significant role in the future of 
s· 12 ~ngap~re. 
p. 2 ~ 
11s. ln Chew Jit Poh (Singapore); August 14, 1961, 
12 . . f 
· M1n1stry o Foreign Affairs, Member States Pro-
gress Renorts: Sinqanore (Bangkok: Government Printing 
Office, 1965), pp. S-9. 
Art!'! 
Sci~nce~ 
Totnl: 
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Taple. 22. 
A Compa-rison of Part-Time and ·Full-Time 
Teaqhi~g Staff and ~tudent En~olrnent, 
. at Nanyang . University, 
1969-1970 Session 
Str£! 
full-t1mo Pnrt-t1n r~ · . full-timfl 
t•z 2 69 1t 
::!0 5 607 
lt2 1 72) 
16 7 tG 
120 15 2,0110 
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Source: .Nanyang University, Annual Reoorts, 1969-1970 (Singapore: 
Nanyang University Press, 1969-1970;. 
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The University ·of ·singapore 
Tht:: U.Jni vers i ty of S in"gapo_re came into existence on 
January 1, 1962.13 I~s or~gin dated as far back as - 1905 when 
the Straits Settlements and . the Federated iwtalay States Goverh-
rnent Hedical School was founded. In 19~9, .the University was 
r~organised into two largely autonomous divisions · of equal 
status: . one in S~ngapore and the.othe~ in Kuala Lurnpur.14 
Three years later the~e two divisions ;became the University 
of Singapore and the Univers~ty of Malaya respecti~ely. 
. .. 
The Univetsity has facu~ties of atts and social 
science, .law, scie~ce, medicine, dentistry, · enginee~ing, and 
architecture, the school of ~ducation, accountancy and 
. . 
business ad~inistration, pharmacy and post-gradua~e medical 
'~ :· ~tudies as ~ell as~ d~partment of extra-mural studies. The 
faculties of arc~itecture and eng~neering were established in 
.19 69 when · degree courses of the polytech!1ic 's· schools of 
en~ineering _ and ~rchite~ture and building were - transferred to 
the University. ·The faculties of arts arid social sciences 
hav~ ~epartments of ~hinese studies 1 Malay studies, English, 
13Hugden, op. cit., p. 433. 
14 . h . S1n C ew J1t Poh (Singapore), December 31, 1961, 
p ~ 2. 
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geography, history, economics, philosophy, political 
109 
science, mathemat~cs, social work and social -administration 
and sociology. Departments in the faculty of science are 
those of botany, chemistry, zoology, mathematics, physics, 
anatomy, bio-chemistry, philosophy and physiology. In 
1959 the University had a ·student population of 1,600. 
It ·rose to 4,599 in 1969. (See Tables 23, 2~ and 25.) 
In -the University of Singapore the wastage from 
drop~out - was slight, both in the first and in the final year. 
_For ~xample i~ 1961-62, there were 6nly thre~ dropouts from 114 in ~he 
first year i~ Arts, 6 from 71 in science and l from 80 in .medicine. 
Examination failures in the first and final years ·were also 
very low, although a system of referral offered a second 
examination at the end of the long vacation~ The f~gures . 
in medicine were .certainly impressive and .possibly surprisi~g, 
for in the ·academic year 1963-64 -in a series of fifteen 
examinations, .nine final and si~ supplen\ent_ary' .of 718 " 
examinees there wer_e 663 passes and · 55 failur~s ~ It wa~ 
·assumed that 164 referred _candidates were absorbed in the 
final .count . 
. Since 1965; the development_ of" the university was 
moment_ous. · . There was steady growth in -every field, except 
thab .of appli~d sbience. Thi~ trend of - development of 
higher education in the peninsula is very encouraging. 
Table 23 
Annual Student Enrolment by Courses at the 
University of Singapore; 1959 tb 1969. 
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Table 24 
Graduands by Level of Qualifications, at the 
University of Singapore, 1969 
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Table 25 
A Comp~rison of.Part-Time and full-Time Teaching.Staff 
· ·and Student Enrolment ~t the U~iversity of 
· Sirigap~re, 19~9. 
1. 
2.. 
}, 
4. 
5· 
5· 
6. 
7. 
6. 
9. 
'10. 
!;tnt! 
re~u lty /School full-t u::.a 
Arto n :--.1 eccinl 11cience ?1 
Ll\·, . 17 
l:d:Jc:u~ ion It 
.Acccuntli....,C:)' ~~d b~5ine8e adainiatration 11 
1~ 
Sei~~::.ce 61 
)!edicine 95 
~nti!ltry 15 
H-.. "r..ucy 8 
Poct-[r-oc!u~t~ ~odical llt'Uc!~es 
Eri0 !ne~dng ADd 1~ 
architecture/building 12 
:'ot'al: 3(:8 
,at Septa~ber, 196.9. 
Incluc!el5 n~n-gr~duat1D!; ~.nd p<llst-g.uduate ~ tudente. 
'fear 1I e'tude.nta (ffo year I adoic~1oc) • 
S t 'J~_ t'n~e 
f~rt-t L--:c "'!Jt 'JCnr Othere 
26 295 8,L+ 
19 . 104' 26!. 
? "\0 
8 127 "274 
8 1C3 95 
29 233 81,3 
... 
56 !02 5)0 
... 
5 . }3 1)5 
... 
3 26 5~ 
-
a• 
24 145 25.5 
16 ' 51 . ?3 
19} 1,229 3,3):) 
+ Diplo:a 1.c public health ~tudenta on.l.J'. · Other poet-~e.duatt .student• vU.l bt at.aitt.d .ils the 
eouroe o! the ,~6?170 se~~lon. 
Source: 
( 
University of Singapore, Annual Reportll969, 
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H1GHER EDUCA~ION 
This period wi.~ne~sed the es-tabli-shment of· the 
s ·chool of Educ-ation·, the Department of Extra-Hural Studies, 
. /ne D~part~ent of Law., a degree course in ph<irmacy, and · a 
_..-: · . 
Department of Soci~l Scie~ce . 
113 
. In i960, the univer~ity intrroduced . p~e-university · 
classes in all faculties for s~udents . from non-English schools~ 
Seventy-t\·lo 'l',·,·ere. admitted to t .he ·first year . . Considera~ion 
was given to ·the establishm~nt of a · Department· of Music . . 
Entrance requirements · for .the fi~st degree is based ·upon 
the Calnbr idg'e Higher School _Certificate or · its eq.ui valent, 
i.e .. upon a six~year second~ry schqol course, the last two 
years of which form. a post ~econdary school certificate 
cour,se .. 
Arts . · de~rees· require a three-y~ar cours~ for first · 
~lasi honciurs, upper and lower division $econd-clas~ honours ., · 
or a · pas$ de~ree: th~ee subjects have to be offered in the 
first year, and one. or tv1o in the last t\vO years. Law re-
quires four years for ·full-tir.le studCJ:ltS, six ·for part-time · 
students~ In.scien~e a three year course lea~s to a pass 
degree, arid an additional year's specialisation in one 
field . leads . to · ~n honQurs deg~ee in: thr~e classes . . Medicine 
and surgery r~quire about ~ix years of study, dental surgery 
about five years, and pharmacy three years .. Diploma :courses 
J 
I 
~­
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are offered · in social sc1ence, public he~lth, and edu~ation, 
all ~est-graduate courses of one year's duration. 
Master's deg~ees · require at least . one year ·• s resi-
dence and the submission of a thesis, and a Ph.D. requires 
two years residerice and -a thesis. Other doctorate degrees 
depend upon the quality of published \\rork which makes an 
independent and valuable contribution to a . special field.15 
The Singapore Polytechnic . 
The Polytechnic \-.Tas established in · October 1954 
when the Singapore Polytechnic Ordinance was passed by · 
·. 16 ·._..."' - _... .. 
the Legislative Counc1l. The idea of.a polytechnic took 
shape in August 1951, v.'hen an ad hoc c 'ormni ttee of the 
Malayan Society of Engi'neers · formed to ·. investigate the shortage 
of draughtsmen and·technicians in the engineering industry led . 
to the suggestion of training in other ar~as such as sea-
manship, architecture and accountancy. In September, 1953, 
.the committee headed by Professor E.H.G. Dobby. recommended 
the setting up of a polytechnic: 
lSibid., p. 444. 
16 Nanyang Siang Pau (Singapore),. February 26, 1960, 
pp. ti- 9. 
·./ , 
I 
(. 
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HIGHER EDUCATION ·· 
An instit.ute teaching · many branches of.. technical 
and professiona~ kno~ledge _ and primar~ly intended 
to provide · part-time instruction for employed . · 
people who seek additional . skills and more a~­
vanccd knowledge of their ·occupation, and certi-
fication o·f their standards -and attainments . . 17 
~ftgr considerabl~ buildin~ ac~~vity and· staff 
recrui tmen·t the Polytcchni<? began· its · first academic term 
in Nove~ber 19~8. The fir~t year .was to a certain· extent 
t 
115 
an exploratory period ... . However, during the first week, 2,700 
students -had been· enrol~ed; over·400 were full~time students, 
·soo ·~~re part-time, and . the remainder attended ·evening 
.. ·-'~ :f . 
classe~. Fort~ f~ll-t~me lecture~s arid over 100 visiting · 
staff went into action~ 
With the abhievement 6f inte~nal self-government 
in . ~959, ~ajar changes were made in the Polytechnic so as 
to relate it mqre closely ~o the man~ower needs implied 
by ~he governrnent's -policy of industrialisation. The general 
~ducation a~d office arts courses were discontinued. The 
remaining departments of e~gineering ' · architecture and 
building, accountancy and nautical studies were fully 
developed. A local examination system ·with external and 
internal cx~iners replaced the previous· system of overseas 
17 Ministry of Ed~cation, Report of the Committee· 
on a Polytechnic Institute for S~ngaporc. (Singapore: 
Government Printing Office, 1953), ~P· 28-36. 
i 
I 
i 
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, ·_ 
examinations·. Diplomas in craft I · technician and profess iorial 
levels have been awardcq ever ·since. ·The minimum · entr-ance 
qual:ification fo:t; the t'tvO up;f?er ·· l_ev~ls '~as a Cambrid9'e School 
Certification or its c·guiva~ent .. (See .Table 26.) · 
The courses available ·at the Polytechni_c during 
the 1965/66 session we~re mainly in 'the n.ep~rtment;:; of 
Eng-ineering, Building: ~d- Architecture . ·and .n.ccountal!CY. 
A -liberal. ~tudies section, attached fo~ administra-
tive convenience 'to_the De~artment of - Acco~ntancy, provides 
obligatory courses at the appropr~ate level in the.fundamen- _ 
talS Of language 1 aDQ SOCial. €COnOffiY tO SUpport the COUrSeS 
in engineering 1 architecture and accountancy at both pro-
. . . 
fessional ~nd technical levels. Special classes are als6 held · 
in · -the English language, ·economic history, geograph; ,- both 
phys_ical and economic, and oth~r. ?Ubjects ~f the humani ti.es. 
A study of wastag~ in the largest departrn~nt·was . 
. . . 
made fo'r the· Commission C?f ~nquiry into vocation·al· and 
. . 
technical education. · The report pointed out that only 20.9 
per cent of ~he 780 ~n the ~otal enroimerit o~ the Pqlytethnic 
for 19 60 were ful·l-time students.. It · c.onunerits: 
The unduly high figu~es registe~ed for technician 
part_: time students.;~ear looking into. There . is a 
greater fail~re rate fo~ part-time . . students as 
compared with full-time · st~dents, as well_ as ~ 
. grca ter tendency to _leave during the. session. 
' - -, . ~--~ 
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Table 26 
Annual Student Enrolment,by Courses at the 
Singapore Poly~echnic, 1959 to 1969. 
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.tochnic Press, 1959-1969). · 
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HIGHER EDUCATION 
the expensive facilities available could have been 
better utilized towards training more full-tim~ 
students.l6 · 
However, . in 1963 _the over-all proportion of full- · 
time students to part-timers was 42· to 58 per cent (940. to 
1289) and future plans envisagedan enrolment of 4,000 of 
whom 50 per cent should be full-time. 
· During the 1963 -1964 academic year, negotiations 
were initiated with the Universit~ of Singapore to· work 
118 
. . -
out an arrangement u~der which the Polytechn~c's ~ngineering, 
. architecture and accountancy students would be awarded 
degrees by the University. Degree courses in these subjects 
began with the 1964-65 session. Further reorganisation 
was undertaken in Ma~l969. The School of Accountancy and 
the degree courses of the schools of engineering and archi-
tecture and building were transferred to the University of 
Singapore. Henceforth the Polytechnic would conduct only 
technical 17 courses. (See.Table 27.) 
_ 
16Mini~try of Education, R~oort of the Commission 
of Inquiry into Vocational a n d Technical Education (Singa-
pore: Government Printing Office, 1961}, p. 30. 
17sin Chew Jit Poh · (Sirigapore), April 11, 1968, p. 2. 
. - ~. 
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Table 27 
Distribution of Students by Courses, at the 
Singapore Po~ytechnic, 1969 . 
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Source: Singapo~e Polytechnic~ Artnual Report 1969 
Poiytechnic Press, 1969). 
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The Polytechnic has the -School of Industrial Techno-
logy and the School of -Nautical Studies.18 The forrn~r aims to 
provide trained tecbnical personnel to Iileet the needs of 
- industry, stptutory ·bodies a~d the civil service .. The .latter 
.seeks to train deck officers and radio officers on board 
·merchant ships. lvith these facilities~. it is hoped that 
Si~gapore - will b~c~me a centre for technical and technolo-
gica~ education in South-East Asiaf9 (See Table 2 8. ) 
Ngee Ann - Technical · Colleae 
Ngee Ann College- which \vas established -ori the 
British model .was founded -in May 1963 as a private institu-
tion by the Ngee Ann Kongsi, a Teo~hew·clan associatio~, to 
provid~·technical; domest-ic · science and language instruction 
at the post-secondary level to ·s~inese-medium secondary 
- . . . 20 . 
- school-leavers. · As shown ·in Tables 29 and 3 0, the 
College in 1969 ·had a total enrolment of 586 students, 
~ part-~im~ and ~6 full~time. te~ching staff. The 
courses ~ere ·af · four years' dur~tion, or six years for 
· eveQing-class st~den~s. Courses were organized on the 
18
rbid. 
,-
19
rbid .· 
2 0 · f d t ' A l R t 1963 
. Min1..stry o E uca 1.on , · nnua cpor , 
(Sin~apore: GovernrrcenLPr~nting ·Office, 19 63) ; p. 1_7 • 
Lnel 
'I'echnidl!.!l 
' 
Pro Ce!l:d'ional 
Source: 
•• 
i 
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Number of Graduands of the Singapore 
Polytechnic, 1968-1969 · session 
l{o. ot £red.·.a . n~ 
, . 
Civil i:-gin~er!n~ 26 
Electrical engLooer1n! 42 
Hl!t:hUliClll er.ci.ncedn~ 61 
Pro~uction en~incerlng 15 
Struc tui-a!. on::;ic~cri.Jls 11 
.. 
P.r.riM ~r:&in~ 1.1 ring .,, 
Telec·y·_, en;!n~terir..s 26 
.liu~':l .o r o.nd plt'~'ltica 18 
Lnnd ~unoyin!!; ·a 
!:•Jildir.g 45 
Architectural dra\Jghtc::oaJUthlp t 11 
~· 
'Ltn.l 276 
~~ec:hcuticn.l ene;lnecring 
' 
Architecture 9 
E\.J!ld!..ng 11t 
L 
Vnlu~Jtion 
" 
Accountanct .,., 
Totnl }? 
Singapore Polytechnic, Annual Reports 1968-1969, 
(Singapore: Singapore Polytechnic Press). 
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Table 29 
~ ) 
Annual Student Enrolment by Course at Ngee Ann 
Technical _College, 1961 to 19~9 
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Table 30 
A Co~paris6n . of Patt-Ti~e and ·Full-Tlme Teaching 
Staff and Student Enrolment, at Ngee Ann · 
Technical College, ~969 
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HIGHER EDUCATION 
American credit system, and there were three faculties. 
-'II' 
_The ~aculty of arts had departments ·of Chinese and Ma!ay 
langua9e.s. ·.The faculty of corrunerce had departments of 
· business administration and accountancy, and the faculty 
of techn~logy had departments of appl·ied chemistry, · mecha-
nical engineering, industr~l electronics and domestic 
science. _, 
Most of the departments attempted to match the 
~utput of the college with the industrial and commercial 
needs of Singapore. Therefore_, applied chemistry was 
, 
~csi~ned to teach the· special problems of analysis and 
manufacture in local chcm{cal industries, and there were 
courses on the · fiber industry and f~rtilizer chemistry. 
Industrial electronics deals with the ~ngineering skills 
required by the modern electronics industry. 
In 1965, Professor Lucien '~- Pye and Professor 
Arthur L. Sin9er Jr. were appointed by the Kongsi to m~ke 
reconunendutions on the future development of. the College. 
·They suggested that the College should develop into a post-
secondary institution along the lines of a community _ 
college in the American educational system. A committee, 
appointed in February, 1966, under the chairmanship of 
_Professor Thong Saw Pak, recommended that the College 
124 
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should continue to serve mainly students from the Chinese 
language stream. It suggested that the College be reorga-
nized as a community college providing diploma courses, 
with the lon~-term objective of developing int? aR insti-· 
. . . 21 d tutlon of un1vers1ty-status. These an other. recommen-
dations were accepted by t~c Kongsi. The Ngee ·Ann College 
Act was passed by Parliament in September 1967. The 
College Changed its na~e to tha£ of Ngee Ann Technical 
College in August, 1968. 
It is obvious that the successful development of 
a multipurpose post-secondary trainin~ institution would 
be of great val~e in producing some of ihe personnel 
required to· support the professional cadres. 22 The need 
for such institutions throughout the region is evident. 23 
However, these -modest targets of~ch · an institution may 
not satis:y the promoters o~/the siudcnts of the college. 
. / 
/ 
Yet another Revicv1 Corruni,ttcc had been appointed to advise 
· upon the future of the college in Dec~mber, 1968~ 
21 Ministry of Education, Report 0': the Committee 
of Review on the Future Dcvelo ment .of Nqcc Ann Colle e 
Singapore: Government Printing Office, 1966), pp. 2-10. 
-22 . S1n Chew Jit Poh (Singapore) , August 13, 1962, 
p. 2 . 
23 Sio.nq Pnu (Singapore) , May 8 , 1969, Nan yang p. 
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·singapore Technical . Institute 
The Singapor~ Technical Institute was established 
· in Apiil, 1969 as an institution intermediate between the 
vocational institutes and th~ Singapore Polytechnic. The 
Institute trains students to advanced craft level. 
Courses in mechanical engineering practice, ship-
building and radio and television servicing were begun 
for the -19 6 9-19 7 0 session . 
' II. ISSUES AND FU~URE DIRECTIONS 
126 
No discussion of higher education would be complete 
without identifying some of the issues current in 1969. 
Hopefully, this will help clarify the direction of future 
deve l oprnen t ·. 
Education at Home and Abroad and the 
Problem of Hiqhlv Qualified Manpower 
Students of the University of Singapore, Nanyang 
University, Singapore Polytechnic, Ngee Ann Technical 
College and Singapore Technical ·Institute and students 
from Singapore studying overseas provided the main sources 
of recruitment fo~ high-level manpower such as doctors, 
technologists, senior administrators and the higher 
echelons of business executives. 
i 
\ . 
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Thus, the universities have had an important role 
' ' 
to play in the economic system. Despite its importance 
however, university education 1n Singapore was in an 
-~ ano~alous situation. · In 1959 there were only a total o£ 
5,367 students in the above institutions whereas a 1960 
UNESCO study showed that there were 1,300 students from 
Singapore in Australia, 5,000 in the United Kingdom, 1,800 
in New Zealand, over 5,000 in the United States and consi-
derablc numbers in India and Taiwan. Furthermore, a large 
number of students at both universities were not Singapore 
residents. Of 306 graduates from the University of Singa-
pore in 1963 only 175 were domiciled in Singapore; similar 
figures for Nanyang were 405 and 146. The total output of 
graduates domiciled in Singapore in 1967 was only 375. 24 
As might be expected therefore, Singapore 1s 
dependent upon returning overseas students to meet its 
manpower needs. Because of its inability to meet its own 
demands for highly qualified manpower, Singapore had to 
rapidly expand its Universities during the period under 
review. Although it did do this, as evidenced by the 
127 
enrolment figures in Tables 21, 23, 27, and 29, by the end of 
24 Hugden, op. cit., p. 458. 
I · 
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the period a severe g~p still remained. 
The output of the two universities, the Polytech-
nic and Ngee 'Ann College were projected until 1970 by the 
Commission of Inquiry into Educ~tion in Singapore. on the 
basis of low and high future enrolments. It gave a range 
of total number of graduates between 1,130 and 1,205. In 
contrast, Guy Hunter calculated that an output of 1,770 
would be needed by 1970. 25 On this assessment a deficiency 
of over 30 per 6ent of the total requirement wo~ld have 
to be drawn fro~ returning graduites from overseas. 
Although the chronic shortage of Singapore 
educated manpower was ·still in existence it the · end of 
1969, according to Hugdcn's UNESCO Report, with the 
expansion then c9nternplated at the University of Singapore 
and N2ilyang University i and with the development of. Ngee 
Ann College, the supply of high-level manpower should not 
b . . 26 e a maJor concern. However, the assessment of industrial 
needs showed· that unless the_ faculty of technology of . the 
University of Singapore was rapidly and successfully esta-
blished, the Polytechnic, even in its emergence as a 
25Ibid. 
26Ibid. 
. ·.~ · 
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technological university, would not be able to meet the 
0 
27 demand of the industrial development. 
A Government Manpower Committee was established 
in 1967 to keep the situ~tion under review. This was ~ 
difficult task because many of the small industrial under-
129 
takings were organized on a family basis. The Corrunittee 
[~ J found that there was a great need to pr6duce well train~d 
......__:--
but non-graduate teachers, technicians of all types, 
fully trained nurses, senior clerks and managerial staff 
for smaller concerns. To . solve this problem, the Comrn.ittee 
recommended training should begin at the first four years 
of secondary education· and also in the industrial and post-
secondary vocational sChool~ Applied training r. 
stro~gly reconun~nded not only in the· Polytechnlc's techni-
~fan 6ourses, bu~ also in .the . variety of indQstrial 
training schem~s develop~d arid encouraged by the Econom{c 
Development Board . . With the increasing automation 6f 
light and. medium industries, it was also necessary to. pay -
special attention to producing _more foremen·, supervisors 
and clerical staff. 
27 Ibid.· 
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\ Besides the lack of educational resour~~he 
lack of research on th~ relationship between education and 
employment was also evident. No detailed investigation 
. - .\.,.;_ 
into the employment structure of public 
takings seemed to have been done. Such 
would have facilitated the establishment 
and private under-
\ 
' research p~bly 
of educational 
28 policy and enhanced economic development. 
Women Students 
A feature common to all the institutes of higher 
learning was that the number of women students was extre-
mely small compared with the number of men students in the 
academic and social life of the campus (see Tables 21 · , 23, 
2 6 ' 29) ~ 
Table 2 :1 shows that in 19 69, Nanyang University 
had an enrolment of 2,040 students and 678 or 33 per ¢ent 
were women. Ten years ago, the_ percentage of women was 
only 20 per cent. There was c6nsiderable progress at 
Nanyang University. 
At the University of Singapore, in 1969, as 
indicated in Table 23, of a total student body of 4,559, 
28
sin Chew Jit Poh (Singapore), December 7, 1971, 
p.. 5. 
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only 1,367 or barely 30 per cent were women. In l959f of 
1,600 st~dents . there were 425 women, or 27 per cent. The 
situation·. at the University of -Singapore had not }mproved. 
As for the SingaPore PolyteChnic, in·~~S per 
c~nt of the total student populatiori were w6rnen. In 1959, 
there was only 1 per cent women ~nrolling in the College. 
(~c~ Table 26~) No great chringe recorded for Ngee Ann 
Technical College regarding the female strident enrolment. 
·In 1969, 29 per cent of the total enrolment were women 
and in 1960, 28 per cent were women. (See Table 29.) 
Industry and commerce have attracted female 
workers from fa~ilies . of modest means, away from domestic 
work and into the offices and shops. New opportunities in 
professional careers for girls also emerged although only 
' to a limit~d extent during the 1958-1969 period. 
Student 1\id 
If stude~ts had to pay high tuition fees, ~he pur-
. . . . 29 
poses of higher learning would have been defeated. . In 
Singapore, it was the national policy that no able student 
be deprived from admission to a. university, mere~y because 
131 
of lack of money. Although a step in the right direction, . 
29Toronto- Star (Canada~ June 29,.1972, p. 7 . . 
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loans, scholarships, and bursaries were not necessarily 
sufficient to cover the whole expense of the courses 
includi~g travel allowances and living expenses; access 
for poorer students was limited. 30 
· ~ 
30 . . . 
· Stra1ts Times (Singapore), April 28, 1972, p. 13. 
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Chapter 5 
TEACHER TRAINING 
This chapter discusses developments in teacher 
training in Singapore from 1959 to 1969. It describes 
teacher training in 1959, and then discusses in turn the 
cha?ges that occurred in the eleven year period. Special 
... 
attention·is paid to developments related to the dominant 
policies underlying education in Singapore in the decade 
--the principle~£ parity education1 for national unity, 
_and education for industrial growth. 
I. TEACHER TRAINING IN 1959 
"' t .... 
Minimum Qualifications to Teach ( 
In 1959, it required a s~;;Ior Cambridge Certi"fi-
/ 
cate Y -Hiddle III_ Certificate as the minimwn qualification 
to teach in primary schools and Higher School Certificate 
to teach in secondary schools. Teacher training was not -
required before 1959 to teach at the primary school level 
b·ut those with primary school teacher training did get 
higher salaries. 
\ 
\ Teachers' Training College 1 _ 
· The Teachers' Training Coliegc was established in 
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· the 1950's .. 1: Since then·, the main burden of te·acher 
. training, fell on the. College. The College, which .was 
governed by the Ministry of Education, offered programmes 
for primary school teacher-tra~ning only. These full- · 
time programmes were given ~n English and Chinese, hence, 
most of the teachers in training were from the Chin~se 
, 
·and English streams. 
In 1958, a special Halay Nonnal Training Cour?e, 
a two-year part-time course leading to the Normal Certi-
ficate was introduced in order to subitantially increase 
the membe.r·s of Malay teachers. From 1957 to 1959, there 
~. , 
was only one tra~ning class for Tamil teachers with a 
. 2 
total enrolment of 24. This was a three-year part-time 
course offering a limited range of subjects. . 
. ~ 
The secondary school teacher-training was 
available in Singapore in 1959. 
Role of the Universities 
University graduates from Nanyang University and 
the University of Singapore could get into the teaching 
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lSin ·chew Jit Poh (Singapore), Feoruary 2, 1960, p. 2. 
2 . Doraisamy (ed.), op. -<::it., p. 122. 
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profession directly. Thus, these universities played an . 
impo~tant role in supplying graduates . from different 
faculties of the ·.universities to teach variou~ subjects 
:141 
in the schools, mostly at the secondary schools. 
j . 
Because most ~g~;at the secondary leve; did not 
hav~ · university degree, therefore, the universities -did . 
help :the Teachers' Training College to solve the problem 
bf providing school teacher stortage indirectly. 
II. DEVELOPMENTS 1959-1969 
Minimwn Qualifications to Teach 
By 1969, ~ew minimum qualifications had been 
.established by the .Ministry of Education. All new 
primary school teachers had to have the Normal Certifi-
cate and all new _ secon~ary school teachers _had to have 
. . 
a Diploma in Education (from University of Singapore_) or 
a Certificate in Education (from th~chers'.Training 
College). Hence there · were two mai~ ;o~tes into · the· 
teaching profession: the first through the .Teachers' 
Training College, the second through the unive~s~ties. 
The training of teachers for teaching at . primary and 
secondary levels in the fouf official ·language streams 
of education was centralised at the Teachers' .Trainin_g 
135 / 
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College. The Coll~ge conducts jointly with the School of 
. 
Education of the University of Singapore a diploma in 
education course for university graduat~s in both English 
and- Chinese media. 
$ 
One result of the upgraded minimum requirement 
. was th~t - · s6me of -the cour~es offered ·by th~ eollege were 
- ' - . "' . ' ' in-se~vice; tea-chers-in-trai~ing taught fn_~·tfhe . mo;·ning, 
and then went to the College to attend lectur~s in the 
afternoon or vice-versa. 
. - ,\ ,,,..-... 
This new s1ngle system of 
in-service training was introduced in 1960.~ · rn 1966 an 
up-grading one-year in-s~rvice course was organised fOr 
54 qualified teachers in woodw6rk and metal work. To 
. further improve the quality of education, various 
\ in-service courses and seminars were organized for 
teachers and overseas training wus extended through 
sc~olarsh~p - awards. 4 
In addition to the professional courses therewere 
advanced professional courses for qualified teachers in 
school subjects in order to increase specialised teaching 
skills and technisucs. 
]Ministry of Educ~tion, Annual Report 1960 
pore~ ·Government Printing Office, 1Y61), p. 9. 
· ·4Ministry of Education, Annual Rcoort 1964 
pore: ·Government · Pr~nting Office, 1965), p. 16. 
(Sing a-
(Sing a-
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' 
Expanded Enrolments· 
The very rapid expansion in ieacher-training 
ever since · the present government came into office was 
indicativ.e of the overall expansion of education in 
Singapore. 
h • 1~. · · 11 h a a The Teac ers Tra1.n~ng Co eg_e a a stu ent 
population of 2,537 in 1959~ Ten years later, it had more 
than doubled that nlimber to 6,041 (including 3,700 
teachers attending in-service courses). 
Table 31 indicates that the peak occurred in 
1965. The total was 5,603 and 3, .248 or m6rc than SO 
per cent were female teachers. There were both trained 
and untrained teachers teaching in primary and secondary 
schools. (Sec Table J2 . ) 
Because of the teacher shortage of the early 
1960's, it was necessary to recruit a large number of 
teach~rs-in-training to assume teaching responsibility 
in school. 
To meet the demand for qualified teachers for 
the lower secondary school classes, therewere courses for 
students with Higher_ School Certificate qualifications. 
Uniyersity graduates with degrees f~om the Universities 
of Singapore, Malaya~. Nan yang and Conunonweal th Uni versi- ;· 
ties were being trained at the · College ·in increasing numbers. 
TEACHER TRAINING 
Table 31 
Teacher Enrolment in Teachers' Training 
. . . ... -~-· Coll~ge, 1959 to 1969. 
~ 
Year Number· o~'~eachcrs 
Male("' . Female 
1959 1212 1325 
1960 1125 1202 
1961 1346 1153 
1962 2738 .1381 
1963 2096 . 2351 
1964 2l97 ·2664 . 
1965 2355 3248 
1966 -- 2 002 
.... . 
2_825 . 
1967 - 1846 . '2763 
1968 1163 1852 
· 1969 ~--9-00 1441 
: I 
Total 
2537 
2327 
_.. I' 2499 
3119 
4447 
4861 
5603 
4827 
. 4609 
3015 
2341 
Source: Ministry .of · Education, Annual Reports 1959-1969, 
{Singapore: Government Printing Office, 1959-196'9')--. 
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Table 32 
- Number of Teachers by Type of Qu~lification 
1939-1969 
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Year Total Grand 
1 
Total 
-• 
; : '. 
.. ; : 
: .·. 
'd 'U 
.. .. 
"11 . ! "d . c ~ .. ~ . .... 
c c n e 
.5 1 or4 ...-i ... -4 ... 
r1 0 ~ 11 .., ~ 
... 
"' 
L. r: ... io !:. (• t ... :;;;. ... .... 
1<39 4,~5 - 4,4;7 1,,0.5 - ~;.;.: 10,5<:.1 
,~eo },(.01 - 5 ,, !C - ,,~?:> - 7!}- ,, ,o~s ... 
1%1 }.~~2 2,?{;7 ).~~6 .,.~~9 ,~6 5'J.! 12, 12, 
1%l 4,1+40 2,756 ,,,,o .,,e;,a C:26 5~~ 1},018 
1%} ",921. },913 2,5£,.} .2,C}:;i 409 !-7:. 14, .. }! 
1~-4 5,182 t.,178 2,2t.4 2,55~ 
. (.88 fo. 15,&.a.6 
1c;65 ,5,8.52 4,553 1 .~'07 ), 118 07 5~~ 11.,5Z6 
1%6 7,0 ~ •. ~ ),641 .,,e.G4 :5,t7J i.~70 .55"· 18,l'-? 
1~7 7.57J ,,}79 1.&~, ~. , .. 6 ,,7;o s··~ 19,016 
1%8 8,8~G 1,93, ., ,848 5,01} 1,0.2? .5~ 19,2(1 
1%9 9,;:!87 1, ,~ 1,502 5,467 776 '(..!., 18,~53 
Trained-- Teachers who had completed their training .in the 
Teachers' Troining College in Singapore or abroad. 
Trainee · - Teachers who ~ere unde~~aking trainini course in 
Teuchers' Training College. 
Untrained - Teachc~s who did riot enrol in the Teachers' 
Training College • 
.l 
Source: Ministry of Education, Arinual Reoorts -1959-1969, (Singupore: Government Printing Office, 1959-1969). 
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Due to the ·rapid expansion of courses and 
student enrolment, accommodation at the college became 
a rnajoi · problem. .That situation was ~ased by the 
$2.8 -million college extension programme, started in 
.1964 and completed · in March ·1967 ... The new building 
pr~ject provid_ed a . hall, a gymnasium., a library and two 
. " ' . -
_lecture blocks with laboratories ·and a workshop. 5 . 
In 1962, there were 109 lecturers, but in 1967 
there were 203 lecturers .. Within this short period of 
· five ·years .... the . numb.cr : of 'lecturers increased almost one 
6 hundred per cent. 
The capacity of the Teachers' Training College 
was expanded during the period under review rapidly 
. . ~l 
enouqh to handle · the inc~eased enrolment in the school 
system. 
Training Teachers for.Lanquaqc Parity 
In order to achieve ~niformity in traini~g 
programmes and i~ the professional examinations for the 
four language streams, syllabuses were revised and 
common question papers were set. 
5Ministry of Education, Annual R,eport 1967 
(Singapore: Th~ Government Printing Office, 1967), p. 12. 
6
rbid., p. 11. 
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In 1965, . the Certificate-in-Education course 
for primary and secondary school teachers was conducted 
for the first time in all the four official languag~s. 
A new 2-year full-time .certificate-in-Educ~tion ·cp.urse. 
was . started in May, 1966. That marked t~c beginning ~~f 
7 
the rcve~sion from part-time to full-time training . . 
Although teachers from all four language 
streams were able to take the certification course 
in their ·own language, those teachers who would · have 
I 
been cxpectcd.to be teaching to stud~~ti fro~ othe~ 
·langu~ge streams were gi~en no special tr?ining. ~or· 
example, someone who normally taught physics in English 
to the. English stream might have,· to teach physics in 
\ ' \ 
English to a Chinese stream class, but~, he · would have 
. . 
.received no fraining . in the problem 6f second ~anguage 
learning. Therefore, while enhancing language parity 
in. one way, the .segregated teachi.ng-tral.ning streams 
reduced to some extent the viability o~ cmbloying 
second languz1gc usc as a medium. of instruction in the 
school system itself. 
?Ministry of. Education, Annual Rcyort 1965 (Sin-
gapore: .Governmcn t Printing Off ice, 19 66 , p. 16. 
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Enough teachers could not always be. 
·produced to meet the demand.. . Because the English stream 
was · expanding due to industrialization policy, a shortage 
in the supply of candidates for teacher-training for 
primary schools in the English stream for subjects like 
· 8 
science and technical education occurred in early 1969. 
There was also a shortage of teacher-educators. 
However this problem was solved by the College initiating 
a training pro,gramme to form a pool of lecturers and by 
overseas experts who had been assigned to the Teachers• 
Training College. The British Teacher Bursary, the 
Sino-Dritish awilrds and other awards helped to increase 
the pool .of teachers educators in a variety of fields. 9 
8 . 
Doraisumy (cd.), op. cit., p. 74. 
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Training Teuchers for an Industrializi~g Society· 
The rapid expansion in secondary s~h9ol education 
.pos_ed enorrnou.s problems· in .teac~·er·-training... Secondary 
school educatio.n re9uires specialization as well .~s 
g~ncral ·education. In order. to-neet the · growing· demand 
for sp~cialized teaching skills and professiontil co~pe­
tencEV, course.s' f'?r the . training of. t ·echnical ·, . corrtmercial 
· and domestic science teachers ·were introduced :throughout 
the period . unde~ review. 
In 1962, science refresher . courses for teachers 
of nature study ~nd science in the p~imary schopls wer~ 
conducted by the .college.· The purpose of these c9urse~ 
was to c~able these ~eachers . to k~ep ~br~ast ~ith the · 
latest developments· in theory and practice in the teaching 
of science in primary ·.schoo·ls. 
In ke.eping w(i th the po_licy of advancing technical 
. . ., 
education, eig~ty new students were admitted to · th~ 
technical teacher trainirig co~rse. Four serving teachers 
were selected for appointment as assistant lecturers-in-
training ttechnical·) to study under. UNE$CO and Colo~bo 
Plan experts . . The total numbe~ of teGhn~~--~~chers-in-
training in 1962 was 122. · . . (;~( · 
- ~ 
In 1964, an eiectricul fitting cou ~sc in both 
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teacher-training programme. Also, a seminar on technical 
education was organized for principals and senior masters 
of secondary technical and vocational sc~ools . 10 
, In May 1966, a new three-year course specifically 
designed to train domestic science teachers was introduced 
. 11 
in Teachers• Training College. To provide qualified 
teachers for lower secondary school classes, there were 
courses for students with Higher School Certificate quali- . 
fications. University graduates were being trained at the 
Col~ege · in growing numbers and ·to assist in their training:. 
as secondary scho61 teachers, they were attached to the 
College experts from ove.rseas, under · the Colombo Plan, 
Fullbright, Aid. to Commonwealth English, UNESCO and U.K. 
Overseas Development Ministry as~istance schcimes. 
Training Teachers to Promote National Unity 
. In implementing the policy of . Malay as· the 
national language, the task of the Ministry of Education 
lO · . f Ed . . 1 64 M1n1strv o · ucat1on, Annua Renort 19 
(Singapore: Govc~nrrent Printing Office, 1964) , p. 16. 
11Ministry of Education, Annual Report 1967 
(Singapore~ · Government Printing Office, 1967), pp. 11-12. 
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~ 
.had been to provide ·training facilities for the teaching 
of the language ir1 N;~ay Schools .. 12 
. . ./ 
In December(j959, the National (Malay) Language 
~xamination for Standard I was c6nduct~d for ·teachers who 
haq crash programmes of . instruction iJ.t the Teachers' 
1~ • · • 
Tr~ining College. A total . df 2,043 teachers passed the 
Standard I examination. In 1960, about 1,800 teacher~ 
. 13 
r 'eceived instruction up to Standard II level. In 1.961, 
· 504 teachers attended national lan~u~ge courses. In 1962, 
o~ 503 qualified _ tea~hers who attended. national . language . 
courses, 117 p~ss~d Standard I; th~ lowest, and 47 passed 
Standard II, the · second lowest of the three standards, 
·and none at · Standard III, the. highest. The · total number 
of successful carididates was Very low, with only about 
. h. d . lt1 one t lr passlng. 
There were 458 teachers in 196415 and 225 teachers 
12Ministry of Education, Artnual R~port 1960. V 
{S~ngapore : . Government Printing Office, 1960) , . p .. 4. 
14 
· . f Ed . 1 1962 M1n1stry o · ucat1on, Annua Report 
(Sihgapore~ The Government Printing Office, 1962), p. 22~ 
15 ' 
Ministry of Educati6n, Annual Report 1964 . 
(Singapore: Government Printing Office, .1964)· , P.· 77. 
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_/ 
in 196716 learning the national language. 
' / 
Since 1959 more .than 6,654 - teachers ·had learned 
. 17 
the nat~onal . language~ · 
In order to encourage teachers to stu~y the 
national · language, the .goy~rnment introduced a bonus 
scheme for teachers in 1965. Any t~acher ·who passed the 
Starid~r~ II _National La~~~age E~arnination was awarded a 
-bonus of · $200 Singapore dollars, -and a further_ sum of 
$.500- on p~ssing ~he. Standard III examination . 
. \ 
In 1964, there weie 877 Malay teachers for the' 
25,~64 Malay students, giving a teacher:p~pil ratio ·of 
· about 1:29?8 in 1965; th~ere .1,i21 Malay teachers 
and 3-2,326 students., ·giving a teacher·:pupil -ratio of 
19 
about 1:28, and in 1966, .there were 95~ Malay teac~ers 
and 25·, 19 6 stude_nts, giving ? teacher: pupil. ratio of 
16 
. . f Ed -. . . 1 - 6 
. M1n1stry o _ .. ucatlon, Annual ·Reoort 9 7 
(Singapofe: Government Printing Otfice, ·1967), p~ 61. 
17 f . ' In orrnat1on . gathered from the Ministry , of 
·. -Education, - Annual_ Reports, · ·fo·r the .years 19_59-1967. 
18 
. . - f d . 1 1 6 
. -M1n1stry o E ucatlon, Annua Report · 9 4 
(Singapo:t;c:· Government-Printing Office, 1964), p. 25. 
19Ministry of Education, Annual Rcoort 1965 
(Sing~pore: Government Printing Office, 1965), p. 6. 
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1: 27; in 1967, there were 1 ·, 784 Halay ·teachers and 
36,142. students giving a teacher:pupil ratio .·of about 
20 1:20. This indicates that the bonus system was 
- ' . probably success.~.~l . i~ ·increasing the number of teache17"s 
of Malay · and also that the use of Malay as the secon~ . 
language for. those .. students .in -other language · streams 
was greatly increased-, thereby fostering national unity 
through the use of the nat~onal language. 
In Singapore, it was appropriate to equate 
..... .. 
teachers with their tremendous responsibility, to social 
' . . . 21 eng~~eers in the . making of the nat~on. Therefore, 
teachers were expected · t _o impress on the youth that . 
different· races, rel igiolis and cul tur.e should not be a 
· fa6tor in determining friendship~, co-operation and 
·goodwill. The children should . be led to see tnat other 
people, whether close at hand oi dn the other side of 
.the world also belong _ to the same human family. This 
was . on~of thc . majqr tas_ks of - education, a task aimed .at 
· providing. a basis for co-operat1on and concord between 
_ -
20tvtini~try of· .Edu_cation, Annual Report .1967 
- {'S~ngapore: .. Government Pr~nting 9ffic~, 1967), p. 3. 
21 stra·it~ Times. (Singapore), May 6, 1966, p .• 5. 
14 7 
' 
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the different people living in this region. 22 
Other New Training Proqrams 
· -
Other special teaching-relatad courses were 
provided by ·the Teac~ers' Ttainin~ College in order to 
assist other gover-nment dcpa~tments. Those courses 
included poster work for nurses from the Dental Nursing 
School, principles 6~ teaching for nurses in the Public 
Health Department and s·pecial lectures for boys of· the 
Gimson School.j3 
l..: . -
In-service · courses for qualified teachers 
provided . opportunities _for th·e teachers to study n.ew 
concept~ in · educ~tion and the latest teaching methods. 
19 in-service courses covering subjects like English · as 
a · second language, new mathematics, arts and crafts, 
domestic scie~cc and physics and chemistry were conducted 
for 1,294 teachers in 1967. 2 4 
22si~ Chew Jit Poh (Singapore), November 7, 1971, 
p. 6'. 
2 3 
· · f Ed . l 19 6 2 
- M1n1stry o · ucatlon, Annua Report 
(Singapore: Governrnen·t Printing Office, 1962) p. ·20. 
2 4 
· . f Ed . 1 19 6 7 M~nlstry o · ucatlon, Annua Report 
{Singapore: Government ·Printing Off ice, 196 7) ' · p. 12. 
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. By 1969, there were one-year full-time courses 
at the Teachers' Training College leading to the special 
qualifications required by ~eachers who ~ished to gain 
additional qualifications as infant mistresses, principal 
teachers of nursery schools, or as teachers of the deaf, 
the blind, or of children with physical or mental 
han~icaps. Alternatively, teacAers might obtain these 
qualifications by part-time study while teaching in an 
appropriate special school. 
Teachers' Traininq Colleqe 1969 
In 19 59, .as stated above, the Teachers • Training 
College was mainly a primary school teacher-training 
instit'ution; by · J).~pad become responsible not only 
for primary school teacher-training but also for 
secondary school teacher-training and for specialised 
training and re-tr~ining of qualified teachers~ In 1959, 
the · primary school teacher-training programme did provide 
. courses in languages, other than Chinese and English, in 
a · systematic way: by 1969 there was a uniform system 
provided in all four languages. 
In 1969, all new teachers at t·he secondary school 
level had to be university graduates or holders of an 
eguivalent qualification and had to have taken a course 
149 
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· a£ teachcr~training i~ order t~ obtain a teaching quali-
fication - ~n additiori ~o th~ir degree. Three-year-courses 
. . ·,;l . . . . . 
of education ."and training for . p-rospective primary school 
teachers were provided in ~~~ Teachers' Training College. 
Ro'Ic of the Univcrsitv of_Sinqaporc. 1969 
By l969, the School of ·Edudation of the University 
of Singapo~c wa~ playing a ~iuciril ·role in Teachers' 
Training by conducting a one-year ·post-graduate course 
'f • 
leading tb the Diploma in Education for graduates of the 
150 
. . . f . d h . d . . . 25 Un1.vcrs1.ty _o . Slnguporc an ot er recogn1.sc un1.vcrs1tles. 
The courses offcrc:-~ were thcor.y of education, education~l 
·t · 
psychology, special methods of teaching, health edu_catiqn, 
principles of teaching, education in Singapore and Malaya, · 
histdry .of·caucation and school practice. 
The School of Education was really the focal 
point fqr . . a _ trai~ing organisation in which the courses, 
. I 
exumi.nu. tions · an·d ccrbi£ ica tion for · teachers were the 
ult.imntc :tcsponsioility of the school. 
-ot-her. Dcve 1 opmcn ts 
' . .. ·_., ,,. Durin9 the period u nder review, several other 
innovations· in tcLlchcr training were introduced. 
25
sin Chew Jit Poh (Singu.porc), J -uly 4, 1960, p. 2-
----
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In order to allow teachers to upgrade themselves, 
. serving . teachers having completed six years• . service wcie 
also eligible for half-pay leave of six months! duration 
to enable them to carry out further studies . abroad. This· 
. . 26 
policy was introduced in 1960 . 
Other new developments occurred in 1965, including 
the introduction of the Certificate-in-Education courses 
in Malay and Tamil mqdia for primary teachers-in-training ~ 
and of the Certificate-in-Education courses in the Ch.incse 
medium for teachers of Commercial subjects and teachers 
. h . h \ 1 c . f. . 1' f. . 27 w1t the H1g er ScDoo crt1 ·icate quh 1 1cat1on. 
In the same year, a rese~rch unit w~s established 
within the Teachers• Tr~i~ing College which conducted il 
nUmber of interesting projects on cducettit;onal and 
social 28 problems affecting teachers . 
26J.Y. Chao, personal interview, July 9, 1971. 
27 
· . f E 1 . 1 1965 M1n~stry o· ·cucatlon, Annu~ Rcnort 
(Singapore: Government Printing Office, 1966), p. 16 . 
... ,, 
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III. FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS 
The Teaching Force 1969 
Table 33 reveals that of the 18,588 total tcricher 
.· 
_·population, 68 .. 3 : per ·ccn~ of the . teachers ~ere in the 
government schools, 29.8 per · ccnt in ~be government-aided 
schools and only 1.9 per cent in the privilte schools. 
Table 3 .3 . 
The Numbers o-f Teachcr·s ·in Governmcn t, 
Government-Aided and Privat;/' Sc;hools l969 
I 
·./ 
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schoo-ls Tcachcr:s -Pcrcef}tuges _ 
·' 
Government Schools 
Government--Aided. Schools 
Priv.J.te Schools 
·rotal 
Source: Table PQ in- Appendi~. 
12,703 
· 51 54 3 
342 
18,588 
68.J 
29.$ 
1.9 
100.0 
Despite the possibility of dirccL · ~0ntrol over the . 
training of 'teachers, the government f.:tilcd to develop a 
high quality tcu.ching sla.ff -. Table 3 ·1 indicates / t.1lu.t in -
1969, of u totul tc<)ching force of 18,588, · 84.4 per cent· 
. ... 
....... 
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were scconda:I;"y school _ graduates and on.ly 9.2 per · cent 
were university gradu.atcs . . The numbers of teachers who · 
did not complete ~econdary were 6.4 per cent. The 
overal~ c~ucational levels of the teacheis were, ~here-
fore, rather low. 
Table 3.4 · 
.. __..-y 
Educational Levels of Singapore 
Teachers, 1969 · 
Number 
University . Gradu~tcs 1, 713. 
.(or equivalent) 
$~c6ndary · . ~chool GrLlquates 15,6 90 
Teachers who have not com- 1,185 
ple~cd · secondary school 
Total 18,588 
Source: Table PQ in Appendix. 
Per Cent 
9.2 
84.4 
6.4 
100. 0 · 
Tables 35 ~nd 36 show thaf 99.6 per cent of th6 
. teachers in primary tin~ 74.8 per c~nt in the secondary 
-schools were at ' bc~;t scconcldry school graduates. · The 
differencE: between the primo..ry and sccon'd~ry schools in . 
the quality of their ~caching staff is q~ite . large. 
153 
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Table 3.5 
Educational Levels of Singapore 
Primary Teachers, 1969 
Number 
_University Grad~ates 44 
(or equivalent) 
·.secondary School Graduates · 10,950 
Teachers who have not com- 957 
plcted secondary school" 
Total 11,951 
. Source: Table PQ in Appendix 
Educational LeVels of Singapore 
Secondary Teachers, 1969 
Number 
Un .ivcr~;i ty Gr~dueltes 1,669 
(or equivalent) 
Second~ry School Graduutcs 4,740 
'l'eachcrs who have not com.:.. 228 
plctcd secondary school 
'rotal . 6,G37 
-=== 
Source: Table PQ in Appendix. 
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Per Cent 
0 .. 4 
91.6 
a·. o 
100.0 
Per cent 
25 •. 2 
71.4 
3.4 
100.0 ~ ~ 
~ 
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_The relatively .low quality of teaching staff 
~itigiltcs a_gainst pursuit of a ~igorous indus~~ization 
policy. By failing to upgra~e the . tccich~ng staff ~riickly· 
enough, Singapore might well have substantially reduced 
the numbers and quality of its pool . of ·highly qti'u.lified 
manpower. In 1969, the Sin~apore goverrimeri~ actc4 in 
.this rcg~rd and formed a pcilicy ~hat all teachers in 
. setondary schools must have a univcr~it~ d~gree o~ equi-
val6n~ qualification as well as a teachi~g certificate. 
This policy, if implemented, would · havc hod substQntial . 
impact on the future of ·teacher trai;irig in Singapore 
"' 
after 1969. 
~--\ 
I 
\ 
"--- . 
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Chapter _6 
ADULT . EDUCATION 
I. THE ADULT _EDUCATION BOARD 
No-consideration of educational developments in 
Singapore during the period 1959-1969 would be complete 
without discussing a2lul ~ .c~ucution, espccial·l.Y the varied -
. 1 act~vities bf . the Adult Education Board. 
Origin 
With the end of the Second \vorld \\fu.r . came a -growing 
awareness of the importance of adult education in Singapor.e .. 
t 
Prior to DccciP.bcr 1950, a number· of separate voluntary organ-
. izations provided literacy and _languagc classes·and conducted 
lectures or meetings on topics of current interest. In 
December 19so, the Singapore Council for J\dult Education was 
formed with a .number o~ sepa~ate voluntary organizations as 
members. Soon after the People's Action Party came into 
. . 
·povvc.r ~ the Lcmbu.ga Gcrakan Pclajarnn Dewasa (The Adult 
Education ~oard) Ordinance was passed .in April 1960, esta-
blishing the Ad~l t Educu ticn Board whicl?- \"its charged directly 
with the responsibility of arranging, sponsoring and promoti~g 
. 
1
Sih Chew pit Po~ (Singapore) 1 September 9 1 1968, p. 2. 
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( ? 
adult .education programmc·s ·throughout Singapore-~ This 
·_opened ·~~.n~~ - _page . in ~he history of education in·. Singapore. 
. . '\.· _):?·}~:~ . 
Structure and Opera t .ion 
· . The Adult Education t1ovemcnt was i~~pired by . 
. . . 3 
those who had a burning desire to change soc1ety and 
received great impetus from the nation-wide campaign to 
popularize the national language. Si~ce 1961, this great 
movement was fully supported by th6 goverrunent _and by 
2,355 volunteers who ·were teachers, _ members of parliament, 
. . 4 
policemen, civil scrv~nts, shopkeepers and students. 
The Ad~lt Educatioh Bo~rd consisted· of · a full-time 
' \ 
chairma·n, a part-time dcputy-chairmctn ·and nine part-time 
membcrs 1 r~prescnting a _wide range of ~ntcrcsts including 
the Ministry of Labour~ the Ministry · of Finance, the 
Teachers• Training College, Nanyang Uni~cr~ity, the Uni-
5 
vcrsity of Singapore, a~d the tradc · union Movement. The 
2Ministry of Education, Annu~l Rbport 1961 
Singapore: Government. Printing Office, 1961), p. 13. 
3 Nanynn Siang Pnu 
4sin ~he~ Jit Poh 
(Singapore), May 9, l960J P· 2. 
(Singapore), May 9, 1960, P · 5. 
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5 . . . 
K.H. ~\long & Y.ll. Gwcc, Pcrspcctl.Vcs: rrhc Dcvc:lop-
mcnt of EclucZition in l'--1ula)·si.J c:-~nd Singuporc (Singuporc: 
'I'hc Government Printing Office, _1972), . p. 70. 
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chairman was assisted by a full-time d~recto~ who, with 
a· d~puty ·director. and fi~c assistant directors, was in 
6 Gharge of the programmes organized by· the Boord .. 
The Ministry of Education app6inted all the senior 
professional staff who are professionally trained; ~he 
Adult Education Board was responsible for the . recruitment 
of senior administrators and ful~-timri tcilchers. During 
the last few years, a few s6nior member~ were sent abroad 
for training ilnd all full-time teachers were trained in 
the 'Teachers • 'rraining Collcqc:. . The Adult Education Bourd · 
. . ~t; 
solicited higher institutes at home and abroad for help in · 
training the staffs in order to raise the st~ndard at all 
. 7 
levels. 
Besides its own education tra~ning centre, it also 
used thirty-fiv·e day schoo_l buildings and all the conununity 
Centres rrs centrc·s of instruction. 8 · 
To meet the demands of national and professional 
development, it was necessary for the Adult . Educution Board 
to co-opcrcitc with all rcl_ated public as well as priv~te 
6 rbid .. 
7sin Chew Jit Poh {Singapore), September 25, 1971, 
p. 12. 
8
sin Chew Jit Poh 
p. 5. 
(Singu.porc), Scpt"embcr 26 '· 1971, 
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organi~ationi. 9 This ~o-operation . with the · variou~ orga- . 
nizations · was financed by · the government ·. These · organ~-
zation's in~luded: the People.'·s Co,mrnuni ty Centres, the 
Ministry of Fin~nce, the .·Tpurist Prombtion Board a~d the 
Singapore · Television Board. · Here they_ discu~seq different 
questions concerrtirig Adult Education, the ·supply o~ ·staff 
to con~~ct Vocational trainirig · cl?sses, the offering of 
educatiol!al progranuncs · and · the organi~ation ·· of cxtra.-
.curricular activities for the students in adult education. 
classcs. 10 · 
The Adult . EducatiOn Board . e~:lished a . special 
department to study the develqpment .and the direction of 
Adult Education in Singapore, · the needs of the people ·and 
the improvement of .teaching -methods. 
s ·ingapdrean· society is plur.alistic in its system 
. . 
and values. The spectrum of adult education has · crnb~aced . 
numerous approaches to t~e improvement of the individual 
~59 
9 . . 
.· Sl.n Chew Jit ·Poh (Singapore) , . September 2_5 ., · "1 .971, 
p. 2. 
105 . l.n Chew Jit Poh (Singapore) _, . september 26, 1971, 
p. 5. 
I 
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and ·his socie~y. 'For the period . under review, the 
~rogramme of the Adult Education Board· may be classified 
into four broad •'categor~i~s · , namely: 11 
(i) Literacy and · Lang.ua·ge; 
(ii) General Education; 
{iii) yocational Training~ and . 
(iv) · General Recreation~l courses. 
Perhaps one· of the most. important objectives of ·· 
adult educati'on in Singapore in the period under revi e~·J was · to change the 
traditional · attitudes of ad~~ t .s .towak'ds peopla:; of .other· 
racei -or ~ribes. 1he Various racial or ethnic gtoupswere 
. . 
physica~ly ·and. cul turall~( . separa:ted · from o~e another. 12 
Amqng the i~igran t conununi t _ics 1 many adul .ts still .looked 
towards theircou~ries . of origin as objects of their loyalty. 
As · for the indig~nous people, tribal rather than national 
.loyalty tended to .prevail . . Therefore something had to · be done 
to unite the various· races and re-orientate· them toward a 
conunon s.ingaporean nu.tional. ider:tti ty, oi their parochial 
outlookswoul~ persist and probably be passed~ on to thei~ 
p. 3. 
11 Sin Chew Jit Poh (Si~gapore), O~tober 4, 1971, 
12 Y .. P. Lin, "A Survey of Education in- Malaysia" 
(unpublished thcsi~, . HcGi 11 Uni vcrsi ty ,· 196 7) n_J. 2 8. 
' .1 
. ·"' . . 
I 
l 
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ch.ildren. 13 
~n .singapore, the efforts of the Adult Education Board 
he1 ped promote goodwill· and ·co-operation ~mon~ · the various ' 
races. It was in the .Adult Education centres . thatone found 
. . , . . 
·equal ~{~tribution o~ educatio~al opportunities. The s~udcnts 
could mingle in ·the -spi .ri t of acccpt~nce a~d 'toler_an.ce and .· 
.. ~...-· could -meet and dis~uss. their differ~nt _pr<?blems and way~ o.f 
. ·tackling them, .includ{ng the cause~ of inter-rac{al friction. 
II • .. PROGMHS OF THE ADULT EDUCATION BOARD 
Literacy and Languaqe 
Ei ter~cy . . · Li tcracy teaching is correctly a part of 
fundamental adult e~ucation. 14_~n ~ingapore(l960)33 pc~ cent 
of the populatio~ was illiterate. 15 This dropped to 26 per 
cent .in 1966, and this re~atively high level of illiteracy · 
. . 16 -
was a serious obstacle to nat1onal development. The 
Government realized that the swiftest· way to. eliminate 
13Ibid. 
14 - . Roy Prosser; Adult F.ducutidn for 
.f .. _Coun_trics· (Kenya: East African P~blishi_ng p.- 9 4. 15 . 
~ Nanyan9 Sianq Pau (Singapore), May 9, 1960, p, 12. 
-16 . 
· Department of St~tistics, Sinqaporc Sample 
Household Survcv· 1966 .(Singu.porc: Gove-rnment Printing 
Office, 196.6), p. 61. 
. 
... . 
j 
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illiteracy was to promote adult education and considered 
imp~rtant in this . regard the program of "the_ ad~lt Educa-
. d 17 . . . t1on Boar . The Government announced that every citizen 
had an absolute right to have an . education and that. if any 
citizen ~k denied an edu~ or wa:; forced .to disconti-
nue an education because of economi~ ~onditions, then the 
country ha~ the res~onsibility to p~ovid~ ~~m~ form of 
education to facilitate the . exercise of that right _. lS . In 
. . 
order to buiid and prese~ve- a truly free society, ·adults 
162 
who had never received any formal _education throughout their 
lives had the right . to~learn Malay, Chinese, English pr 
. ~ - . 
Tamil from scratch right up t~ the lan~uage lqvel of the 
Secondary School Leaving Certificate . 
Language • The language unit of the . Adult Education· 
. 
Bo~rd ~ttractc~ the · majority of students. In 1969 ther~ were 
more than ten thou~and st~dents . st~dyin~ tlifferent languag~s 
in thirty-five adult ed~cation ce~tres ari~ la~guag~ Geritres. 
Most of them were studying Chinese, English or the 
national languag9. _ There were. classes which taught local 
. . - .· 19 dialects such as Cantonese, _ Hokkien or foreign languages. 
'-J 
17N . S. p anyang . lc:tnq au (Singapor~), May 9, 19~0, p. 14. 
18
rbid. 
19
sin Chc\·J Ji t · Poh (Singapore), September 25 , · 1971, 
.p~ 12. 
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Monthly enrolment of the literacy and ~angua~e classes . 
. ' 20 . ,· 
re~ched - a ~ecord figure of 27,500 in July 1963, . rose t6 
29,000 i~ 196521 and to 31,000 in 1966~ 22 influen~ed by 
Singapore's .¢.ridepende·nce. The foreig-n langua:ge progr~mme 
/ 
.was expanded to include courses ·in J~p~nese, Fre~ch, 
~-Germa~, Russian, Spanish, Thai _and H{ndi~ These cours~s 
were very .well supported and attended b~ about 7,000 · 
students. 23 / 
. ., 
..... 
. - /~ 
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· National Lanquaqe. Besides .offe~ing. the st_udents · the 
opport~nity to improve their ~ffici~ncy in - l~nguages, the Adult -
Education Board also played a promine~t pait ._ in - ~~pui~~i­
zing the study of the national language. I~ . has partici: 
pated actively 1n Nationalfuek and Nat1onal Month 
20 
. . f c 1 . 
. M1n1stry o u ture, Slngapore Annual Report 
1964 {Singapore: Government Printing Office, 1965\), 
PP.. 2 9 8-3 2 0 . 
21 . . f d . 
. Mln1stry o E ucat1on, Annual Report 1965 
~Singapore: · Government Printing Office, 19'66), p. 20 . 
. 22 . . £ 1 ~ M1n1stry o Cu turc, S1nqapore Annual Reoort 
1967 (Sihgapore _: Government Prin~ing Office, 1968) ~ 
~64-2_73. 
. · · ~3~inistry of Education, Annuai ReEort 1966 
(Singapor~:) Government Printing Offi~e, 1966), p. -15. 
. , / . A• 
' ,/ 
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progr~unmcs sponsored by the Ministry . ·of Cul turc. Na tiont1l 
language clilsscs were organized not only ln the evenings 
24 but ulso in. the mornings and afternoons. 'l'hc Adult · 
Education I3oard placed great emphi1sis on the nu.tional 
language will~ the major aim of cultivating a ncitional out-
look. 
~ -
/ ' 
Gcncrt1J". Eclucat .jon 
-Primary, secondary and pre-university education 
clas scs, ra.ng ing 'from Pr-imary· VI to · Pt:.c-Uni VQrsi ty I I .. 
1 e v c 1 s w c r c . co 11 duct e d l) y t h c Boil r d .. in. t h c Mal Z1 y , Chi n c s c 
unc). English media·, <1nd in addition there w.:ls a Tamil-
medium! Sccondary IV class~ 25 Fees w~rc very low and the 
students had to pity for their textl.Jooks~ The curriculc::t 
. and syJ.la})USC~_.· follQWCd .in .·thqsc COUrses, c.lS WC·ll U.S the -
cxalninu. lions Luken· ·at thq ·end o_f · Secondt1ry IV . and Pre- . v 
Univcrs i ty I I, were. the· same ~s _ . in the ~egul_ar school 
sys tc~m. C lu~-~~;cs we rc held three times -Ll wcqk, providing 
a · to Lal of ni nc ·hours of tcachi ng . ir week . Sccondury and 
. -~ 4Mi n :i: ~it ~y of F_:c.luca t .ion I l\ nr. i c f l~r:_v .ic\~O_i_ _ _I~d u-
Cil t.:_i_~_.:i ~!- S i!2.:.r 'lJ~~!~~ _:I C) S _2_-~12 G ~ (Sin CJ u po rc: Cover nmc n t 
P r in t i n SJ . o . .f [ i (; c , . l 9 G (j ) , _ p . 2 2 • · 
25 
· · f d . . 1- . 19Gl M 1. n l ~~ try o E u c a l1. on , 1\ n n u a . H <"nor t ) , 
( Si ngapc\r.c: Govc rnmc n t l'rin t i ng Off icc·-,--f9G 2) , p. 14. • 
f 
I 
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pre-university education- classes were held five times a 
week resulting in ~ total of ·fifteen hours of ieaching a 
· week. · _rrhcsc primary, SQcondary and pre-university class-es 
were gc~er~lly . conducted in the c~enings in the buildings · of 
d~y ~chools. Supplementary crasscs were held o~ Saturday 
165 
afternoonn and_ ~n _Sund~ys for Secondary IV and Pre-University. 
students. · In June 19G9, thcrc · wcrc about 10,000 student~ in 
these . classes.· 
The policy of keeping young pcopl~ at school ~n~il 
·the age of eighteen was ·impos5iblc to . implement in · Si_nga- _ 
·I 
pore. During the _late fifties ~nd enrly sixties, because . 
• · · .. 1 t t ·o n'cot the clettlttnds for the cxistin9 schools were ~naucq~a c ' ~ 
1 . ·the regul0.tions for ildmis~ion \•icrc extrcr.lc~y --p aces, 
strict. 26 schooling · olso ·had ere a ted u. grc.u.t ·problem · for 
·purcnts _. Some school~~ _even .r;cfuscd to accept. ·grade 1 
students because their O\vn 'kindcrgurtcri classes. cJld .fi~l 
~11 · the vacant se~ts _ . 
_ .Sine~ '1960 ·secondary IV .students and · Prim~ry VI 
.s~udcnts hav9 had to si~ fo~ . public sch?ot examination. If 
they f~ilcd thq cxu.min~tion,' they were not allowed to con-
tinue their studies in regula:;-_ formal schools. r.i~y "''failed 
.. 
1 
2f}.__ . 
. - "NU:nyanq Si~nq' Pau (Sing~~~rc), May 9, 19GQ, p. 14 . 
--
/ 
j' 
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the cx~mination not bec~u.sc of their low·I.Q. but because 
27 
of poverty or physibill unfitricss. Schools ... .._then wcr.c mainly 
........ 
' . . \ ' 
coi1ccrncd '~ith mcJ.ss production. Onc·c th6 studcrits failed 
\ 
\ 
. and . \'Jere over age, . the schools fl~ tly rejected thbm . 
! 
) 
· 1\. progru.nm1e for the students uns.ucccss f~l ~n 
Primary Schobl Le~vin0 ExQmination· (PSLE) a~d ~bovc the· 
maximum age ( 1<1-lG) Ior prim·ary schools . \vilS int.roduccd by 
' 28 . : . . . . 
the Bol\rcl in 19 6~. I~ \vas u two-year co_ursc, cl·as scs were . 
conducted .:-1t different schools in the city for fifteen hours 
.a week .- nine ~ours for general courses and six hours for 
. . 1 k . [ . .. 29 . ' 1 . pract1.ca· . \oJor . ~n actor.1.cs. Compulsory cour·scs were a.n-_ 
guagc, pratticill mat~cmatics~ science, civics ·and ~nc~ ~lee-
tive course . from metalwork~ wood'\·Jork,· clcctricu.l and elec-
tronic cngin~cring { domestic science or drcssri,wking. 30 
'l'hc 1\dul t . Ed ucu. ti.on noard sought. more . technical . 
assi~;·t~ncc uncl the COOpcrutiol} of fact9rics .for their · edu-
cation<Jl plunning in this (lrca. 
p., 22. 
p. 12. ~ 
\ . 
27 . . 
. Sin Chew Jit ·Poh (SJ.ngcJ.porc}, Hay 9, 1940,. P- 2~ 
28Na-nyL1ng Sio.rig Po.u (Si·z~gu.porc) ,··Hay 9; . 19GO, p. 13 .. 
2 9 Sin Chew a it Po h ( s ~ n9 a·po ro) , . N ovc mb c r . l 7 , 1 9 7 1 , 
30 . 
Nay~nq Si~ng Pau (Singapore) , September· 25, 1971, 
4 
. · AOUtT EDUCATION - . 
The term. "gcneral ' education .. . is used. to describe 
subjects normu.lly ·found in· the rcgul~r ~chool curriculum~ 
Such · CO\lrscs, u.s already men t ·ioncd, wer.e of fcred at the 
• . • • • • ... 'f .. , . 
. . primary 1 . SCCQndary • ul1d prc-uni VCrs1 ty levels.. . fJ.'hC n\uin 
. . ~ 
conccrD of the progru.mmc \va~ vvi th the general cduc~tion of 
the students· in terms of socii! and cuitural awareness~ 
.. students \'lho were :ovc:r-agc and did not complete the general 
167 
high school ·euuc0.tion progranunc were given a ·ch~nce . to study 
. . 
- . : f' . . 31 
at nicJ~_~t \vorkinq for Sccondury IV and Senior. IT cert1. -J_cates. · -
Single ~~u}.>jcc t c la~.scs were off cred to .st udcn t~ - who needed _ 
attcr~ tion on certain - subjects. !twas here th~t the s~udcn~s 
-who hnd endured the meagre diet of elcmqnt~~y schoolii~ 
could _gain .a .morc ildequ~tc command of the 3R'.s. B.egular 
students could ~rlso j~in thcs.c classes. ·. T~us, ·a.dul t o:1ucation 
ac~d as a supplcm0ntary agent for the · in~dequacics . of for~al 
educ~tion of young school lcavers who soughtto advance fhqir 
stand~rd~ ih . 6rdcr to ~ake a productive contribution to 
socictr. This programme also. offcrt?d t~aining in kindergarten_ 
tcachin~.J for· private ~~indcrgart_cn's u.n~ community c cntrcs. 
Gcncri:ll c~~1ucZttion occupied <.1n iinportan t -place in the o.dul t 
cduculion (Jrogrammc. .In the. future, in thi·s arcet · the l\dult 
· 
31
sin Ch~v lTit Poh -(Singapore), May 9, 1960, p. 2·. 
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. ADUI/r f~DUCA'riON 
Education Boilrd hoped to raise its s t ·andards to mcc.t the 
. 32 · dcmnnds · of soc1cty. 
Vocational Tr~ining 
' . 
'l'hc Board ·also cntc.rcd the field of ~o~ational 
education. It coriccrred itself with pcrs6ns w~~werc in 
/,,/ . 
employment and wished .to improve their abiliTy· to _cope w'ith 
their profcssion.:tl problems or gain Ll.ddit1ona.l quulif.ica-:-
. . > 
t .ions1 Zl.nd ~hose who wished to ~lequire new· skills which hZI(f 
a direct vocatio-n~!· significance . . · · Voc~tional co~sidcrations 
were puramount, · and vocational .subjects such o.s .drcss~maki!lg, 
dress-designing I c:tc~vcrtising 1 f :urni turc· designing and book-
keeping \·Jer.e of fercd. D~css-muk:i.ng and dress-designing · 
clu~;~:.;cs introd.uccd in ·19. ~3 .-proved very pop.ul.J.r; becu.i.J~c 
the skills learned by the students proved u~cful in 
helping ma.ny of them to sot-up . dress-shops 01· get. employment 
. 1 I . . d 33 . 1 . d I . • 1 1 n t h c · c o t 1 .1 n <J · ~ n us t r y • . '1' 1 c Boar · ran a v o c a t 1. on u _ 
ins t i t u t e I t h C . II u.'i s in g. p cw ~ s 'u. Institute ( s p c cia 11 y . f 0 r 
women> which conducted s te~ogruph~ 1 acco~ntuncy, 
clcricai, : tailo~irig ~nd typc~writing courses. 
secrctari~l, · 
- :- - _ _:_ __ _ 
32s in Chew '-T-i. t Poh ' (Si I19apor.c) r Sep tcmbc r 2 s· I 
'1 9 71 .' p . 1 2· . 
~ 
33 . : - . f J • • • 1 . 
. Mlr~l.stry o ·. 1-:clucu.t·.ton, l\ nr1cf Hovicw of Ec uca-
tion_.-i_!_1~Si_!_~J_~por_<;_. (Sinqaporc; · GovcrnmcntPr ln tincj 0_1~f-icc, 
1966) 1 p. 2].· 
~-
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ADUI/r EDUCA'l1 ION 
/ . 
With the emergence of new technologi~al and adminis-
. I . 
( 
trativc o'ccupations·, . the··Adult Education D9ard, · throu9h the 
\ 
D_cpurtm.cnt or' Technical Education of ' th~\ r-.t_inistry o.f Educa-
. \ 
tion, co-opcr0tcq wi£h the Industrial Tr~~nihg noa~~' public 
ariel priViltC industries, · a:'1d tcchnicill and conuncrc'ial orga-
n~zations, in· order to offer r:norc .prograriimcs in the . 
. 34' 
future. 'rhis indicate!:; .th.:lt:. the /\dull Ed\tccJ.tion Board 
was aware of ·the n<.:ed for mor.c Ztnd more inclustri.al skills. · 
It al~,;o -roalizcd that the keenest youn·g people were ·<:lbovc 
all anxious to pur~uc studies related to ~heir work and to 
their own advnt1ccmcnt. Orie of the aim~ ·-.~hcrc \'las to do · . 
so~cthing to tilcqt the challenge of the rapidly changing 
Rccrc!tl tiona 1 Cou I:"!~ C ~ 
In addition to . i111provinCJ cduca tional lcvcl.s u.mong 
adult~~ the AJult Educu.tion noard .~aid hcav~ strpss 
on personal enrichment· by .organizi~g r~c~cationnl, cultural 
~nd .gcn~ral khowlcdgc courscs · for adults to dccupy their 
·leisure timo ?njoyably.~~~O broLJ.dcn their · unclC:~rStt:lndin\J 
·of l:hc world they li vcd in · <1nd to · dcyc.lop a sense 
34
sin Chew .. lit Poh (SinCJ ;:lpor:c), September 2S, 1971, 
p. 17.. 
·'l 
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ADUL'I' EDUCATION 
of social responsibility and generally to help adults to 
0 
lead a ful~ and interesting life... The following courses 
were very popular~ ~oodwork, met~lcraft~ motor car mai~-. 
tcnancc ~nd repair, radio servicing,· building blue~prints~ 
intcri~r decoration, ho~e furn~shi~g, flower ar~nngcmcnts, 
170 
. beauty culture, orchid cultivation, oil. painti~g, pastel" 
drawirtg, water colo~r paintirig~ portrait p~inting an4 silk 
screen pu.intiflg. Il_obby cl_asscs · s~ch . as photogri.lphy, horti-
:culture, carpentry, ~axidcrmy, a~t and craft were also 
r /~irinly established. _These hobby · clilsscs I usually under-
\ ·taken fo'r socit1l ends r_a the~ than ccono~ic bene£ its, wcr~ 
. . very P?Pular .and ~~c . numb~r c·nro~ling in ttlcsc classes· 
1 wbrc ~lway~ in excess of the demand. 35 
Radio and Tclcvi~ion 
rt ' has been acknowledged · that b~oadcasting, 
\-\hc ·tiH~r sound or . television, is an. impo.rtant · cultural and 
• 
0 3-6 . . ,.1 
cducCt t1orial agency. In S.lngilpore, in the pcrl.Ot..~. under 
. review 1 U,clul t Cc.lUCLl tion was • s_uppl<?ffiCn ted by . tc lcv.ision und 
rLtdio where subject lessons for tl\c adult cducc:ttio.n classes 
3 5 
. . t ( T.• 1 't . . 1 . M1n1s · ry o · J.:..C. ucu. .1 on, Proqrcss 1n E< uca t .ton 
( S ~ n ~J a p or c : Go v ~-r n me.~ n t · P r i n tin g 0 f -£icc , 1 9 G G ) , p . 2 3 .. 
3 G ~ . 
John Lowe, Ac1u] t I:: clucu. tion in Enql und and .\'Vales 
(London: ~1ichL1c 1 Josc.pl~l9 TO) , p. 2 o 4. 
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were pr'"cscntcd ~ 'rhc . learning of modern languages. and 
othGr subjc6ts by _sceing arid hearin~ has s~ecial impor-
tance. The usc of radio and t~lcvision for n~ult education 
was wetl .o~g~nizcd und the . progranunes were put on.at 
rcgul~r. times; 
Radio and tclcvisio~ can influerice iife in all 
its-aspcc~s. · rn adult dduc~tiqn, television and radio can 
alpo ~;crvc- us a channe-l of ra_cia~ undcrstunding by s~owing 
films .uncl broatlcasting plays and dra~ld.S focussing on how 
people can- live in harmony. I~ Sing~pore wi~h a gr~at 
di vcr.si ty of races and languages,_ · f ilm·s: ·and plays, of. this 
. . 
na'turc might be cxtr_cmely cffccti':'c - for cultfvating ru.ci.:tl 
. 37 
.understanding and tolerance,. 
III~ OTHER ADULT EDUCATION 
Anotl€t; branch of adult ed uc·a tion wu.s ·the 
.sponsoring of lectures on topics of general interest such 
as ·history, economics, literature and phi~osophy .. (This 
branch of adult cduccJ.tion wus well catered to by the 
. . 
Dcpu_rtmen t of Extra-1-lurul · S tudics of the. Uni vcrsi ty _ of 
Singapore) . 
37 J . . Niemi, Mass· Medi~~l and . l\dult - Education (New 
Jcr.scy: Educa tionitl -,l'cchno.loqy Publici.lt ions, L-~ff) , 
pp. 21- 3G .. 
ADULT EDUCATION 
Academic lectures should be con~uctc~ on a lo~g-
term basis; rrhc S~ca.~cr, apart from b~ing an QXpert On 
his own f ·icld, would be able · to impart .his · knowledge in 
-such a wr::ty that ~-~~.1 atous~ -the interests of the audience. 
When the . student~ ·were· interested, they would· make usc of 
the puplic librury vol~nturily to search for "spiritur:J.l 
f d
. tt38 
00 •. 
The University 6f Sinq~pore 
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The uriivcrsity of . ~ingaporc had ~incc 1964 organ(zed 
.... 
extra-mural pro<Jrilmmes !:or the public at large. In June 
1966, a Department of Extra-~!ural Studies · \vas formillly · s~.t 
up with the aim of enabl~ng p~opl~, in the midst of thpir 
daily pursuits, to ~akc advantage of.the facilities of the . 
University for continuing educat~on. 
The Department organized· for the . calcnd~r year t\~'o· 
. programm~s ·of courses, each extending over a six-months 
- period. Courses were m~inly concerned with subjects appro-
priutc for university sponsorship. 
The University provided for the intcllccturil taste 
of middle and· lo-v;er clu.ss mpn and women whose lu.ck of mcilns 
)S~anyang S.i.~ng Pau · (singaporc)·, Huy·9,. 1960, P· 2 .. 
. \ . .. ; ~ 
. I 
' 
·~ -
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ADUL1' EDUCATION 
barred them from full-time higher education~ rh the 
period under rcvie~, the Extra-Mural Dep~~tmc~t played 
an . i~portant role indeed by making higher educution a 
possibility for those · who desired it. · 
Private Evening Schools 
Apart from the government sponsored Adult Educa-
tion classes, · there wci;C during the period under revie~, 
I . 
m~vate evening schools which offered a VarietY ~f 
courses./ including lariguages and commercial sUbje.cts. · 
Local libraric~ were also active in promotin~ info~m~l 
d 
. . 39 
e ucat1on. · 
.IV. · · .SUMMARY· 
Scholarships 
One· addi-tional major problem remains unresolved, 
hQwever, i.e. the dcgre~ of impa~t wh~ch the Adult Educa-
tion Programme has had on the education of the poor. Sir 
Winston Churchiil, one~time prime minister of Britain, 
rcmarkccl: 
A man or woman carrcstly seeking in ~ro~n~up _ life 
to be guided to ~ide and suggestive ~nowlcdgc in . 
its largest and most uplifted sphere will make the 
· best of ull pupils in this' age · of 'Clutter and buzz, 
of gape and gloat! 40 
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39
sin Chew Jit Poh (Singuporc), September 26, 1971, 
p. 5 .· 
4 0 
. 11 d ' F.'l'. \-J'1. .cy, -E ucClt.lon To_day ~ncl · Tomorrow 
· -(London : t-1 i c hac 1 · J o s c ph Ltd . , l 9 6 4 ) , p . 12 2 . 
' 
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ADULT EDUCATION 
On ·this - basis the writcir suggests that th~ Adult 
Education B9ard -' should award scholarships ·to .· outstanding 
students. Scholarships to out's tanding, but needy students 
·might have been able to alleviate - this probi~rn to some 
· 174 
degree. Similarly if the Adul't. Education. Board had· provided 
university. degree piogran®e in ~he e~ening on a part-tim~ . 
basi's, _accessibility would likely have been further .enhanced. 
These p~oblcms.notwithstanding· , the Adult Education 
Board • s p _rogrammcs _ hu.ve gre.atly improved educational opportu-
. . ~ 
nity in Singapore. 
Future Plans of Adult Education Board 
... 
Some shortcomings of. th~ Adult Education P~og-rarnmes 
became e:vidcnt as it developed _durin9 t~e peri~d ~ 1958-1969. 
In order to ov~rcome some of these, the . Adult Educati6n.~ · 
Boar:d planne.d to establish an adult education resource 
centre, a programme exchnnge.centrc and a research cen~~e. 
When the · time ·was· ripe t!;.s-Jdul t E~ucation Board pl-anned 
. . 
to puplish · a periodical in which · aduit . cduca~ion workers 
could discuss co.~on acc:tdcrnic ·and p;-_of6ssionul problems and 
d d . 41 cxchangc . i cas an cxper1ences~ 
·.
41
sin Chew ,Jit· Poh (Singapore), . Scpt_cmber ·25, 1971, 
p .. 12. 
' . _) 
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Other Hcmarks 
During the eleven year period, th~ Adult Education 
Board carried out i~s policy effectively· through the 
· literacy and language programme, th.e ext._ra-curricu-lar pro- . 
gramme, vocational training _programme . and television and 
radio progranunc.. 'l,he Doa·rcl implemented the government • s 
plan to eradicate illiteracy and.put - ~nto practice the 
multi-language policy, equal _treatment ·for the four streams 
of ·education, - improv.cment of ·ccon~mic development, nation-
hood-building and. citizenship training .. 12 
With vocationa~ ·development and the equalization 
175 
of oppo.r.tu-ni ty, it is reasonable to assume that Singapore '.s 
adult education problem wili steadily decrease - as new 
' . . . 
measures prove effective. By 1969, adult cducation-uf all 
kinds ~as flourishing bcca~se the Board was able to under-
. . 43 
stan~ and appreciate _both the need and the dcmnnd. 
42 . Sl.n Chew Jit Poh (Singapore), September 2·6 , 1·9 71, 
p; 5 . 
43··· Nanyang · Siung Pau (Sing a pore) , September 9, 1968, 
p·. 12 .. 
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Chapter 7 
SPECI}\L EDUCATION 
~ 
Special eduba~ion in Singapore was begun by the. 
church and welfar~ organi~~tions. These were the ·singapore 
·Association _f6r the Deaf~ the : Singapcir~ Association f6r 
the Blind, the Sihgap?re A~sociat~on ·. f6r Retarded Children, 
the Spastic ~hildren Association,· and the St. Andrew's 
Orthopaedic Hospitc:1l. (See Tables 37, 38.) . 
The De~£ 
I. DEVELOPrillNTS IN SPECIAL EDUCATION . 
. 1959-1969 
In 1953, a ·group of businessmen formed a school 
mano.gemcnt committee to set up a speciu.l .school f"or the 
rleaf children of the Chinese community. In 1954, the 
committee rented a house for ·the temporary premi?es . of 
the Singapore Sign _School1:far -the Deaf. 1 Since 1958, this 
school ."haS' been subsidized 67the. \\Tclfu.re Department. In 
1969, it was combined wi.th . the Singapore Oral School for 
the Deaf. ·The Oral School was started by E. M. Goulden in 
lD . ( ) . oral.Somy _ cd. , op .. cit., p. 79. 
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SPECIAL EDUCATION 
·.1951. 2 New premises were provided and up-to-d~te methods 
' of teaching the de a~ and partially hearing were ma';le 
·possible. 
The Sign School- taught . the manual alphabet in 
Chinese w~ile .. _. the Oral. School t?ught . the. ch~ldren to -lip.-
rcad and to use their voci~l faculties. · 
In 1969, the school . had the most up-~o-date and 
beneficial. equipment available sudh as special . trainers, 
group hearing aid~ , and individuai hearing aids. 
. . ~ . . 
In· the period undpr review, two o·ther schools for 
the deaf were established~ one.by the Canossa Convent, the 
other by St. Andrc\~ 1 s ·Anglican Mi.ssiC?n- . In 1969, the 
former had 40 girls triught_ b~ the sisters · ?f the convent, 
and the latter had ·30 .- children in '·~ preparatory class · 
177 
.. . 
taught · by volunteers~ By . 19.71 , . 261 childre·n were rece.iving 
.. . . ' 3 
training i~ the two schools . 
The curricul.um for P:t;~.ary ;SC~ools wa.s · of£:ered to 
- . 
thrise ~upils b~t _ the~ cou~d proceed at thei~ own ~~ie and 
\ 
th.cy som~.tii!lcs · .rC?qu~red twiqc as long to .complete their · 
2A .. L. Pereir and T.S. Peng~ "Educating the Deaf in 
Singapor~,"· The Handi~apped,· J.une. 14,· .1970, p. 37 .. 
,, 3 . . 
-.·The - Singapore ·uerald, Ha·rch 30, 1971, p. 4. 
t . s 
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· SPEC+AL·EDUCATION 
{ progranune as ehildfen ~n the regular·pril}lary school. 
( . 
Upon completing· ·th~ : programme ·they we.ce ·eligible to sit 
~~r ·the· Primary School L~aving Examin.ation with regula:r_: 
: pr-imary· scho~l pupils . 4 
· ~· /~lind 
· -  The Singap9r~ ~~soci~tion ·fat· th~ £lind started 
' . 
the school f.or t ·he bl ·i~d 'in .1956 and was able to acconuno-
date ~lind chi~dren of prim~ry schopl age. In 1969, i~ 
bad sixfy-seven. ~esident students and the regular primary 
scho'ol curr:iculurn \-las .. offered. in b:raill-e a:nd oral 
. . . 5 
-t;e ach 1..ng . 
.\ .: 
· ~The achievements from these programmes wer~ very 
··impressive ... During the primary s~hool E?Xarninations in· 
19 66·, al:l the blind .. Pupil~ who sat · for· the examination 
p.a_ssed. \~ 
A program for integratin9 blin~~pupils with 
· regul~r e.lementary school children was be.gun in 1967. 
. -· . . . 
. ~i~ce then. more and ' more blind _stllden_tf "at~ended regular 
4 . . . . 
Informatio"n gathered. from .. the Departme·nt of · 
Social Weltare, personal i'nterviey~, ~July 9, 1·971. 
~In~~rmation ~ather~d from the Depar~ment·of . 
Socia:l vlelfare, /per·sonal. interview·, J 1971 .. 
--------.~·-- . . ' I " 
I • -
.  
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SPECt,AL EDUCATION 
' ' · .classes ~ as ·well as a resource pe~iod w~ere a rem~d~al 
' 
t~acher · o~f~re.d. 'a .ssis~a~e.· Hav.ing a ·.resou~ce _ per~oJ1· 
. . . . . : . . . . .6 
~~r: these pupil~ pr~v:ed ·: to · be ·of · tremendous benef·i t . 
. . · . j; For_ pup~ls over sixt~en y~ars ~f ag~ the . schoq,l . 
. had · an ~industrial. t .rainilig cep.tre ·.and · an occupational 
. ., . . . . . . ~ . . 
. . 
· ·w ·~rkshbp .· · tours~~ havin·g vocati~onal value :5uch as 
. w.qrking. wi.th .c .ane, ,wood~o~k, ~~~i~ ·jewefry, .maki.ng · wire 
. :fe_nces, and · ·worki~g· o.ri as$embly lines· we.~e . offered .. · 
• • • • • 0 • - • • • • 
Handwor.k fpr boys .such · as. making: mats,· ~as_kets, and. 
·chainS 1 ·and. for · .·gir·lS. SU.Ch as nee"dlework. 1 ~ni.tting 1 
cooking. and· the care. of the home :_wer~. a.l .so part of the 
. -· . 7' 
curr .i:cu l.um . , 
The.~bjective of-ali this.trainirig was to 
. . . . 
develoJ? skills . f_or ·these. ·.i .ndi ~iduals. in orper that . they'. 
... 
. ... 
mi'ght be engaged in gai:nful ernployment and thus achieve 
. ~ 
. some me~sure . of independence.when th~y left school. 
• I A I 
Ext~d-cur~i~ula~. acfi~ifie~ such a~ sport~, 
. aqua.t~c;s_,. music: ~fld hiki·ng . ·were also included in the . 
. .. 
: 6 . . . ' 
Information gathered from the Departmen~·of · 
· Social Welfe3:re '·.' Persogal Interview, .June 9., 1971. 
. . 7 . ·. . . .. 
N. Row, · "School M.for the. Blind,.,. The Handicapf?.ed, 
. J u.n e 14 , .. 19 7 _0 ~ p . 19 • 
. -
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~. 
programs·. · Horticulture was sta~ted.• in ·1·968.· and· the . pup·ils 
certai~·ly enjoyed .th~ f .ldwers t ·hey . bad plarii:ed: 
~· 
. , ·· For the deve~opm~nt ·of ~otor : abili t:i~s_ , ··a . . 
gymn~siurn an~ .a playing _' field . . w.e!e cons.truc"t;.ed ~n ···196'9 ~ -8 · 
. T~e use of the reading lens increased . the :amount .· . 
. 6f .wprk the pai~i~lly ~ight~d childrcri co~ld do~· 
The Slow Learners ~ · 
In 196.0 the . Rotary Cl.ub .as~isted 'the . Singapqre 
. . .r 
. Children Socfety~ in s~ar'ti~g a pilot project for a day-
. . ~raining cenfre · for·e~ghte~n ~low· le~rners .. ·rn · 19~2 :the 
,singap<;>re .~~?Q·c·i~-.t~:o~ or· .slow. lear.ne~s was . for~ed .to· 
.... -..,..,. . . . . . . ·. 
. . .. 9 . 
. . provide children with and tra~n~n9. In 
· 1968-a. n~w school f6r e children was inaugur~tecl. 
·with . ~inancial assis~an e . ~~~~~ th~. ~iove:z:nmtin.t · t~e .: scho_ol . 
had an e 'nrolrnen.t . of ~our huncfre~ children . with . ag_es 
. . . 
· from. ··five to.· sixt~e~ '"'iri 1969. ·. 13~t . ·there .still was . a 
.. 
wai~ing list of 1,579 children. 
_;__.---
8 . . ( . . . 
. Dora1.samy ed.) ,. op·. cit:.,. ·_pp. 78-7 9. 
9F .M .. . Paul, u Subnormality i.n.· ·singapore Chi idren I" 
""" . _. 
· ·. Workshbp on .special Education in ·singaoore 1 August:- 16 ,· 197.2, · 
. p ~ ·31. 
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SPECIAL' EDUCATION 
The child.;ren · in this . school were of --three .cate- .· -
gories: 
-
. 1. the very -slow· 
.. 
,.. 
, 2 •· the trC:linable : 
3 • the educ·able·.-
. There we.re fift_y children -in thefir~t g:roU\ 
.A ·domestic staff __ .hea'ded by a matron . ·attend~¢! to_ -t;.hese'-_-. 
children. Volyntee+ .workers planne·d trips. and r:ec:t;"~a~ 
~i~na1 ··a9~ivities · ~ 
The second gr<?_Up' _w_a _s giyen training' in good 
. rking_ habits. an~ ~~lped to lead a lif~ as close "to 
rrna·l . as PO!:?Sl.ble .. 
. - ~ . . . 
. . . 
'I'he ~_ifd. group .was. taught the· thr-ee -·Rs, · the 
prac.tical .use ·. of money, -time . qn.d s irnple ·.measurements. -
-.. . .. . .. . ' 
Shopp~ng, cc;>okirig, gar9eni~g I • h~ri~work ~tnd· 'sewing were_ 
also_. offer~d .. ·On week-ends camping trip_s: and _excursions 
. - . . - . 
·were- qr~an~ze~. · .on the.se ._trips the · pupils .. lea~ned. su~h 
'pri;l:ctical. skil,l~~- a~ bUyi~g : tick~ts f9t~ the bus ;a~e and· 
· meeting· oth~r peop·le ·as a !'essen· in ·socializing~-
· . 
10Y. T·. Chen, .".care·· of 'Re.tarded· Children · and 'Young 
. Persons~ .. -Work-shop on ·snecial · Education ·in .- Sin~apore, · 
. August . l6, . 1972, p._ . 12.. 
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. SPECI·AL EDUCATION 
In - addition mcisi~ and p~y~i~~l ' cducat~on ~ere 
also. off.~red to these childr~n .. Si~ple.dartces assi'sted 
. . 
the· deveiopm~nt a£ ·. rhythm .. 
... A withdrawal· program was also available ·. for . · 
. . . pupils . over sixte~n years . . ·. ~he_y ·worked in a . sheltered 
.. · : worl<.s'hop. ·for .differen"t: factori~s irt. the city.· They · 
· .. stuffed doils; arid trimme-d ga~·~e_n:ts. All ' the;se we.r~ done 
~Y · contr~ct with f~ctori~~- . In 1971~ .the· centre had an . . 
enrolment of 2 ~ass. and" about one tenth of thes'e children . 
. . . . '' ll " · (~~but iOO) were in the various tra1n1ng programs~· 
. . ,.,..,. ~ )· 
.C.rippled Children 
The Red Cross Home .for Crippled Cpi~dren was 
started ~n 1949_.. · ... It . took c·~re· of . crippled :Ghildr·en who . 
could not make the trip to school. 
- . - -_. . 
It could. receive 
f d . l 12 ·"-' arty boy~ ari glr s . 
· Classes were he'ld in the bu~lding for ch~ldr_~n · 
who were ~ix year~ or rive~. · These ·cl~sses w~±e from· 
. .. "' • ' I .. 
1 8.2 
·1 p.rri~ to 5:30 p.·m., Monday to F.rida~ and we.:t.e conducted by two 
11 - . ~ 
The Singapore ·Herald . (Singapore.), .June 3, .i97l, 
p ·. 7 •. . (' 
12c .M.; ·oriebe_rg ' · 11 Red Cross Crippled Children ~ - 5 · 
.. Home," Wo.rkshop · on~ Special Education · in. Singaporei,. Augu·s~ 
. 1 ·8 ; 19 7 2 1. p • 3 8 •.. 
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SPECIAL EDUCATION Jo. 
traine·d teache;rs _  ·e_mp.loyeq. by the M~~istry ·_ of . Educ.a tion_·. 
They _ us~d ·the . regular · school . syllabus. in . orde·r_ t9 even~ 
. . .. .. . . . . . . 
. ' . . . . 
t~~ll~ · int~~rat~ ~hes~ p~pii~ ~n~6 . the r~gu~~r .~chool~. · 
. ·. . . 
Child.rcn under _six year:s · pl_d attended kinaergarten .. . 
. . . . . . .-- . ·• "" . . 
Forces~ 
The St . . And·rew • s · qrthoped-i? Hospi_~a~ Ylas· C?Pen~d_; 
' ·in· 1·939 ·to· treat cni·ldren . with bone .and joi~t _ ~uperc~- -'. 
lo~is .. l:f Th~ · ~t. Andrew • s !llission ·was ·responsible fo~ 
· · adrninist~r i;ng the ho~pi t~l unt.i1 19 46 . when t~e Singapo"re . 
government· also ·~ad' ~~ritror- · _of tpe· · hospi"t~~ -. -. . The St. : H~lda Is . 
· ~xt~nsion . School·was opened · iti -1947 for childr~n of the 
. . . .. .. . . . " . 
. peO:ia tr.ic "and o~th9pedic ~n~ ts of . th~. !'fuspi tal ·a.s : weil ~ -s 
. .. -. . 14 . ~rom ih~ Gen~r~l : Hos~ital. i~ · lg6~, ~he ~o~pital had 
· ... 120 · <;=hildrefl ~ttertd_ i.ng t.h~. school. . one th.ird qf the .. se · 
. . . 15 
. were in kindergarten ·. 
' . . , ' ' ' . . 
Classes were hel~ £rom -8~30 a.m. 
till 12: 30 . p ~m. and the. teacher pupil . ·~ati.o was· 1. to:· 20 ~ 
Whe.n ' the school open·ed the ._:teache~s wer~ all vo1unteers .... 
1
'
3c;. ··Tan, ·!'st. Hilda • s Extensio.~ s6rioal ·,.,. ·The· 
- Handicapped,_· J~h~ 14, ~9 70, p. · ·75. · · ~ ·: --
l'4 Ib-id. j .. 
.· 
15
sin Chew -Jit Poh -{Singapol;"e),- J~rie · 6, 1968, P.· 5.~ ­
~ . 
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. SPEC!~- ~DUCAT!ON . 
·By- ~952 p~rt-t~m~ .· and 'full-time ~ teachers were -hired 'to 
.. teach. thes~ classe;s.. In 196B, :the curr~culum was that 
.of the ~egular ·~choo'1 anq there had been pupils wh<? had 
'gone from here i~to-the regular school system. · 
·· T~e · :~pasti.c .Chiidren· · A~sociaf.ion ··of : ~in'gap.ore ·.· · . 
wa~ founde9-· ih 19S7. For ·_::;eve·ral .,ye~FS ·an~y. ~mall · groups 
. - . . . . . . . . . . . ~ . 
-~f · chi_idren we·re. ~~ught :d:ue. to· a shor~~ge of. ~.lassr~·pm . . 
184 
. .  
.·space . . In 1960 'the ·government . . provided ~adequa_te pr~mises · . . 
for .·this · otganiia tion. and since . then .a~ e·)(panded ·program · 
incl~ding . w~rkshop~ ~a.ki.ng :t;~rnj-tuie .~ith i::ane, woodwO.r}c; 
a~.d .tra~ning. to ~-l~~·of machines have been · 
'bl . . 16 . pos~1. e. -·· J . 
Undernotfrished·· . Child~en · 
r '!. 
· The Sil)ga.pore 
( 
C~ild!?en. Spcie~yJ,-las . founded -in 
\ . . 
1~5~.; 'Dh~s .. w;s a Volunteer organization funded by public· 
donat.1.on . and (government -:-grants. It ··affe·red a conva·rescent 
. h9me and medical treatment· fo:r: ~hild~en and orphan_s who 
· iyere.po0r_, _ sick,_~ .. and·· ~neglect:.ed~ ~- There ·were ·l41 chil.dr~~ 
.. a¢lmitted in -19·67 and 75 per c-~-nt su~fereci · ·from. mal!1.utrition .. 
Many of ·these chi-ldren came ~from homes :wi.th . low:...socio-economic 
.. . · -~' · 
. \, -. 
- 16 s. Oh, "S.choo'i .-for Sp.astic Children,'' .-The Handi-
·cappcd, · June 14, 1-970; p~·lo4 ... . · ·. · ~ 
.• 
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. .-
levels and -t~E!i"r .improper - ~.iet resulted in poor perform-
.. : . . 17 
ance .in .school·_. · 
Children . with Leprosy· 
. -
~he .. ·Lor9ng · Buang. -Governme.nt · s~hool · ~~s ·st(jrted" in 
· .. 
,tj' 
This sch~~l.~a~ · ~~~~o~ted bi th~ govern~~~t a~ - ~ell ~~ - by 
the Sinc;ra.pore ·Lep~c;>sy Relief. A.ssocia.tion. · With early 
. ·' . ~ .... ~ . 
. . 
treatme~t these .·children· 'would' have few deformities, -but··· -
. . ~he ·· gr~at.est _. obs!-a'cle in their rehabilitati-on: has bee·n -the 
· ·-stigma of the d).seas·e . . Prima-ry. and ·se~onciary educat~on. 
we.re aVail~bl~ at .. l'lo cost at ~11·. 18 The children could 
~ -
. , . 
~articipate in Boy_s·s·cout,~G~rl Guides,· apc?- _ Y:ou~~ Clubs.· 
These act1viti·es ~auld _ deve:lo!? a . po~itiv:e and· op~imistic 
outlo6k and a more sqcially-we~l-adjusted ~ndi¥idua~~ 
·rr. SPECIAL EDUCATION 19 6-9: AN: ASSESSMENT. 
·-Tpe educ~·ti_onal system in· S.ingapo~e·,. as set up by 
_ .. 
the' .~-~:V~rnment, · h~c;l~ -in_ ;J6~, _no .provision ·for· specJal 
,-; 17 . h • II S • . I h • ld • . c -
• 
. · . -'! .• H • . C 1ng, 1ngapore s _C ·J. ren Soc1ety, .. on- · 
valescen_t -Home," Workshop on Special Education in Singapor.e, 
August 16, 1972, p. 37 . 
. ia · - - -·- · 
. ~. Yeo,. "Lorong Buang Kok Government School (Tra-
falgar · ·_Horne) , " Workshop on Special Educa tfon in Singapore, 
August 16·, 19.72, p ·. "43. . ·• 
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't' . 
educ.ati~n . ·19 · As noted apove, chilqren · in _nee_d o.f special 
help had to be aid'ed by ~rg.enci.es· outside ·the .r~gu·lqr 
.. school ·system.· 
This is most -u~fortunate, since e~er~:( ch:~ld J:tas .· 
1 
a presumptive·· ~ight' to - be ·i _n a .r~gular- cl~ss·r~oom, . ~~d 
. . . .. ~ 
every C~ild must · receive an ?SSessment- of· his or .her . 
nee·d ·for a s~~c.ial · progr~m. 20 . For . a sp~cial· program, the· 
•• • l 
school . rriu~t. .prove tha~. a special ·. cla.ss.ification is 
wa~rC:~ted, and th~· program m~st . be ~royided. 2 l 
The·n~mbcr - of. children cared for ·in · 1969 ·was low ~ . 
·:- . 
· . ...;.-: · .only 84 9 ; = (See T~bl·e 3 7·.-y · One : factor ·under.lyl.ng,.. the: , 
s~all humber. of ~hild~en . i .ri s-p~cial· educa~i_on: _classes · 
.jj . _ . _ 
. probabiy was·. t-he . kho.w~ shortagce of teache.r.s. . In fact·, 
. . . . . . .. 
even.with the !?mall · ~mber of.·child~~~, ·. the siz·e · ~f t~e 
"' clas_ses wer~ 'la·rger than t ·hey .shouid have be·en. ·Another. 
. factor . was ,that th~· bu?.~et ' set ~p by . th~ · .. gove·r:nm~nt ~~for . 
the)SUbsidy · of th~se s'chools. was limited.· (See ·Table 38. ' ) 
19 . ' '.. . . 
The ·singapore }ler-ald, March :4, ·1971_; p •. 4; _,.. .. \ 
20N. P~r~y·; _TeaChihg · the . ~olen tally R~til.~ded • Chii~ ·: 
{New Yor.k: ·columbia-University Pre·ss, ·r970J, pp.·222-22~. 
ilJ. Ri~h~rdscin, "The Educ<i~ional ~e8ds.of Hcind~ 
capped Chi'ldren,n T-he Hand.lcapped,_Jurie 14, L97"0, p. 115. 
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Tabl~ ~7 
' , 
.. The :lumbers of Children, .Teachers/Instruc tois in 
Speci~l Edu.catio"n Insbitutions · in Singapore, ·1969 
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Table '3 a· 
The Nu~_ers of Tea(:hers/Instructors and th.e Amount. G>f 
·Financial A~sistance . Pro~ided b~ ·th~/Government For 
· Organi?~tiot:ls Providin9 Special EdbJatio_n, _: l969 
· · :::tn!.(:pr:ovded i'ine.: . c~t~l ar.:u-str.:.-:e nY'!:: 
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. . 
_· Furth¢rmore, on~y fo~~~ p~plls cou~d get a.f~ee education 
q on ,a first~come_:first..:..served basis·.. Tpe re~ainin-g nwnber 
~f ~tud~nts· had to pay fo~ wha~e~e~ · ~d~cati~n.they ~ishcd 
. . . 2 2-
to ~ece1. vc • 
· .S9me ~upils were a~i~ shift to.the regular 
·prim.ary ·. schools, but .they we~c few in number. · Thos~ · who · 
.. ~ rcm~ine~ . iri these.clas~~~ were ~~ve~ V?~ational ~ra~p~ng 
. . . . '23 ' · s~ch · ~S· .home eco~omi~S for giris and woodwork for boys~ .. . 
. ·. 
In . 1969 the . s~ecial'educatidn clas~es werp'plagued 
bY.~. many · p~obl~·ms: · .more .tex·t books in · b~a.il1e w~re n~edcd.~ 
189. 
b.etter · .communica t'ion. bct~een · J!nr~nts · al}d . teach~rs ,· more · .. i 
• .; . • r 
. teachc.rs trainec;l 'to ·tepch children . in need of special :·. . . f j: . 
. treatment, .more 'support ' sta{,f~ . and more ' tecicher's aids . . r·· 
. for · th~ c'~n~i'nt.iiric} . incr~as·~ ifl 'ttie. riuinber of . pupils. C · ·· ,. 
· -Another · prob·lem was _that. many. of the S_GhOO_l .. bh.tldren . V!~re 
~alnputishe~: if fr~e . mil~·arid ·inexpensive -but nutr~tious 
. m'~als h~d_;been prbvideil fol:: all 'ch·ildi'en ~~0~1 . ;.,ho . 
cc;trne from home~ . . tt.lat.·could. not provipe them, ·· then . they 
might have .been IDOJ;e successful ·in school. All o .f' these -
.~. 2.Thc ·· ·sinqa~o~~ Herald; March -5, .1·971', _p; 4.: · 
23 . . . . . . 
_Information ga~h.ercd from .. the Department of 
Social- Welf~re~ Pctso~al ·Interview, Ju~y 7, 1971. · · · 
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.... 
· ·problcm~ ·,· · partia~ly at least; . ."stem . froma-chron.ic shortuge .. 
. ·: 24 
o£" funds·. 
, 
,•. 
1It is pope.d ~hat in timo ·these · l.nadcqu~cies can be 
.reduced · to a mini~-~rn -·le·Vel .. . and that the·· ~choC>is wiil.· be 
' • • • • • • I .. • ' ~ • I ' 
able tb prep~rc these· ·chl.ldrcn .. 'for .. a . ·rno~e· ·profii:;C)ble .and 
'"; . . . . 
. . . ,' .. . 25 
_pur.poscful ~J.f.c: . · 
. • 
~ -
••• 
\.. . 
• t 
. • · . 
. . 
. ~ 
·2~F: Y ~ · Long "Chi1d Guidance C.l'inic in. Singapore.;,. 
The Handica·pped, June. 14.;·19?0, p .. . 128~. _, . 
~S~. P ~ .. Liang, . nForeword, '"'<The ·Handicapped> June·. 14., 
.. . !. · 7" . 
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CONCLU.SION 
Singapore ob.taineg com~+ete in<:'fep~nd~nc~ · in 19 6:; . . 
The poli tic~l and e·conomic transformat-ion r~quired the 
· r.e~rientation of educati~n ·pqlicy~· : hduc·~tioq~·since :then, 
~s be:ome .an ·instrument to ._aChi,~ve the Repul;llic,' s "survival. 
As S~riga.po~e · · ~ survival h.irige·d on ·.i:ndustrializa tion, ·it had 
) . . 
prese;ntly · adopted a new _. flexible education policy_ which· not 
only advocated the coptin-uity 9f a unified nat-ional education 
. .-
system based on· the prinqiple of parity of treatment for + 
. . ~ 
fou;- official l~:qguage st~·earns , . r-1al_ay, Chinese, Tamil and 
English,_. \~ith . schools ~~sin.g syllabu~es . of c;:ommon content, 
.but also ·laid · stre·s·s on technical education and industrial · 
- .. f l:· . . 
tr~ining:. _to meet .the mappower requirement of ~ndustrial · 
. ~roducti vi:ty. · ·. 
. · Therefo.re, in the · educational s~ste.m- ; there _ were 
three major gpal$·: t~e . principle ~f parity~ .educatio~ ·for .. 
.. . ' . national.u~ity and 'education fo;r industriali:zation. : 
j- The. Ptinci~l~ of Parity 
·The principle of parity wapased on equ~l treatment · 
for -· the. ~our language streams, English, Chinese, Malay and · 
Tamil. The first step the government took in the area of 
191 
:.} 
· .. . . 
~f. 
.,( 
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primary . ~d~cation was to· provid~ a_six~~ea~ free _ ~rimary 
educ~tion to - ~11 . chil~ren, in all' the four l~nguage 
-'7 
., streams. · : 
~ .·· 
' 
. These ~chool.s were using sy_l _iabus.es .·of common-· .. . 
· .· . .. 
·content; .they he3:d. the same. pupil_-.teacher. I;"a_tio requ~r:~m~nts 
, . . 
and the· pupils sat .for th~ same .lev'lis Of examin~tio~ 
which were conducted in different st earns. ·. Fqrtherm<tre·, 
. - -
all ~~edi children · c~uld apply .fcir fr~e . t~x~books · and' . 
bursaries . . 
· The educational system. in Sin~apo~e, ·as ~et up .by ~ · 
-the ~ov~rnmenf, had, in 196?, no· provisio~ foi _spscial 
· .educa.tion . ~ . \.. . . . . . . .. This is most ·unfortunate,_ bec~·use ever~y · chilc;l 
in ~i~gapore had~- i~nd~men~al · ri~ht to b~ in· a·iegdlar 
. . : .. . .. 
. . . . . . ._, . . 
cl~ssroq~ for ~t " ~~~~t ~ix ye~rs~ 
. ·"Before ·1964,. pre--school . educatfon ·was. plainly 
. . "' - . - - ... ... . - - . 
sponsored · by priva.te .qrgariizations~ ·. · It was ih .l-964 .. that· 
- ~ . . .. ·. . . . : . . . . . . . . . ·. . . . . . . --:. \. . . . . . 
th~ P~opl~si Associ~tiqn provld~d kindergarten education 
. . . "' I . • 
. . ' . . . . . • t • 
: . . ··to.-' ~he co~uni ty ·_ cen~res . fa~ t~e . poor·~ .. 
. ~ . ... .• . . . . . . 
· :. Although . spe?i~l edu~a~ion and pre-sthool e~ucation 
we~c excluded " in. the _educa"ti9nal system, there was a marked 
increase 'in the .!?umber . of chi·ldren enrolled in primary and 
seconq~ry schoo_ls from 1959 ··to 1.969· .. 
...  · ' 
-~· 
. ·' 
· .. 
.• 
(._ 
. , ... 
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·Poliaies_ regard-ing bilingualis~ w~re a con·stant 
. theme in Sing~por'e Is - edu~atiori hi.sto~y. ~ The wri t ·er fo'uj;d 
. . ;4, . . . • ~ 
: i~ w~s i~ th~ pre-sehoo~ ins~itution~, wheie most children 
learn languages ·fast and·we~l. The probl~m was t~~re were 
· . not enough pre-School inst~tutions . in Singapore.· In order 
to.dev~lop.bilinguali~m, a second language paper· had been a 
c~mpul.s_ory subject for all students 'in pri~ary and secondary 
sch6ols; In 1966, some -of the ~chool subjec~s we~e e~en taught 
in·a · ~eco·nd' language. In s·pite.of . st~ong emphasis given to the 
· . l~ar~ing bf a _ s~cbnd o~ficial l~~gtiag~ besides ~the language 
of -~~str.uction ,- .. the 'resl).l ts had so "far pro~ed to be .· 
getle rally d·isappoi-:n ti.ng . . 
. . . . . .. . ' 
... , 
This wa~.t· du~- to any lack of 
. . .. 
.. enthus.ias~ ·but to a. faiiure to ·understand· the · educ~·tional 
• .. 0 - • - • • 
· impl~cat.ions o'f language policies. 
· . .. · Tnough the governmen-t: h~.~- -.~~I?lemer_ite~ its · poli_-cj.e~· . 
for equaiity .. o~ treat~ent,. the difticulty in. finding a job 
• . • • • • • . • <... _ • 
. ~ft~r . ·gradu~_tion led · to sharF> decline in ·enrolment . f~r:• I 
- .. - . - " . 
ne~· Primary. classes in Chinese,~ Malay and ... Ta~rr5chools ~ 
The• fac;t ·.of urie_qua~ Oppo~tUili ti~s for - employment 'presen.ted · 
• _l. 
· _  a ~roble~_- - Thus·, the~e was a fun~ental . contradition in 
:the gov.ernment 's policy·. On the one hand the government 
promoted equal treatment for the four language. streams, . and 
on ~he other . hand it enc~ur~ged industrial development b~sed ~ 
.on· Engllsh. · 
(. 
- (~ 
.-.. 
' . \ 
) 
• ~ ·~~ 
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Education· for National Unity 
.. . Si~gapore ·iS. .a plu.ralist,i.c · so~ie.ty. - •') Its ·peop~es_ · · . 
differ wi~ely · in rate, lan~u~~e . a~d rel~gion .. · ' To .achieve 
_ 
11 Uni ty· in diversity" is 'not an ~asy. ta·s}<. To· act. a:s a· . 
I • 
bridge :to span simul tao~ous.ly the f.qpr ·streams of educa-
tion and tO ·Unify· a COmmunity COmposed·. Of diff~ren·t .raceS 1" 
_.· 
· the estab~·ishme~.t o£ orie natio.nal ·1ang,uage .wa~ vi.tal. 
· Malay was chosen as the \n.ation lc:.tnguage to p1:ov~de a co~on 
. . '\I . . ~ink. ~or ~ndi vided lOyal fy to o·n~ anothe-r and to .the • 
state .. 
Since Malay was establi.shed -as t'h~ natio~al ·lan.guage ... · 
. . ... . 
of Singapo~e! all the-sch6ol~ and the Adult Educ~~ion 
Board placed great ·emphasis on it . with the major aim to 
o ' o - ..:.; ', • • I o • 
cultivate a p~tion~l outlopk. · ': 
In spit.e of the full . suppor·t. tha-t had been · given 
.. 
. · to the founaing of ·:the n•ational language, . ·the .~ePt;l ts were 
. . I , .. 
'unsat.isfactory .. · One of the reasons wa? tha-t~ ~al~y langua9'e. 
. • \ • I ----· 
commanded no economic value·. The tedu.ce·d· em~~~sis·. ori · . · 
. · -M~lay·~~ · th~ ~a~i6rial ~ariguag~ · in ·the late 19~0!s was th~ 
direct result o·f the desire· for industr.alizat;..ion. 
Since 195Q, a Textbooks anq Syllabuses Committee 
w~s. formed to draw up syll:ab~ses .with a· common content in 
all the four-lahguage streams. The ta~k$ given to .thi~ 
-. 
.,. 
• 
{ 
, r 
(_ 
.. 
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.committee w~re'·to.ma~e· syll.abuses suitable to tn~. ·envi-
ro~~nt ·~nd' experie~ce."of t~e pupils -~nd aimed·at cultiva-
ting na~io~~l co~scig~sness in· ·sch6c;>l~. 
. . . 
· Mo'st of the t_extbboks_ u~ed cur·rently in· schools . 
. . . . 1 
· did rev.eal 'the mul ti-c.ul tural· nature of Singapore. These 
- . . . - . . 
policies . coupled wit~ the. fact -tha .t . a common curriculum. 
was· followed in all S<?hools, was. ~ee~~s -~n· an.swe; .to. the 
.-'proble~s. ~ -f fo:sterLng a _ cultur~l and natio~ql identity.' 
It ·is d~batable that a common c~n~en_t GUrricu~urn, 
· · bilingualism ·and. Singap.ore-·or~epted. textbooks u~ed as· a 
• • o 0 0 • o .. ' • I • • 0 0 • 0 ~ 
tool . in the na tio.n.-building pro~ess can· be an · adequate· 
~ . 
ans~er to th~ problem · ~£ fostering a .. culture that-~ill 
. . . 
. appeal and be accepted by ·the various ethni.c groups· iri 
Singapore . .. · Be.twe·etL the ··English-ecuc.at.e¢1 an.d non-E~glish 
~ . . .... . . .  
educated the're. exist a ·.bi.g cult.ural gap. Furth~rrnore·, t .he 
v~ry naf~re oi.~he v~~io~s c~ltur~s.w~r~ changip~: r~pid~ 
urban.izatio-n,· cultural transformation and th~ emerging 
ethos of a tec_hnology.:orj_ented . socie~y was takiJ!g place · a.t 
: . : • . . . 
a ·bewildering pace. ~h~ school system is . ~n important 
socializing me'dium, but it~ is only-one ·a:e the many, and 
the transforma~ion qf the ~ider ~~c~ety cahnot h~lp but 
impinge · ·upon .. the . school. Though common-content s_yllai?uses 
. . . 
exist; · they were ~ deVised ~it~ the limit~d s~bject teaching 
195 
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aims that ... cha:r:acteriz·ed most. syllabuses ·a.'nd. not· :with the 
. ~ . . ~ 
.. -~br-Oader 1 ffiQre .pos{t"l. Ve. rOle· • . 
- . 
·Since -~~-'60, .84 schools were merged as inte_grat~~- · 
The integr~~ed schools .were meant to enhahce 'the. 
leve+ . 'of ~iling~~+ cp~pete~ce ... of the pupil~s as well as to 
.build. the conditions of contac-t that wo.uld breed tolerance ·among:-
pupils of . di~ferent~la~guage streams. However, the ~in.dings 
· of a ' rece~t sociol6gical · s~rvey carried out ' by two Singapore 
U!live~s~ty u~dergrad~ates ilitb ·the r~latiorlship behv-e~ri . \ 
. . . ... . . . . ~ . 
-
English· st.·ream and Chinese stream .students in integrated · · 
schoo:).s (as i:epoi:ted. :i,n Singapore., Herald, January ; , 1971)' r~fi . 
. vealed that chil.dr.en . attending integrated schooJ.s ·tended ·to · 
~ .. 
~how g.r~ater · conunun~l ·intolerance · than-· s.tudents in· s~ngle-:-
.( st~eam schools. According ~o a recen~ survey the writer~: 
p~rso~all~ mad~, the T~~c~ers• ~raining · college which ce~t~~l-~ 
( 
ises tl:le~ four o_ff~cial language .streams, t·eac~er trainfng also 
shows this .persi~ten~e o~ communal· intolerance. Many tea~hers _ 
in integ~ated · schools th·e · writer~ intervie_wed re.cently ·told h·~r 
~ . more or less· si.rn!?ar story: · .. PUpils and even the tea~hing. 
staff ~f two or more dif-ferent streams~ even though stu-dying 
and working under. the s~e roof of a schoo_l , buil.ding, -sel~9m 
mixed. Racial and lang.uage prejudices still . preva~ied. -This, 
the writer believes,· is where the "fault lies. The gqvernmep~,­
was well aware of this development. 
.( 
. ( ' 
·-
. CONCLUSION ·. 
( "-, 
However, the i~.teg.ratirig q:i:fferen.t peoples into 
~ ~ulti~racial nation is a mission· pf 'great immensitY., and 
_demands for~the hLghes~ level of ecQnomi~, scicial and 
· poli tic(~/lanning. . .. 
Education for Indtstrialization. / · .. (' . 
· After the. indepe~dence of Indonesia ·and Malaysia, _ 
Singapore · ·s ··entrepot ·t.r-ad~ dec'l~ned. · Its- key · -to .survivai· · 
d~pende<:l on industr~ali_~ation.. ,Since then one of .the' aims 
of the gove-rruneht' s .edUca i:ional Pol;icy was to "e.quip t~ 
youth. wi~h re.quisite s~ills .for empl~ymeilt in industry. J· 
Since · 1959, the.re was a revision of the curriculum to 
\.. . . . . 
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effiphasi -~e ·pra~ticql · subjec"t~ ·like . mathematics· and · ·science. · : 
' . . : . 
<\" 
Sylla_b~ses in technical- s-q~ject~ were draw~ up· si.nce 1962 . 
_ . . The . secon.~ary .school c;::urricuium ·_ underwent"~ ·. major 
.. ~ ... 
revision in 1969. · Ma~·eanph~sis _ on ·more sophiSticated tech- · 
nic~l subj~~ts we~e irttroduced. All boys: in Secbn~ary I 
and II classes h ,ad to take te~hnical subjects. The girls '· 
had the choice of studying do~~sti~ · scienc.e. or·. take .'·.up 
~o.se technical ~ub.ject.s. . At· the same ti~e, technical . 
subject~ at .Higher ~chool ~Certifi~ate : level w~~~ - ~nt~oduc~d .. 
Since. 1_969, · enr~lmertt · in, .·technical· strea~ e:xpande~ steadily: 
... 
Problems of · premature - spec~aliz~tion and ~igid 
streaming· of p'upils at Seconda-ry. I and . II levels, irito 
~- . 
( . 
••• 
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acapemic ·.and tec:hnic~l categories at .an ea~ly age could., it; 
. .. 
• . '/o' ' • 
was hoped,_.be ·surmounted. Singa~9re's na~iorial go~~ .of 
increased industrializ-ation meant th'at m'qr'e women had.~ .to 
w.ork .in · industry~ Bu-t more· tpan · s ·i;xty p~r c~n t of the ·. 
. . 
regions were n9t s~rved by · nay Care Centres. · 
' · ,J . ..... 
The . policy· of . . in~u'str~a.lizati~n ~gear~d . to. a 
·warid mark~t wheie-Eriglish is al~ost the: international 
~anguag:e-. Theref.ore; ·Eng+ish- undoubtedly -ass tune ~;re impor-
. . . . . . . 
· tant· role._.; Thus,. t~e ·policy. of_ lan_guage· parity came 1nto 
' . confl~ct with the ·'goal _of industrializatiC?n .. 
... -:- . 
.. 
Recoinmendation:s· 
· Having identified the major -probl~ms in . the· ·study, 
-~e .\'!rite~.- ~uggests the following· rec-ommendations: · · 
(1) The ·government sho_ui~ establish ·rna~e creches and . . 
children's ·centres for child~en of working ~other~~ 
{2) M~iti-lingualism and racial integration ~hou~4 
.- ~e started .;in. pre-school. in tit tions such as 
kinderg~rt.ens !7-nd childre ·s tres. The Govern-
'inent. should· take over all the. k n4ergart~ns (all -are 
• & •• 
private-owned- and operated at present) , ~a~e them a~ 
· ~ntegral part o~ the -education system, and · then . 
prov.id~ ~ two~to-thr.ee ye~r · fre~ k~nd~i:gaiten ea~~ · .. 
~cation compulsory ~or every-chi~d -in Singapore. 
With -the base of bilingualism and racial integration 
. . 
. , . 
.( 
._J_ 
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. . firmly esta~lish~d in these kindergartenSt· the 
. . 
. .. socio~ct:il tural· problem···of the~ "heav-iness· a~.d _ 
.. . 
unwieJ.._din~ss'J of the mul ti~.~ingual ~yllabuses 
in ·both primary .and ·secondary scho.o).s would be. 
• <... 
. . 
solved and the racial ·gulf greatly J;larrowed_. 
(3J rt· is ·crucial_ . to give equal weight to the firs~ 
.... 
an~ se~ohd languag~ i~ primar~ and se6on~ary schools 
in ·Order to ensur:e aqequate learning Qf the second'·.· 
. . . 
lan."gu~ge ~ 
(4) ~t is ne.cessarJt and important to. s·et up a Langu_ag~ 
Teaching R'esearch~ Unit for d~lving . . in .. to prQblems o~ 
language teaching' toq little iS .kn~wn at ')r~sent .. 
about 'tl:le plioblems ·. inv~ived. · · · ~ 
(5) -~11 ~he primary and sec~ndary schools in S~ngapore. 
should be transformed irito integrat~d schools in 
order. to fo·s~er raci~l ·ha~ony. Along this .direc·-
~ion, ·.· education- .would _help mold a · common identi.ty 
among th~ various ·races of Si~ga.pore .. 
(6) The g~y~rnment should ensure equai -distribution of 
e~ployment opportunities f ·or ·students from vernacular 
schools, in cider to bring about true equality of 
. . . . . .· . J 
treatment.. . c· . . . 
(7) The ·Government ?-1anpowei Committee -on Secondary 
Schools and higher learning· and the Ministry of 
·-
. . 
( 
. . 
(_ 
•· 
-.~' ...... 
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Education must work close+y in pla~ning progra~es 
so that polic.ies will n~t be ·at cross-p~rposes-.. 
··(8) Teacher Tr~inipg Co~leg~ shou~d . initiate c~urses 
for bi~inguaii~ so that teachers .would be be~te~ 
able-to cope in integrated schools. 
(9l The D~partm~nt of Adl;ll t Education sho·uld award 
• '0 .. - . 
~cholarshiPs_ to ~Standi~g st~de_nts as en~our:a9e-
ment in order to maximize equal e-ducational : oppor-
t~ni ty . . 
· (10) Courses leading to~ university degrees . in extra-
mural departments should be offered by the University 
. ~ ~ . 
'-· . . 
of· Singapore . . . -
(11) An intense conunitment is r~quired in sp·ecial Educa-
tion . . 
(12) .Sp~cial Education spould concentrate more on 
bui~ding a s~~factory ~elf-image of students, and 
on teaching them skills fdr earn~ng a l~ving. 
(;1.3) The economic ·and p-olitical _realities in Singapore 
. . 
encourage the r ·apid expansion .of technical ·training. 
it is hop~d that, ·while adapting edu·cation t ·o the 
needs of an industrialized society; education should 
not _ overemph~s~ze . science and technical training 
at the expense of humanistic studies and human 
.· 
~. . . . ~ -· . . 
( __ 
{ 
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deve1opment. While inculcating _habits ·of ind~s.try 
.· ~d ··r ·eaching out.· _for exceilen~e; · edtica tion . should·. 
no~ · ~ose ' sight of ~h~ · thin~s .tha~ m~k~ life .worth 
li~ing- ~he'fulfilment of our phy~ical, ~m0tio~al, 
int~lle~t~~-l.~nd sp~ritual ·.needs . .. ~es~~es .. enjoy- .. 
· ·Il)ent. of · "s·ports. ~ other __ fo·rrns .. a~ · relaxation,. s:uch ·as 
. . 
the' appreciation of arts and lite~ature, enrich . our 
·. 1 
. lives and constitute the culture of a _people. 
~ .. 
1
·Poh S"eng Png, "Education · and Social Change: Past 
and Pre sent," E·duca tion and £ocial Change; May 1 ,_ 19 7 0, . p. 5. 
__;· 
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